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AN INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT SPAN

Project SPAN undertook .the task of describing and assessing the
current and recent state of social studies/social science education, of
designating desired states to which social studies might or showld
aspife, and of Shaping recommendations as to how'those desired states
might be approached. This has been a formidable Task, increasing in
difficulty as the 'project moved 'from describing the current state to
envisioning desired states tofraMing recommendatidhs.

In 'describing the current state of social studies/social. science
edudation, the project began with three coordinated studies of science
education supported by the NatiOnal7Sbience.fceundation dUTingthe period
1936-781 a series of -case,studies.conducted by.the

Center-for'In'struc-, ,

otional Research and Curriculum Evaluation.af,the uViv6rs&ty of Illinois;.

a national,survey/conducted by the ,Research 'I.i_angle'Idstitute, and 'a
survey of literature'for the-period d95-75;.conduct8d by The Ohio State. .University with te,agsistance of the Soolal Science Education COnsor-
'tiuM." ThescthreesZtudies,,usinOhree very aiqerent but congruent_
methodologies,, provide a wealth of'imformation 'boat precollege educe-
tion'ih natura4 science., mathematic 1, and social studies/social science
edkcatjbn.. In addition to -these three,fruitful_sources, SPAN staff and
consultants revjewedlbundreds of other docents bearing on social
studies and, through correspondence and at cdfiferences, sought theadvice
and comments of many.persons throughout the tatien.

With respect to the' specification of desired states and of recom-
meridations for achieving them, the basic-fact d social studieseduca-
tion at present is that there is a great diversity of/opinion, from which
it is impossible to elicit consensus. Thefc.aie polOr positiOns on the
most basic issues, and a range of, opinion between the pole's. Some feel
that social studies is in need of drastic revision, others that there is
little or no need for concern.

The_great diversity of opinion bout4desire tates and recommenda-
tions that exists in the ytefature and in thopi ions of social studies
educators throughout the nation, as,egperienced'by SPAN, staff members in
perusing the literature, in numeros vietings and conversations, and in
VoluminotAcorrespondente, was arSb

-
'reflected iR the twelve consultants.'

Who worked with 'the SPAN staff throughout the project. The twelve con-
sultants were chosen for their kown contributions td' social studies
literature'and practAce,,alsOprrlheir representation of various social
studies roles: elementSry or-secondarybteacher,., 'consultant or supervisor
at district or state letel, professional associatiqn, university teacher.
They were indeed "representative"-'riot only of socie1.-tudkes-educator
roles but also of a wide range of,opinions about desired states and
recommendations! .

.

VGiyen this. diversity of opinion, both in. he *social- studies iohld
at large and, within the `group of cdnsolt'ants,.the,SPAN.staff ( this
which there were `also some differences' o opinionLY had to't e the
ultiMate responsibility, for formulating/ the' statements co erning,
desired\ states and recommendaLons..'We4wa,sh' to give full redit for
information' and ideas, we have borrplied and usg4---borrowed oth,from the
consultants and from'soCial studies' educators at, large. But(the staff
must accept 'final responsibility for the. Content of, th- 4PAN.,kaports.

i
, . _ Y
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The Stamembers who worked with SPAN throughout.the'praject are Lrving
Morrissett,' Project Director and Skecutikre Director of the Social
Science Education Consortium, Douglas Superka, Associate Project eire-c-
torand Staff Asiociate of 'SSEC, and Sharryl Hawke, Staff Associate of
'SSEC. Bruce Tipple, a Staff Associate of SSEC; also served as a staff
member during the early part of the\project; aS did three TegCher Asso-
ciates of SSEC, Maria Rydstedt; John Zola, and 'William Cleveland,

Two individuals producedkommissioned papers 'at the request ace
project staff. Dana turfman reviewed the status of evalpation pro esses
in'social studies and.made recommendetions on needed changes. R zei.
Hertzberg wtote an extensive review of social studies reform eff its
-from 1880 to 1980'.

The
consultants Who worked with SPAN throughout the project ar

-Lee Andekrs'ork.

.Prof Or of' Political Science
Northwe ern University.: l

Mary yann Eslinger
Social Stpdies Consultant,.

North Carolina State Department
of Education

John D. Haas
Professor of EducatiA
University'of Colorado

0. .4

Jarrell MCCracken
Teacher of Social :Studies
Manual High School
Denver, CO .

Fred M. Newmanh
Professor of Curriculum-
and Instruction

University of Wisconsin

Elizabeth A. Pellett
Social Studies Consultant
Los Angeles'CouhtpSchools

This publication is -o.ne. of

.

Bob Beery -

Social Studies Consultant
Rochester (Minnesota) Public

Schools

Verna Fancett
Social Studies Tether Emeritus
Fayetteville,

t,

James G. 'lenge'

Social Sf'udies Consultant
Vermont State Department of

Education
. -4-

John U. Michaelis
Professor Emerittfs of Educ4tion
University of California, Berkeley

"---

John Patrick
Professor of Education

.Indiana University

Roosevelt Ratldff
As5ociate'Director-Eor

Affiliated Units` -

The Ass6ciation for Super
and :Curriculum Develo
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PREFACE

The papers collected in this volume did not fit neatly into th

two major volumes produced by -.roject SPAN--The Current State of Social :-

.Studies and The Future of Social Studies. The papers Vary consideraly,

in terms of purpose, level'of detail, length, and topical focus. T

papers we.re also prepared at various times during the course of Proj ct

SPAN; -with some being written.at early as 1979. While these paperS .

influenced the thinking of SPAN consultants and staff, they represent,
to- a greater extent than other SPAN publications, the personal

observations, interpretations,

The papers are organized

deals with the current State

and opinions of particular authors.

into two categorj.es.

of social studies,

The fist group

paralleling 44d
elaborating the SPAN publication on that subVct. The second group.

'..7,

contains four di erse and rather radical appfoachqs to improvement Of
social studies. T e .third.and final section of,this volume contains alift
complete bibliOgrephy of references consulted during the course of the
Orb.iete.

I

The first paper in the volume is "Evaluation in Social Studies," in

which Dana. Kurfman presents a very broad view of evaluatiOn. The

purpose of evaluation, he states, is "to help those involved in1."" . s
education make sound deciskons." He, includes among edu ational decision

-141

,makers teachers, administrators, :students, rents, sch ol boards, and

legislators'.' Kurfman cites three types ,of,decisions as' being .bassilin
... _ ,varying degrees on social studies evaluation procedures--decisiofts

related,to instruction (specifically, decisions related to grading and

diagnosis); decisions related to selection'aUd placeMent; and decisions

related to programs and curriculum. Use.of.variOus evaluation procedures
1:-and practices I ren lation to these types.qf'"decisions il, reviewed.. x .

Included are a discussion of the advantages and Aisadvantages.of,.

criferioft-referenced and.norm-referenced tests "and,a review of the

characteristics of commercially produced social studies tests. KurfMan

indicates that in spite of the quantity and diversity of evaluation
. .

procedures available to educators, typical givtfc'es are rather narrow
and unsophisticated.'

11

vii
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tidies," g

students' pe

attitudes:

4, Particular re earch needs

"Senior High S hool Student

primarily on t e interest,

respect to soci studies,

nior High School Students' learning 'in Social

ves ,A succin t summary oftresearch findings on junior high

ceptions of ocial studies and their kfiowledge, skill, and

ome suggestions for improvements Ire. made and some

conclusions area

TU next tw

stud,kes teachers

re identified. 14.ry Vann Eslinger''s papet;

' Attitudes Toward Social, Studies," dwells

ttitudes, and mdtivation of students with

documented in the NSF studies. Her

e, but not entirely so.

ss various factors that affect social

'In "Prolfession, School, and Community,"

athernegati

papers, addr

d teaching.

Fred Newmann point to three important factors affecting the climate of

schools. His niajo theme is wh social studies 'does not exhibit the

chdracteristics of professionali m to a greater extent. He also

describes how the e igencieS of anagement and control in the schools

restrict depth and iversity in he.teaching,of social studies and

explains how and wh controversia issues typiCally receive little

attention.

e

DouglaS Sulierka, in "Money, Mandates, and Managers," deScribes

three g.ddtionaleffect on social st\idies. 1.edera3l- government funding,

he notes, has had some effect on
t
so ial.studies curriculum materials

and,'to a lesser extent on °social st\udie teachers. State and local

laws and guidelines hav had substantal andihighly varied effects:

many states mandate.cert in social stu topics and courses and many

states adopt texts at the state level. Administrators and Supervisors

at state and local levels -lso have var ed influences on social studies

programs: chairpersons 'a e usually q ite influential,- building

principals may be; and loca' 'and'state s ervisors are generally seen as

having rather minor influen e.

' In the final paper in t e first section of the volume, Btuce Tipple

briefly reviews "Educations

'describing ;ome models ,of

dissemination, and teacher tr

Change Proc sses in Social Studies,"

curriculum d velopment, information

ining and no ing some of the successful

and unsuccessful aspects of th se models.

The first paper,in the s cti,e'on soc al studies futures is "A

Social Roles Approach to -Social Studies," by Douglas Superl,p. and Sharryl

viii



,H wke. It presents an organizing framework for ci 1 st dies that
co ld serve as an alternative to the dominant pa tern that as dxisted

50 or*60 years. They suggest a focus on se n social roles:
cit zen, worker, consumer, family member, friend, member of. 4cial
gro , and self. Each of the roles sss:

ribed in detail and the way
in w ich each role could contribute, to alleviating the six problems of
socia studies identified by Pro(ect SPAN is explained. Firially,
answe s are given to some of the objections thatmight be raised to the
use -o a the suggested framework. ThiS, aper is a condensation of a
sepaa report published by Project SPAN, Social Roles: A Focus for
Social tstudies in the 1980s.

In the second paper of this section, "Concepts and Skills: Social
Stildies i' 2002," James Lengel presents ,an imaginative scenario dated in
the year 002. This report to a revfQ education directorate of the

'National S ience Foundation describes how a new appToach ,.tolved many of
the proble of social studies described in the 1982 SPAN reports. The
new approac is a focus on-concepts and skills. Lengel *scribes how
this approa h has .affected.curriculum, instructional' practices,
research, an the handlingof problems and'issue,s

In the t ird paper of 'this section, Fred Newmann describesthree
veryspcific changes he feels are essential to/achievement of good
social_studies programs. One change involves students: they should be .\
involved in co unity-based problematic inquiry. Another focuses on

3

teachers.: they eed,circumstances conduciire to development of their' own.

(pr fes onalism. The third recommendation calls,for a reduct,ion,in the% i
1siz of large sc ools as a necessary conditionJor/improving

school
climate.

/
1The final pap r of this section, by John cha/elis, is "Desirable

Characteristics of ocial Studies/Social Science Education," In sharp------
I-contrast to Newman paper, Michaelis presents 'a broad, eclectic

checklist of items hat planners of social studies programs ,should
consider, organized nder the headings of 'rationale, focus, goals and

'objectives, K-12-prog m,iand supporting eleMents.

Despite the hete ogeneit of these paPers, we\hope that readers
will find the volume t be both useful and stimulating.

Douglas P. Superka

Irving Morrissett

e
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'EVALUATION IN SOCIAL STUDIES

, By Dana e. Kurfman

Air

Consensus among educators-is gr wing regarding the purpose of educe-
qpnal evaluation: to help tbose in olved in education makp sound deci-
sions (Stufflebeam et al. 1971; Ten rink 1974; Superka'et.,..11. 1978).
Sometimes the decision makers al-e te chers Or adbinistrators. Sometimes
they AEe students, parents, school oards, or legislators. Decision
makers determine the factori they wi I consider in making judgments and
then seek information about those f ctors. 'phut, in the context olf

.

decision making,- evaluation is the p ocess of clarifying the'decisions I

to be made, identifying the factors to ,be considered n makihg the deci-
. sions,'and searching for information about those factors.

, Problems of educational evaluatiOn of ten arise 'because the decisions-
'

to 1ic made are not clearly distinguished,
because the factors consider7d

in making decisions are not made explicit, and because data related to
all of 'the factors are not available In this paper, three types of
decisio s important fQr social studieseducation are distinguished, stu-,,

rnings and student dispositioilal factors impoetant in making
such dec sions are identified, and several methods of obtaining informs-.

1
tion 'abo t student learning are describe pd. Thin follow separate discus-
sions oftach of the three types of_de4sions,as they involve social,

;

---,studies. The paper concludes with a brief synopsis of findi ngs from a.v

ecent st dy.of eemmercialj.y produced,siocial
studies tests.

Three Types of Decisions

In social studies, 'las iri other areas of leading, three kinds of
decisions

.(1) making

'.decisions,

laled tol, the process of evaluation Can be distinguished:1
tit

instructional decisions,, (2) making selection/placement
d (3) making program /curriculum modification decisions.

John U.
substantial

MiChaelits, Fred,41.1. NTOmann, and,foosevelt Ratliff provided
sSistanc(On the preparation of this paper. 41,

4
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I

d Instructional decisiOn tend to be the' prerogative of teachers.

Selection/placemenedecisio makerS are usually administrators or guid- .

ance courlkaors, while prog am or Curriculum modification decisions are
i .

the responsibility of school administrators and boards of
.

education. "

All three types of decision depenid nput from students.
N

N

'1. . Although teachers art 'nvolv:ed in a variety of detisions during theX ,

instructional process (Hunte 197 ), two of their decisions in particular'
. /

are based on evaluati- fac ors d data. One is assigning grades, thir

, \:ther adapting instructional trategies to account for diagnosti infor-

Mhtion about students I

.

. .
t

Deciding what grades to-ii14.sstudencs becomes more and more signifi-

calt as students move from rimpry schoOLsthrough senior high school.

des becOme decisions aboQ andexcellence, as

, well as' credit. The increas n importance of grading is based on the

fact that.this teacher judgm t is used by administrators to decide

whed-rerjscudent re- retaine , advancAd, and--ultimately--graduated:

Grades ails° serve as data wh h students-and their parents can use in

making decisions about how s udents'should:use their time and, even-

tual/y, about prospective stbdent,,,rareer.r4.1
The second ins-quctional decision is selbction of'teaching proced=

.

ures and /.or materiaiss;4ed;d to correct learning deficiencies. Teachers

At ell, levels make instructional decisions about the materials and

strategies most useful in helping students learn. Much of-the informs--

,tion obtained for 'such decisionS- can be considered to have a diagnostic

funCtion: "Diagnosis . t . is needed if reasonable, treatment decisions

'are to be made. The teacher will be\better able to recommend specific

types of remediation if4he'l knows the specific skills in which the'child

is deficient" (Sax 197.4, pl_280) .

Selection /placement decisions include
oo.''"

admitting students tcvspecial

programs, making retention Or advancement decisions within4 a precollege
.

.

school setting, deciding whowill gradtiate from high school; and admit-
_

dug students to colleges or technical schools., Such'decis.lons are

11 11

usually made by guidance counselors and administrators usirigCeiteria

unrelated to social studies. General academic aptitude is the major..

intlyende on most such decisi.ons., However, high school graduation in

.most states requires one or more social studies units. In addition,

4
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administrators increasingly are asked to include the results of state'

competency measures in social rEdies or citizenship as a condition for

graduation. Social studies achievement tests are also used as a source
of inibimationfor college admissions decision. Moreover, the results

of Special examinations in Americah history and modern European history
are used to make advanced placement decisions in many colleges and
universities.

fqProgram or curriculum modification decisions ipcbrporate a.range of i'. ,
.. ...... :;;;;.

. .such things as overall curriculum plans, grade leya16emes or secondary
., ... -

school 'courses, units of study, and spga is learning activities'.

Involved as decision makers are administrato s and policymakers at all
leliels. Many such decisions'are made with inp t from the general public

,and students, as well as teachers. State and 'ational assessments of

citizenship and social studies learning can pro 'de input potentially
useful for making progra

/
modification decisions. \

Two Ma'or Factors Involved in Making Educat Decis ions

Student dispositions and behaviors, as well as studen learnings;
are considered in mak.ing .the three, types of educational d sions
distinguished Above. StUdpnts''willingness to behavein app*ked ways
may be impoptant to educatiohal de'cision makers as their.attainment

of instructional-obje,ctives.. Both the disposition to follow schobl and

teacher rules andattainment of instructional objectives are factors'in
makihg social studies evaluation decisions.

Student_d*sp6SItional- factors. influence instructional decisions_

-,N4hWteachers base their grades, in part, on student willingness' to

complete homework and participate in class activities. gnidents Must be

willing to cooperate if teachersare,to obtain accurate diagnostic feed-
.

back and plan remedial programs. 'High school graduation depends in part

upon suclibehavioral factors as:sChool attendance and tardiness. More-,
over, college admission's decisions are usually influenced by students'

involvement in pub ±ic or school.s rvlce activities. Program modification
,

decisions are also influenced hN-student feelings toward the program
being evaluated, as well as by what students learn from that particular
program A

O
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Student learning, evidenced by the attainment of instructional

objectives, is, of course, an equally important considerati6 in m kirg

instructional; selection/placement, and curriculum/program modifica on

decisions. Most often, social studies objectives deal with what stud is

are supposed to know andunderstand, such as the rights and responsibili-

ties of citizens., They also include considerable emphasis on social

studies skills, such as map reading and graph interpretation: Most,

statements of social studies objectives include development of attitudes

and'values, such as respect for self and ot ers.

include participation in public affairs; such as
,

influence legislation or resolve locaitroblems.
0

q
One of the major conditions for effective

Some statements also.

organized attempts to

educationaf.decision

making is recognition of the full scope and breadth of social studies

objectives.

identified.

"knowledge,

As indicated above, foilr types'of objectiVes can usually be
oD

The NCSS Social Studies Curriculum Ciid 4
fines indicate t

abilities, valuing,= and social participation should all be

represented in the stated objectives of social studies plo&rams"

("Revision of the NCSS Social Studies Guidelines" 1979, p. 269). The

social studies "methods of evaluation" checklist in the Evaluative

Criteria of the National Study of School Evaluation recognizes four

somewhat differently stated types of objectives:

This is

include all types of objectives. The NCSS guidelines also indicate that

"Evaluation should be based primarily on the schlrl's own statements of

objectives as the criteria for effectiveness" ("Revision . 1979;

P. 272). The point is that decisions should be basedonstudent attain-,

- -Evaluation procedures measure variou's levels of
student cognition, such as knowledge, comprehension,,
application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

7-Procedures are undertaken to measure student growth
in skills appropriate to,the social studies.

- -Procedures are undertaken to measure student growth
in the affective domain the development of
attitudes, values, and beliefs).
-Efforts are mane to evaluate the students' abi lities
in both group and individual acti 'ties (Evaluative
Criteria 1978, p, 230). .

not to say that every school's social stidi4 objectives should

went of the full range, of a school's stated social studies objectives.

3

N
.
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While including-a broadsange of objectives is important, each
objective must be learfy formulated before, relevant information can be
gathered. Emphasis on behavioralobjectives focuses; attention on the
specific things students- learn,to.do. Thus, social studies educators
are forced to think abotit and identify expected ,student outcomes:
Attention to student outcomes red ces the tendency td write objectives
statements that refer to what teac ers and' S6.dentsNOill be doing during
a learning experience rath than w at students will ti',able to do qs
result of the learning Ixperience. More importan perhaps is the
emphasis on clarity and specificity revired'by ehavioral objectives.
Simply sying,, for example, that studet w gajn increased "apprecia-.

aNON.

However, more subjeCtive
/

>

Lion" of European culture is not suffic-ent. Instead, teachers must
specify the characteristics of EurprOan cultures that students will be
able to detcribe. As a re 1 \social studies objectives become clear
enough to direct tea--cheTsand 'th,er to the overt indications ofS udent
attainment of t e objectives,;,

;

Obtaining n ormation-on Student Dispositions and :Student Learning

Informati n about both s udent dispositions and student learni is
obtained in a variety of way One of the most common ways'is obSe viing
student behavior. Another i ilistening to'what students say and be
aware Of what they do not say. A third is examining student respon
to"'aisignments and qnestionsi

Most information about disApoSItionalfactors is obtained by obse v-
.

ing student behavior or noting the Jack of expected behaviors and by
obtaining student reports about their interests. Grading decisions, fc r

example, are based in part on observations of student behavior and mib
1

'behavior. Manyi teachersjike, to rely on such "objective" information a

records of tardiness, absence, and prompt completion of assignments--all
of which can be recorded'in the "grade book."

forms of data gathering are also at work in the inferences teachers draw
about student dispositions from student behaviors. From certain kinds
of O served behdyiors teacherS make inferences about student "effort."

Other esirable student dispositions are inferred from participation in

:class di cussion and aaommodation to the teacher's rules and regula-

t)
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tions. Such evidence of student dispositions becomes important data in

making grading decisions.

,Examples of the use Of student reports about their interests are

available in colleg selectiln and program modification decisions. .

Student activities and'interests provide a major source of information

for college selection decisions; students are asked to describe their

participation in-activities as diverit as music, student government, and

sports. In evaluating programs and curricula students are asked to

indicate what they like and dislike about a particular program or curric-

ulum feature. Whlit students feel and report about-programs thus becomes

an important source of information for program modification decisidhs.

Information about student learning is obtained through observations

of classroomperformance, the review of homework, classroom discussions,

and tests. Teachers observe student attainment of several kinds of

'learning outcomes. Especially' in elementary school, behavior such as

pointing directions, desk work, and group interactions helps teacherso.
correct their instructional procedures and make grading decisions,

Increasingly in, secondary schools, homework becomes another source of

information about student learning.

Teachers at all levels receive behaVioral and spoken cues that lead

to 'changes in instructional practice. Some such,cues are simply facial

expressions. More often they are student responses to teacher questions,

as well as questions or comments made by students. In fact, the recite-
.

tion mode of instruction serves both. an, instructional and a data-

gathering purpose, as the Illinois case study investigators found: ,"Both

rbcitation and examinations had been designed to measure student perform-

ance . . . Recitation stood for personal involvement and judgment;

examination stood for quality control and impartiality" (Stake and Easley

1978, p. 15:14). This finding is confirmed by studies in the 1950s and

1960s that show-"class discussion" as a major evaluation technique used

by about.50 percent of social studies teachers (Wiley 1977, pp. 53-54).

As indicated, teachers seldom make instructional and particularly

grading decision without information derived from written examinations

or'fests. As ou4VSISE site observer commented, "Consider. for instance

the presence and recurrence of these items . . . reviews before tests,,

taking of quizzes and tests, returning and checking of-tests ...
.ti

v

8
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(Stake and Easley 1978, p. 15:13). Teacher-made tests, moreover, were
"the most prevalent type of formal testing used in the CSSE sites"r

(Stake and Easley 1978, p. 15:14).

Tests teachers make for grading and, less often, for diagnostic
purposes include a variety of item types. Some social studies teachers
lean toward open-ended essay questions. Others rely,. on true-false,
matching, fill-in-the-blank, and multiple-choice questions. Studies in

.the 1950s and 1960s showed that teacher-made"objective 'tests were used
twice as commonly as essay'tests. Many more essay testS\are used in
social studies classes with high-ability students (Wiley 1 pp. 53,
54, 59). Which_types are used seems to depend more on time aVailable to
make' the test and, teacher inclination, than ow-appropriateness\of item
types for the objectives being measured.

Externally developed tests seldom provide data to help teachers
make .nstructional. decisions, probably becaUse such tests lack'suffi
cien correspondence with the subjectively perceived objectives of indi-
vidual teachers. Information for selection/placement and program modifi-
cation decisions is more likely to come from externally developed rather
than teacher-made tests. Until recently,' most such tests were norm-
referenced. 'Incrgasingly, however, criterion-referenced tests are coming
into use. Some stte competency tests used for graduation decisions are
criterion-referencjd, as are tests providing information for program
modification decisi

A Comparison of\Norm-Referenced and Criterion-Referenced Tests

Disagreement exits regarding the distinguishing characteristics

and relative value of }norm-referenced and criterion-referenced tests.
Some educators find th %:distinction in the emphasis of criterion-,

I

referenced tests on instructional objectives and student attainment of a
pre-specified level of ghievement. Yet, "boaki norm-referenced and
criterion-referenced test are concerned with the objectives of instruc-
tion . . . Both compare i ie performance of the student with some cri-
terion"

.
terion" (Sax 1974, p. Z57). They differ in the explicitness wit hick
instructional objectives ate defined and the type .of criter on with which
student performahce is comp zed.
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The first major difference in the two types of tests is the scope

and definition of the objectives measured. Criterion-referenced tests

refer to a narrower domain of objettives than norm-referenced sts.-

Criterion-referenced tests require highly specific` objectives an

relatively large number of items measuring each objeGtive; at least two

authorities mention a minimum of ten items (Pophaui 1978, pp. 93-95 ; ax

1974, p. 281). In developing criterion- referenced tests, "What happ ns

in practice is _that either the universe of possible tasks is so harros4ly

defined and delimited in scope that many other important behaviors a

unmeasured or the universe is so broadly defined that.each behavior/c n

be measured by only-'a few items" (Sax 1974, pp. 761 -262). Norm

referenced tests, on the other hand, often cover such, a broad set o

ill-defined objectives that relating the results of the test to these

objectives with the intent of taking corrective measures is very'diffi-

cult.

k

The second major difference between the two types of tests is the

criterion with which student. performance is compared. Traditional

standardized tests are nocm-referenced. Results on 'such tests derive

their meaningkhrough reftrence to performance norms of a well-defined

group of students. Thus, a studeliCs raw score of say 40.percent correct

may place hiOror her at the 60th percentile of the norming population, a

result bet er thanfa4lvt 60 nrcent of comparable students wand poorer

/tilan 40 percent of-sUal stherdp. Im contrast, criterion referenced
/ 4,, ,

A7/ tests report student attainmentkOEvor failure to attain, a particular

objective or competency. The results of such tests have meaning oily
,

when referred tothe competencies or objectives measured. Criterion-
,

referenced measures "compare the student not in relation'to others but

in relation to the. lev perfOrmaae be will be expected to achieve

in a carefull fine omain of behaVio " (Sax 1974, p. 254). Thus, a

student may be said to be competent in us ng map scales to, determine the

distance between two points when he or she answers nine of ten such

questions correctly.

Criterion- and norm - referenced tests have common elements. Judg-

ments about the level of performance which constitutes attainment of the
ti

competency or objeCtive,are usually made in terns of expectations about

what a group of comparable students can attain. Thus, \there is informal

reference .to other students in.criterion-referenced testing. On the

10 1.1)
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other hand, responsibly developed\n m-referenced tests are based on
careful specifications which stipulai' the objectives to be measured by
the test.

A major problem in using criterion- referenced tests in sa.Fia1
studieS is the'difficulty of reducing, the domain of sO-c-ial studiesI
manageable number of highly specific competencies. A glance at the
lengthy breakdown of objectives drafted for social studies by the

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP 1980) indicates the
enormousness of the task. However, for units or lessons dealing with a
specific skill (graph interpretation), a specific concept (supply and
demand), or a limited set of information ,(the differences between
Hamilton'and Jefferson), criterion-referenced tests can be of consider-.

able help.
1

Criterion-referenced tests are most-often used with hierarchically

arrang4d domains such as mathematics, where the attainment of one skill
is prerequisite to other, more complex, skills. "If the domain is
largely unsequenced, the teacher can as easily establish.one criterion
as another" (Sax 1974, p. 262). Anyone who has attempted to set a mini-

mum performance 1 vel on a social studies test-4Should it be 50, 75, or..,

90 percent of the items?--knows how arlitrary this process is. Because
social studies objectives are generally nonsequential, one authority
concludes that norm-refekenced tests are more appropriate .to its needs ,

than criterion-referenced tesy:' "The social studies curriculum % .

,
.

.

is usually not highly.sequenced
. . . feedback regarding student perform -`

ance should be norm-referenced since no one defensible criterion'exi ts"

/7(Sax 1974, p.. 265).

//Although criterion-referenced tests are best su ted to clearly
formulated informational, definitional, or skill objectives,

, -

criterion-referenced movement has prba been neficial, even for the
Complex, difficult-to7define, nonseq 'ential ob ectives characteristic of
much social studies instruction. Th- move ii\has,"prompted educators

at studentscan and can ot o and on what ways instruction
,

ot been effective" (Mill n 1974-,--p. 313).

No -referenCed tests are mos ul in making placement decisions
. . / I

and,
'-,,,,,

tip. Some degree, program_ev
'Oils. They are also helopfulN;

,-.1 -----
i r. in/takink,

\
instructional (gr i decisions, particularly when sery g

I
,

i
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as thee"final examination" for a curse. Criterion-referenced tests can

be used in making all three kinds decisions. When determining whether

students have attained an obSeci4 such as .identifying directions

arrectly on a map, the resultscan be helpful in making grading deci-

sions. -When decisions are made abou instructional strategies to faci127

tate learning, test results which idetify strengths and weaknesses in

attaining an objective need to.be cri e ion-referenced. Many state

competency measures used in placement decisions are criterion-referenced

in terms of competencies. Likewise, when decisions are made to modify

programs, criterion-referenced, test results which point to objectives

attained and objectives not attained are most helpful.1
-

Social Studies Instructidcial Decisions

Although the two kinds of evaluative instructs al decisions we

have identified take place from the primary class oom through senior

high school, grading tends to increase in impor ance asisiudents move

into the high school years, while ehe importap/ce of modifying tkaching

information tends Ito decrease.strategies on the basis of diagnos

Testing to Grade

Social studies

determining grades.

attainment

student

of

I

teachers 61S6 a` variety of

Major 'fattors emphasized

instructional objectives, eten

disposition to attend class, complete

/
personalized systems in s'

by teachers are student

vaguely ilrmulaed, and

/nd partici-assigned work,

pate in class activities. While little inforrhation about actual grading

practices is available, there is wide agreeMent that grades in eleientary

school are determined not pribarily by demonarated competence or quality

of work, but by the amount of work completed and by student attitude in

class. This i,s particularly J.evident jn,grading systems iihich-rely,on-

student ".contracts" to do 4rtain designated things: thb more tasks

students accomplish, the more likely they are to earn.A's and B's rather
1

than -Cs) and D's. Emphasis appears to shift toward competence and

quality of-learning in the higher grades and the more academic classes.

Examination of the kinds of tests, homework assignments, and class

-discussion tasks commonly used indicat's that teachers 'make grading

12
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sions on the basis of a very narrow range of learning outcomes. When

these outcomes are clear, They'are dominated by low-level-cogn itive

operations--primarily recall of information and some application of

concepts (Wiley 1977, pp. 69-70). Surveys of evaluation practices show

that social studies teachers "tend to ignore all but content objectives,

in evaluation, of studente (Wiley 1977, 10: 79). Social studies skills

receive, considdrable attention in elementary and middle schools, but

virtually none in senior high' schools. °Whileteachers make occasional
° evaluative judgments on such "affective" objectives as sense of self-,:

esteem, 'democratic attitude; and sensitivity to othe

.evidence that attainment of such objectives ,cont-rlb

'grades'. Even when

teachers appear to

affective variables are

s, there- is nd

tes to student

included 'n eduCatiOnal goals,

devote'little time to their measurement.

Studies of-evaluation practices conducted from 1955 to 1975 indicate

that teachers of social studies are not sophisticated about evaluation.

They do not like to engage in evaluation-and are uni ventive in doing
.-

so. Most teachers use a .limited number of assessment techniques--tests,

class discussion, and examination.of student's worlOWiley 1977, pp.
78-79). Nevertheless, tea dhers are 'confident that fh y have adequate -.

.......-information to !make accurate judgment's about' student a ,evement.' This,
, .

confidence is so strong.that teachers.often oppbse efforts to introduce.
'

,

more "systematic" ways of mlasqripg student achievement (Stake and Easley

19/8, pp. 15:174' 15:2.1). To ihe eftentthaO:teachers have extensive,

contact with 'Students, thei general'assessments of students' success in

schoOl-assigned tasks are probably accurate, s, Lack of q'ch contact in

highergrades tends t9 cast doubt on this accuracy. Even in elementary
/.

grades, teachers' confidence id, their assessments shodld be qualified by

the biasing effects of,labeling and of interpersonal relations between

teachers and students. !,

Little use of teacher-Ma\ de tests in evaluating social studies learn-

ing is evident in grades K-3. Tests and quizzes are 'used at least once

a week in 20 percent of K-3 social studies classes, compared with 45

percent of mathematics classes and 7a percent of science classes (Weiss

1978, pp. B56-, B60, B64). Use of tests or glizzes at east once.a wok

is found.in,38 percent of grades 4-6 social studies classes, 64 percent

of 7 -9 social studies classes, and',,60' pv,&entiof 10-1;2'classes (Weiss
, A

1978, pp. B65-67) .

13
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Only,occanonaily do Nsocial Adie teachers use tests prepared by

textbook pubjis, s ox'nationally standardized commercial' teststo Obtain
, .

information for iffiAg'idecisloris. .,"Publisher-supplied °test materials
sr

are used, by rUghly 44.11rkot all science, Mathematics, and- social

studies classes, except' for p3 science and K-) sociallistudieg

'where such tests are usechhy'onli approximately 5 percent of the classes"

(Weiss 1978, p. 97)., In a limitedistu0 of -evaluative techniques used

by American history teachers,On1,8.percenst report using standardized
0

7.

A

objective' tests afa majortetin;q4e (Wiley 1977, p. 53).* Nevertheless,
IV

social studies teachers tend td te,giVen the results of standardized
-

0

test administrations The mosconimon',use of Such tests was described

by Weiss as "reporting results to individdal teachers" (Weiss 1978, p.

30). Anoth less common use fOr,standardized test results was indicated

to be "diagnosis/prescription for'individual students."- It is unlikely
.

that social studies teachers would ust,these results-for grading purpOSes

because'Sucp tests do not reflect the teachers' own instructional objec-_,

tivek. \.

7,.

I ° .

A number carefullyceived standardized sociill studies tests
e

I

exist; some deal with general sdcial
i

studies outcomes (such at the STEP
a 4

i

tests) and many more deal with such social,studies subjects as ecdtlomics,
r ,

...

Amdrican government, and American history, (Duros 1978; Superka et-al,

1978). To the extent tests reflect a teacher's objectives,,they can be

used in deciding on formal grades.,_ti
* Z..

'Diagnostic Evaluation

The second major kind-'410d'instructionai decision requil'es use of

diagnostic information in modifying instructional practices and materials

so students can be helped to retedy learning defiCienctes.. In fact, an

excellent case can be made for involving students in identifying their

own 'strengths and weaknesses so'subsequent stages in the learning process

can be planned to maximize leatnIng.
,

. Much of the -diagnostic,information teathers obtain comes from the

oral and written work of students. ,Recitations help te. hers Identify

the points that have gotten across,and thdse that ha e not. Written

work (when there is time to reala It!) also provides aluable clues to

student attainment of objectives. Unfortunately; most teacher responses
=

, -

.
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to student work--whether or

-th% 'student than the juagme

"good" provides no clues as

Tgood." More-precise feedba

they shhuld try to do to impr

Standardized tests would

infoimation, but their actual

limited. Weiss (1978, p. 30)

fqr "diagnosis /presct'iption f

K-6-social studies classes and

A number of standardized s

A
diagnostic use. Test, manuals of

cation of items in terms of bot

When provided for a specified stu

mation is helpful in establishing

"Sequential Tests of Educational

the potential of these tests for'

skill
.

development: well-organi

1 or written-- convey no more information to

t,. "this is good" or "bad." The judgment

o what,attributes of the work are considered

k would presumably guide students 60 what

ve their work.

eem to be a promising source of diagnostic

se for diagnostic pu

eported that standard

poses appears to be

d tests were used

individual students" in *134 percent of

0 percent of 7-12 social studies classes.

cial studies tests lend themselves to

en provide information on the classifi-

skill'and understanding objectives.

ent population, item difficulty infor-

expectation levels. A reviewer of the

rogress: Social Studies" underscored

iagnosis of student social studies

d and easy-to-use -item classification

system is provided in the manual f

by skill level--orgariizing, interpr

Percentages of the normative sample

even though the test is not divided

specific skills, even one as unique

(Mullis 1978, p. 1425).

Even when item- classification in

ized test, teachers` can set up _their

classify the test items accordingly.

considered important can . be left out o

- One of the reayns teachers do' no

making'instructional decisions is the

example, a teacher could administer the

graphs,, and tableg) of the "Iowa. Teats

the answer sheets, and provide theresu

/ dent. The results could be organized in
//

as locations, directions, distance, symbo

each series. Iteps are classified
.

ting, or evaluation information
. .

assing each iteo,'are given, that

to tubtests, users can reference

s \the ability to interpNet cartoons"

ofmation is9lacking for standai'd-
i

own categories of objectives and

terns unrelated to the objectives

theediagnotic analysis.

use diagnostic information in

complexity of the task. For

social studies sections (maps,

f Basic Skills," machine-score
.is on each item f-or every 'stu -

terms, of such major subskills

s, and graph interpretation.
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'But withOut considerable help; most teachers have neither the time nor

the patience-to cope with copputelpiintouts of such detailed diagnostic
s"--7

5
information on indiVidual students,

e

Social Studies Selection/Placement Decisions

;T
Placement Decisions

Administrators place students in special programs and special

sections of standard social studies courses,,but seldom do the criteria
k

used in making these placement decisions reflect performance on social

studies goals. Most commonly,, such decisions are made" primarily on the

basis of information from reading tests or general intelligence measures

and'past academic performance. Such is also the case with decisions

abou who will araduate from high schogl and, to a lesser extent, who '

will be admitted to colleges and who will be given advanced placement id'

colle e programs.

se'of social studies information for placing students in special

progr s tends to decrease in the upper grades. Use Qf standardized

social studies tests in,placing,students in remedial programs was
7

reported to bb "great" by,31 percent of elementary sOools and by only

18 percent of secondary schools. For placing students in gifted
programs.,

such us- was reported at 28"percent for, grades K-6 and 8 percent for

"grades -12 (Weiss 1978, p.. 30).

-Graduation Decisions

Hig school graduation decisions do depend to some degree on, social

studies - Most states require one or more credits in 6Cial

studies x_.high school graduation; 68 percent of the states require

more ehan one credit (Weiss 1978, p. 23). Most states stipulate that

one of those credits be in American history and/or Afuerican government..
,

''Sixty -eigh percent of the states require Americ25_historyand 32 per-

cent Ameri an government (Weiss 1978,,.. 23). Thus, social 'studles

teachers' raging decisions provide one basis for subsequent piaduaiion

decisions.
\ .

,Demons rated competency on standardized tests involving social

studies goa s,is rapidly becoming a second criterion for deciding who
/

)

will and wi 1 not graduate from high school. Thirty-seven states ilaVe
f. 1

.e
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mandated minimum competency testing programs. Other states have testing

programs Without, explicit state ;,egislative Mandate (NAEP 1979). The
most commonly tested Competencies, reading and arithmetic,-often include.

measures of social studies outcomes. -,For example, Maryland functional
. .

,reading tests reflect four competencies: locating information, under-

standing forms, gaining informatio4 and following directions (Declared
4

Competencies Index 1979). To da well on, these tests, students must
demonstrate that they understand consumer and career reading materials,

can read maps, and,can interpret graphs.

It is not clear how many states have success on social st udies or

citizenship competency-tests a a graduation requirement. Weiss' (197$,
.

p. 31)-reported thatt22 percent of the states were planning basic compe-
tency programs in the social udiee. Wiley (1977, pp. 73-74) reported
that in 1973 66 percent' of the states either had or were considering

testing programs in social studies or 'citizenship. The positiori state-
ment of the NCSS on gradjation copetency testing refers to a 1978 study,

noting that "fifteen- states,:have statewide testing programs ;hat are

specifidally related to one or more social studies subjects, and in
twenty -three states the-competency testing program directly or collater-
ally impinges in the content of the social studies curriculum" Zleiw- et.

).
al 1979, p.369). Haiever,

q it is net clear how many or which
.
statbs

.. -

require success on such tests as a prerequisite for graduation.

There' seem to be no commonly accepted grade levels at which compe-
tency)tests are to be administered (Wiley 1977, pp. 224-234) .fliowev.er,

when demonstrated competency is a.xequirement eor graduatiOn, legal

opinion suggesti that students mulbbe itposed in. the clasSroom to rele--

'vent knowledge and skills before 'being tested
1

(NAEP 1979). Ci; re,must be, -

demontaken to give students opportunities des to emonstrate competence more than
.-

laonce and to provide remedial learning experiences after each succds- skul/ .
. $.

effort. Thus, most states begin their basic skills comppten y' teATitk,..dr-
J."in the early y ars of igh. school aid proVide severaropport unities for

students to emonstrat competenCebefOfe=the'date bf raduation:
The f ure of soRal studies/citizenship comp ency testing as.:a

-

requiremet for graduation is unsureThe fact thee 37 states h

-.mandated some form of minimum competend'y.ting suggests widespread
.suppor' for the concept. ,Whether this support,extends to requiring some

17 tr.gazias



form of "citizenship" or "life skills" minimum standards for graduation

may be questionable,' however. On the orie-ftazok4 there appears to be as

much legal basis in state Constitution clauses for requiring citizenship
.

competency as for requiring competency'iri "basic skills" (1:AEP 1979,'

2). Moreover, the little evidence available suggests that parents

believe secondaryjshooie'shodld,Ido more competency testing (Stake and
_

Easley 1978, p. 18:91)f Onthe ther hand, some school administrators

face difficult political probkems`when school comparison scores araP

reported. Social studies teachers show little enthusiasm for, and in
,

.

man cases, considerable opposition to, competenCy testing. The NatiOnai
3 . ,

.

ox the Social Studies, in adopting a .position statement on
1

. .

graduatio competency_ testing',,. reflects this uncertainty "Despite
,

reservatlions bou:t the extent fo which testing will in faCt improve the
. .

quality 0 student learning and performance, we acknowlkige the expansion
i

of state,- mandated programs . . . The purposes of testing must go beyond
.

the-cerbfication of en *bility for grJdua'tion to include the diagnoliis
.14 %

of stlfdentcdeklciencies early enoush to plan effective instructional

inte ve9eodtThret-al 109, p. 371).-

C lle e Entrance Yecfs'ons/

Th role of social

sions fs limited. The m

4 4
A

studi 'in college admissions, and placement deci-

considerations in college admissions appear

to be high school grades, scholastic aptitude test results, and extra-
1

curricular interests. ,4$, though achievent test results appear to,be

considered .seldom in such-decisions, social studies is included in two

` College Board achieyrient tests: "American History and Social Studies"

9:121B4r-epean
History fand World Cultures." Combined-, these two tests

, .

reflects be most commove goals of reqUired social studies courses, in high

schools. More Significant, in that-college credit'is.usually granted

and 'colleges allow advanced placement in their history programs, are the

"Advanced Placement, American History Examination" and the "Advanced

Placement European History Examination." .both of these examinatidhs-
-.

. require skills of hittZacal analysis as'Well as knoWledge of historical

content. Students.are alsb re4uited to demOnstrate writing ability.

Both of these examinations result in grades on a five-point scale, with

,a five considered "extremely well qualified." Approximatelrhalf of
. . %)
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American collegesand universities "grantadvahced placemen
or one of these, 'io students presenting Advanced placement

grades of 3 dIr---4gher" (College Entrance Exabinations Boar4

Social

one or more

years since

Social Studies Program. Modification Decisions

t and credit,

Examination

1979, p. 19)

studies program modifiCations have usually been prompted by

such influences as (1) the passage of time ("It has been ten

we looked at our social studies program!"), (2) a shift in
local political priorities or. commu ty pressures (pressure to include
ethnic studies), (3) a change-in decisi -making personnel'(a new super-

and (4) a new national emphasis (structl& of the disciplines
in the 1960s). Another.more recent influence on ,program modification

decisions is theuse of resultS from locally.developed.evaluation

ments, nationally normed tests, and state testing programs.

Program Modification Based on Local,Evaluati n.

Local curriculum evaluation as a basis for program. mopification

decisions depends on gn extensive pool of measureskeyedsto local objec-
t

tives. Use.ofsuch criterion- referenced measures permits schools to

obtain infofmation ab ut stu nt)attainment of varied objectives.

Insufficient achievem nt particular objectives suggests

inadequacies that may be rrecsed by appropriate curriculum

Lions.

program

modifica-

More and more sell Ol districts are developing data bases for.social

studies, program modification decisions by developing their own'ifistrx-

ments. Sources of such items include the sets of 'xercises released by

the National Assessment-of Eduhaltional Progress. These, exercises have

the advantage of perforMance da fa on clearly d groups of students.

HoiieVer,'the.major, source of items for local assessment instruments are

the tests made by Social studies teachers. ItemS oh such tests bear a

close relationship to. phe teachers' objectives and thus meet the Major-

requirement-'for items in locally developed measures,

Prince deprgebUnty, Marylarioin for example.: has initiated an

extensive social 4Eudies proiram 6valuat'nu:kffort. Measures were
4

developed for four groups of social studies Ajtctives:. (1) social,
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studies skills, (2) world studies understandi ngs, (3) American life

understandings, and (4) attitudes toward social studies and social

science disciplines. T ese measures were administered to sixth-,

eighth-, and eleventh-gr de students: More than 500 items, with some

repetitions across grade level's, were administered on a sampling basis.

In a variation on matrix rampling (Husek and Sirotnik 1968), from two to

seven different sets of m asures were alternated among students to reduce

test administration'time.

Program evaluation measures can be devised to cover a wide range of

objectives, including attitudinal ones. Whereas using student attitudes

as a basis for grading la 'sions is inappropriate, assessment of the

attitudes of groups of stu en ts with respect to global-mindedness, the

law, or ethnic differences can be an essential Source of information

about program effectiveness Many instruments are available for this

kind of examination (Superk et al.,1978). Few such'instruments are

directly related to a acho l's particular objectives, but they do

suggest ways of assessing at itudes. Many of these use an agree-disagree

or multiple-choice format s itable for assessing groups of students

(Carswell 1970).

An attitudinal survey, or example, provided the basis for making

decisions on the effectivenes of a required ninth-grade course called

Decision-Making, in Contempora y America. 'A part of the summary con-
,

eluded, "The results indicate that the students have.a very positive

feeling about the fOur intro uctory topics, with information about

careers receiving the highest rating . . . Local and state government

and national government redeiv d negative ratings . . . Government sh2uld

be an area of increased 'concern for teachers as they work on curricular

revision" (Vetter 1976, p. Thus,'Information about student attitudes

provided the basis for subseque t curriculum modification decisions.

ProgrameModification Based on t e'National..Assessment of Educational

',Progress'

.Another kind of social stud es testing potentially influential in

making curriculum modification d cisions is the,National Assessment of

Educational Progress AEP) in C tizenship and Social' Studies Two

national' assessments.have been ma e in social studies (1971-72_ d 1935-
/
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, \
76) and in citizenship (1969-70 and 1975-7

.

of 9 ear-olds,°,13,-year l-olds,.. 7-year-olds,
>were t ted in etch assessment. Results wer

each gro . NAEP Has also reported summaries o

as polltic 1 attitudes and consumer education
1 ,

Many of the xersises\and theirresults have been made public and are

Representative samples

nd young adults.(ages 25-26)

ported separately for

exercises on such topics

NAEF-ViiiireEter 1979). ,

, available for se by.spates and local school systems. -Results are.
reported for reg'ons of\the country "and a number of other categories,

1 imt,never for star s. Thus, National esesSment results have potential -

usefulness for nati al curriculum decisions 614 are only indirectly
t1usable by state social studies curriculum makers,;\ %amp

'The NAEP citizenship assessments 'ncluded quetions ar test exer-
cises for such objectives as concern f

freedoms, law and order', pa ticipation in community mproVement, inter

others, individual rights and

national relations, rationa ty in

families. The first social s t dies

objectives in which students we

communkcation, an respect for,'

assessme t was base on five general

--Have curiosity about hug an affairs
--Use analytic- scientific pro edureS eff ctively

nt itive meth ds ok

major idea and

--Be sensitive to creative-
explaining the uman condi

,--Have knowledge elevant to
concerns of so ial studies

--Have a reasohe commitmetft t. values wh
a free society (NAEP 1970, pp. 9- 7).

These objectives w re modifie

1 h sustai

somew at the seco

leading, in turn, a third revision in

4.
citizenship and social istudies (NAEP 1980) into

1 ,

--Demonstrates skills necessary to ac ire information
.--DemOnstrates skills necessary to use WO mation-

- -Dethonstrates an understanding of indi idual
,^development arid the skills npcescalY c communiutu

with others

--Demonstrates an unders ng.of an terest in the
ways\human beings o :anize, adapt to, and change their
environments

.

--Dembnstrates understanding of and interest in the
development if thealnited States (NAEP 1980, :A,
pp. 5-25)

assessment,

This revisi n combined

followin objec\eives:

\

*A-thi d ocial studies /citizenship
assessment was und tway a t the

time this,mo ume was published.
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('These five objectives subsume 31 less general objectives. These, in

turn, subsume almost 206 more-specific objectives. Even these, however,

are quite general. For example, one of the mast specific objectives

subsumed under the first major objective aboye is "Recognizing errors in

logiOs A specific objective" under the last objective above is "Under-
-.

standing factors that influence economic behavior." A review of NAEP
.

. _

objectiVes provides some insight into the vast Scope of social ,studies

and the enormousness of' the task of obtaining information abodt student

achievement in social studies.
^ I

.c, v
Program Modification Based on State Com petency Testing

With this highlighting,at the national level*of ehe extensive scope

of 'social studies objectives, it is unfortunate that on e
/
of the first

effects of state competency testing has been to decregse the instruc-

tional tithe provided for socialstudies. State compekency tests in

reading and arithmetic appear to have had,just this effect on social,

studies rogramg. Test results showing apparent school or school'system

ading.ina quacies have been used to shift school time from social

studies objectives e0 the practice of reading skills. There is consider-
.

able evidence that decisions have been made to reduce social studies

time and increase the time devoted to reading, particularly in elementary

and middle, schools (Fox et al 1979, P. 369).

Another influence of state competency testing derives from the

content of the te ading tests themselves, particularly-those considered.

_to-be fpnctional reading teats. For example, many of the readings in

the "Maryland Funcitional.Reading" tests consist of either consumer educe-
.

tion materials /such as product labels and store checkout slip's) or
. ,

'career educatidn materials (Such as job applications). How natural,

therefore, f7 social, studies classes to be given a major responsibility
/

for developing competency in functional reading. One of the Fesults of

ihis,kind of reading emphasis'is a-conscious or unconscious decision by

some,schod/ l autheri4es to include more "functional" materials in social
/

studies tlasses.at the apenschof more traditional history, government,

'and geography content,.'

'h/ased on/this experience with reading tests, future social studies
/

!'

.
competency tasting can'be expected to have e comparable influence on

-22 .



social studies program modification decisions. To the extent shat, "li
skills" or citizenship objectives are measured state competency tests
at the expense of other objectives, social studies program<todification
decisions will-reflect these emphases. USually such competency >tests
concentrate on political, consumer, and career objectives at the expense
of history and geography.

Examples of the kinds of social studies objectives found instate
competencz programs are those-developed, by Maryland (Declared Competen-
cies Index 1979). In addition to the "basic skills" of reading, writing,
and mathematics, three areas with a heavy social studies emphasis are
included: survival, citizenship, and the world of work (Hornbeck 1977).

Almost all of the survival competencies are related to social
studies:

( --Understanding the interaction .of peOple with, the
-natural environment

--Knowing community resources
--Knowing:codsumer rights and responsibilities
- -Understanding the management of personal finances
--Understanding consumer economics
- 7DeMonstrating social awareness

--Demonstrating effective parenting 'skills,

As might be expected, all the citizenship competencies are related

to social studies:

- -Knowing civic responsibilities in a democratic society
- -Understanding the values, functions, anti limitations
of a system of law

r:Knowing and'exercising individual, group, and societal
rights

--Demonstrating a knowledge of the organization of
local, state, and national'governments

- -Demonstrating an understanding of the processes of
government

--Demonstrating,an awareness of civic affairs and
processes

At least half of the world of work competencies are related to

social studies: 4

- -Understanding the nature, structure, and requirements
of work

--Demonstrating career planning and development skills
(Hornbeck 1977, pp. 98-101).

4



Testing for these competencies in Maryland was planned for 198,1.

Since the results of such competency tests will be reported publi ly ,for

sdnoOls and school systems, these competencies are likely to be iven

more attention in decisions about social studies curriddium-mudifications

than objectives of American history and world understanding, for which

est results will not be available. Even,less 'attention can be expected;

to be directed toward such intangible objectives as respect for others,

group process skills, and critical thinking skills.

As part of its "Project Basic" implementation plan, the Maryland

State Department of'Education requires local school systems to ide9.eify

the specific points in their curriculum where the basic competencie are

taught. If such points cannot be identified, the curriculum is to be

modified to assure student instruction on all the basic competencies-.

This is a'direct_example of the influence of a state competency testing

program on curriculum,modification decisions.

Thus, social studies program modification decisions made at local

lqvels are being influenced--foT better or worse--by efforts to obtain

.objective information about student achieveMent. Local data - gathering

effort's are expanding, perhaps in response, to state and national assess-

ments, but also because such ,information is seen as helpful in making

local curriculum revision decisions.

The development of test item pools to obt in information for program

modifiCation decisions holds promise for an proved data base to make

instructional and placement/selection decisions, as well. The avail-
,

ability of items measuring a great variety of objectives'shouid help

teachers make better decisions about grades and.remedial teaching strate-.

gies. It should also help adminiitratOrs make better decisions in

selecting and placing students in programs of greatest benefit for them.

An Analysis of Commercially -Prc duced Social Studies Tests

\
N

A recent NC Bulletin en tled Criterion-Referenced Testing for

Ae Social Studies ( liams and Moo-re L980),contains many useful find-
,-,

4e.

., . . A
ings and discussions rel d.to evaluation in social studies. Chapter 2

.,,

of that book is particula releant to this paper. That chapter con -
0

., .

tains. a report of a study commercially produced social studies tests
.._
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1

(14 ,e L980; pp. 9-25). The specific purpose of this study, c nducted

by tOyommittee on Testing of NCSS, -was to: "Acquire a repres ntative

sampled /of commercially produced social studies tests and analy e these
tests for congruency with legrning outcomes derived from the [NCSS]
Guidelines." Since this unique and important study is direct y related

to this paper, its major findings"are quoted below:
\

Observation 1: Commercial tests of social Stildi s

generally sample the_trgditional and
extant social studies 'Curriculum
-offerings quite well. Special-
purpose state tests we e more ikely
to include "related" s cial studies

4 content not found on n rional tests.

o

Observation 2: Pervasive social issue were e.jdom
the subject of test items on co er-
cial tests and were even less of n
included.on the various stare -tests.

ObseiVation 3: While ethnic tokenism was generally
avoided on -sate and commercial
tests, holistic views of ethnic
groups were nat adequately reple-
sented.

1 ervation 4: Commercial tests generally reflect.
an apprgpriate balance between.sim le
recall (knowledge) items and items

.---1 requiring skill applicationg. Ski_ 1
items were considerably more pre- 1

valent on commercial tests than on,
state teists.

-.

Observation 5:

Observation 6:

:Observation 7:

Information-acquisi ion skills--us mg
tables, maps, graph .;:,visuals, ref r-
ences, and'timeline adequat ly
sampled and represented on commercial
tests and those state tests includ'n
kill performances.'

Information - processing skills were
well represented on commercial testis
and state achievement tests. Stat
NAEP-type and competency tests
generally ignored higher order
skills.

4While test publishers prOvide items
testing a range of skills, they do
not report subscores for skill cate/r
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.

go es, nor dothey define the skill
cats ories (or sequences) used 'for
test developient.

,

0' ±-"- Observation 8: The rocess of valuing in particular
and ne_affective domain in general

Thesresults

standardized. tests

were noticeably absent from the
commercial tests and frbm m t state'
tests.

(Moore 1980, pp. 16-19)

tenti to con rm the generally hJld belief that

in social studies do not include valuing and social

issues. Contrary to popular notions, however, the results. seem to indi-

cate that commercially produced tests o'relate "quite well" to the

existing social studies curriculum and do'include a substantial number

of items measuring social studies skills. These findings, while perhaps

needing further confirmation and exploration, are useful data for curric-

ulumulum planners, developers, and eyaluators in social studies.
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS', LEARNING'IN SOCIAL STUDIES

By John J. 14trick

This discussion of 'student characteristics is organized around foili
questions: (1) What do students know? (2) Wh t can 'students do,
(skills)? (3) What do students believe (values a d attitudes)? (4) What
is the association between certain learner variab es and.student-aChieve-
ment? The paper concludes with a call'for'more ata about particular
student characteristics.

Student Perceptionsof Social S dies

Social studies is, inpopular: Students are 1 kely to view it as
impractical, trivial, andoirrelevant. They are more 1pely .to

believe that achievement in English and mathematics.is related, to future0
.-occupational success that achievement in social st dies. Students com-

.1 plain'that recall of facts is oVeremphadized (Wile 1977, pp. 203,-20, .

..s,. Stake and Easley 1918, pp. 10:8, 13:27).
,

Students, who express satisfaction and, inter r in the social0
..s.

studies tend to be in eiectiNte or advanced, classes. -4tudenis also tend
..) . .

to rate social studies. classes according, to, their of the.,

teacher. If the teacher can:eStablish rapport wit tAlem, gee them., ,
Iinvolved, and capture their interesr,°they see the class as satisfactory
1(Stake and Easley 1978, pp. 11:26-28).-,*
1

? Student iAterestprobably contribUtes to achievement. Both CoMfbn.

sense and research suggest that laCkvf.irite're§t
imp des learning_ (Wiley

, -1971, p. 204). ...

(.

Students' Knowledge

,
What do junl.or high school students know about g vernment and. . . oli

tics, geography, history, and economics? 'The Nation 1.Assessment of
.Educational Progress (NAEP) provides findings about he knowledge of
nationally representativ samples ok 13-year-olds at wo time periods=-
1972 and 1976: In addition,atudies of the political and economic knowl-.

edge of youngsters ages 12-14 provide additionallindi gs.

lje ,
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Preadolescents (seventh- and eighth-grader ) arse aware of politics

and government. They Seem to have a *genetar sen e of the need to main-
.

'tain o der and social stability and appre late he-functions of rules

and goV rnment in
.

ordering behavior and maintei ing social stability

°(Patrick 1977, pp.: 196-197),

tajority of 13-year-olds know about supe ficial. features of
,

American\governmental institutions. They know so e details ab4t govern-

ment: for example; trt Congress is composed of two houses, that the

power of public officials is limited by law, and that certain public

\,?officials ate-elected to office while bthers ar: appointed. Most

13-year-olds recognize the need for government and laws and can state at

least one positive purpose Served by law. They lave knowledge of

criminal rights, the power of the courts, and the onstitutional rights

of individuals (NAEP 19761 pp. 21 -2. '

Unfortunately, preldolescents do not know much about government and

politics that they .ought to know,given curricular :mphases and instruc-

tional objectives. For example, most 13-year-olds o not know the names

of key public officials and political leaders. Alt ough most can'name

'the president and vice president, they are generally unable to name their

senators,,congresspersonS, or .governor (NAEP 1978a, p. 37*-'38).

Most 13-year-olds lack'basic knowledge of the - tructure and funs-

"taions.of American government. For example, only. 16 rcent of a national

sample knew that Congress can refuse to provide mo ey for Military

action. Only 46 percent knew that the president can of ,Ippoint4peoPle

to congress.! ..Only 31 percent knew that each state h s two senators in

the U.S-: Senate. Most preadolescents algo lack know edge of the dis-'

tinci functions of local government (NAEP 1976, pp. 2' -27).

ESrly adolescents seem to be relatively ighora t of politi,cal

processes and patterns of poli4ical behavior. They ack knowledge of

how to participate inpolitics, of sociocultural forces, associated with
4

political,behavior, and of the relationship of the so ial class system

CO differences in influence and power of different groups of citizens.

They also know little of the processes of governance n such important

'groups as the Congress 'or city councils (Patrick 1977, pp. 197, 214).

The average scores of 13-year-olds on 'the NAEP po itical knowledge

item was 49:percent (1972) and 47..6'percent (1976) (N EP 1978b, p. 10).,

yhere is much room for improvement.

');.4
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Turning

cents have 1
ti

peptantly with

o economic Inderstanding, we find that most earl adoles-'
levels of nomic literacy"--the ability to eal

/--.the economic aspects of public issues and wit0t e economic

aspects of dec . sions in their daily lives. They do not know b sic facts
and concepts

about 20,000

that the U.S.

about the workings of our economic system. A

s condary school students found that "most, did

e onomy is based ona free-enterprise system."

also revealed .asic misunderstandings of capitalism and tl

economy (Fliege 1977, p. 76). Studies corOucted during

nt-Council. on Economic Education have also documented

c's lack of economic literacy (Hansen 197 , pp. 61-80).

1eys, including the NAEP'and state-level assessments,

ciencies in-knowledge of economics (Wile 197,, p. 249).
Theaverage scor s of 13-year-olds on the NAEP economics it s in 1972
and 19,76, respect'vely, were 47.7 percent and 50.5 percept (NAEP 1978b,
p. 6)

1%,

K owledge of

lack un

years by the Jo

the general publ

/ Various sur

show serious def

urvey of

pot know

This study

e American

he past 30

r.

yar-ol
geography and hiStory is also quite limited.Thirteen-

1

I %,erstanding of such basic.geographic concepts aaf-lati-
4 '

lide and lon . The average scores pf 13-year-olds on the NAEP°
his ry ite4s in 1'72 and 1976, respeceively were 63 percent and"64.1

, pp. 8-9). One especially glaring gap in knowledge

contribution of minority .roups to-American ouiture

perc C(NAEP1078

is ig oranca of th

and history (iley

Ir summary, j

facts and conc$pts

ignorance may, tin s

ject matter.

instructional

977, p. 212)..

or high students appear to be ignorant of many basis.,

n civics, history, geography, and economics. 'This

me cases, be due to lack of exposure tl certain sub-

t ma , in other cased, result from poor _teaching,

materials, or inadequate learning environments.

;do

Exa

fy,

. Skills of Students
1 V

poor

Wha can students do with their 7Iowledge? What cognitiv skills
the _,have? What g cup participattoon skills do they demons rate?

ognitive skills involve usi g ihf rmation and ideas rposefully.
4

pies df lower-lev 1 Cognitive skill are findfng inf mation, classi-

ng information, any lie z81 comprehension of information.. Examples

a.
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of higher -level cognitive skills are evaluating informations and ideas

and using knowledge to solve_complex problems.

Preadolescent students hfnd to think concretely. They have not yet

developed cognitive maturity but may make.tentative and fleeting moves

into the realm ofcomplex cognition,: The research of Jean Piaget and

issociatesiAicates tjpat the 12-year 7old is beginning to show thecogni-

. tive capacity necessary to use science,as a way of knowing (Wiley 1977,

pp 199-202).

The 13-year-old is at the threshold of gaining the ability to deal

with social science ,abstractions, to reason from premises, to extrapolate

f;om what is known to what is -probably true about the unknown, to specu- %

late and theorize,4,,and to use the hyOothetico-deductive method of formu-

lating and testing hypothese., Thirteen-year-olds can benefit' from

instruction aimed at developing higher cognitive capacity. "Most have

not, however, begun to think consistently at higher cognitive levels

cPaOick 1977, 200).
0

iat/y adolescents demonstrate low-level cognitive capability when

thinking about legtl and moral issues (Patrick 1977, p. 1993. However,
z

students who are exposed to sy tematic instruction about simple skills

of finding, organizing, and interpreting informed% may make significant

gains in skill learning (Patrickr7, p. 214)..

e average scores of 13-year-olds on the NAEP cognitive skills

ite s for 1972 and 1976, respectively, were 63.4 percent and '61.4 percent

( AEP 1978b3 p. 17). Early adolescents have large skill deficiencies in

interpreting' maps, graphs, and tables. They also seem towbuve difficulty

'yFith such 'higher-level cognitive tasks as identifying reliable and

unreliable sources of information and making infeidhces. In'contrast,
' .

__

they seet to perform adequately
,
when faced with such lower-le vel cogni-

tive tasks as finding information (Wiley 1977, p. 249).

Students' Attitudes and,Values
0

Whit attitudes and values associatedvith, the social studies do

Students express? Attitudes and values associated with civic e ducation-
,

are especially pertinent, as they,have to, do with support for democracy- -

he practice of majority rule with protection of minority rights.

,
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Early-adolescents express attitudes suppOrtive of maintaining law
and order and of obedience to legitimate authorities. They tend to ,

accept the right of duly-elected representatives in government to make--r

deciAons that reflect the will of the majkrity ( Patrick 1977,-p, 201):
Most early adolescents express g6wal opposition to racial, reli-

gious, and sex discrimination in employment. They express general sup-..

port for equal housing opportunities as well as general social acceptance
of.people of. other races or religions (NAEP 1976, pp. 9-12; Wiley1977,
p.

', Students in junior -high school seem to accept general and abstract
statements about the civil rights of minorities. However, they appear
to reject the application of these principles to certain persons (Patrick
1977, p. 201; Wiley 1977, p. 250). For example, most would deny

unpopular minorities the right of free speech (Patrick 1977,, p. 201).

Only slightly more than half of 13-year-olds would allow a newspaper or'
magazine the right "to Rublish'something that criticizes an elected
.government official." Fewer than half would allow an atheist to hold
public office (NAEP 4978b, pp. 10-31).'

Youngsters between ages 1'1 and 13 do show a marked movement aitay

.--grom the moie absolutistic, either /or style of thinking associated with
chiidhOod. Thus, there is greater poCential for open-mindedness abouta "'
the beliefs of others (Pairick -1977, p. 200). Given the above-cited

findings indicating same int9lerance with values very different frOm
their own, teachers migbt_well'strive to take advantage of the preadolr

4 V

escent's potential receptivity to'alternatIve perspectives and attitudes:
In summary, earlTadolescents express general acceptance- of demo-'

...,cratic values and attitudes but they are:: not, always willing to app-

these values to specific' instances ynpopular or despised
7.minority' groups or individuals. Nevertheless, the age period r1-ru-r4---

is a prime time to foster. receptivity:to alternative and
attitudes.

Learner Variables and Student,Achidvelpnt
t

'Student achi4ement of knowledge and skills varies with socio-
- economic status.anctrace. Those of higher so ioeconomic status tend to
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be higher achievers, and white'students tend to be

black students (Wiley 19
++77,;

pp. 292,221-222X.

Exposure to subjecNimetter in school is also

student achievement. Those.who spend more time on

to-attain instructional obje.tives.(Wiley 1977, pp.
0 0

for More Data

0

higher achievers than

related strong to

tasks are more 1 eiy

220, 224).

Several dimensions of student' achievement-in the social studies

arch. Data-aboutcagnitive skills are
a ,

have been neglected in the re

scarce, and almost no data ab nt group ,participation skills are

available.%,,We also need data

.' findings about students' knowled

t concept learnihg; most

relate 6to specific piece

information. In addition, we need to find out about

-comprehension of basic ideas which structure major bOdies

1
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SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDE TS' ATTITUDES TOWARD SOCIAL STUDIES

By M ry Venn Eslinger

More than 2 million high chodl students, 'sit, in yearlong (58 per-
cent) or semester-leneth (32 pe cent) tokirdes in American history, world
history, American fgovernment, r. sociology, Nearly three-fourths of

.

sociallttudieS students are in homogeneously gouped classes; these'.

clagbesare larger than mathema ics and science classes. .Students spend
....,

more than half tteir time in social studies classes in whole -group
.

activities (Weiss 1978, pp. 54 -6', 110-111).
,

students are not likely to se any NSF-funded curriculum materials
in sosocial studies (Weiss 1978, .

using7-78), but their chances of using
such materials improve if they 11 ppen to live in'a medium-sized school
district with a high per- upii e penditure in a small city or suburb in
the northeast (Weiss 1978, p. 81)

Students have a 50 percent c ance of being in.a social studies class
which uses a s ngle social studie text; only one-third Of high School4 .

0 ,social studi s students will use ii ore than one text (Weiss 1978, pp.
0 ,

88-89). S udents stand a 40 percs,nt chance of listening Lythe teacher
lecture at least once a week, and

nearly every day (Weiss 1978, pp.

quarter of them will hear a lecture

04-106).
. This information provides the context for the body f this paper- -a

L..---
of the attitudes .of h'ghSchool students t Ward social

)

Eixploration

studies.

Student Jntere t.and Motivation ^

Four-fifths of the high school social studies teachers in the RTI
ntvey reported student'lack of int rest in social studied a a "serious

ptoblem" or ,"somewhat a problet."' Ninety percent of those teachers
reported that lack of reading abili y was a "serious problem' or "some-
what a-problem" (Weiss 1978, p. B131). Social. studies teachers in; the

Illinois case studies indicated, that

'My biggest coAplaint about-f
thing.. It comesAfrom motive
ate or them. Idon'.tunderst
motivated eStake and Easley

.

'35

many students are unmotivated:

aching is the frustration
ion. I don't know if it's
n4 why kids are not more
978, p.,4:24).
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'Lack of student motivation May have become the moss c on kofessio7a1

topic in teachers' lounges ( ake and Easley 1978,. p. 2:8):

They're-dead now.
\

In the last two or three years, there's allot less
enthusiasm.

Withdrawn.

You try to get-them involved inthe problem, and I can't

them a 'question - -a

:.

very simple question--and I can't get

.get them involved anymore They_ just sit there. ask

anybody to answer (Stake and Easley 1978, p. 15:23).
1

AnAnti finally, this:

Teacher: Ho many heard the Ford-Carter debates last
pig tZ

Stliant: I w tched 'em come on and go off and slept
dur ng the rest.

Student: Bori g.
Student: The est part was when the sound went 'off.
Teacher: Don't you think there's much to be said for

enlightened Citizenry?
Student: I dorix viant to know that bad.

\

IStake and Easley 1978, p 4:46).

But a studs counfe-"ed w'th:.
I

,

.
.

Teach rsho-tomPlain about us hatching TV and liking it
and rlo liking school ma me laugh. I mean, do they
ver really look at themsel ?i It's hard hereHfor
hem and us. It (schoOl) is no fun. .T4thers
now it. They'd have to be b o. I gueas mostly
A.,'re talking a cwt a few teac ers ho can't' see \social

studies'on.TV w en, it's the 1.7 night . . . more
s vial studies t an in any oo 4hey got (Stake and

4
E sle-Y 1978, p..1:118). ,

,--

On- articu`l.ate student put it this way: The "school is clinging to a
t .

day. gone by, and we areliving one not quite here" (Stake and Easley

"".

1978, R. 1:119).

Importance of Social Studies

. Whatever their 'feelings about each other, teachers and students

agree on the primab importanc of grades (Stake and-Easley 1978,

12:18; Fernandez, Mas
\
ey, and Dornbusch 1975; p. 53). If'a class is

perceived as an "easy rade," legs-motivated students enroll in it in

V36
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disproportionate numbers (Stake and Easley 1978,,p. 4:4 ). Some agree
that grades are more important than actual learning, thou ;h the "jury is
still out" on this point (Fernandez, Massey, and Dornbusc 1975, p. 53;
Wiley 1977, p. 204).
*or

'Students generally agree that social studieaAs less in.ortant for
their occupational future than either English or mathematics (Fernandez,

Massey, and_DornbUsch 1975, p. 53;'Wiley 1977, p. 204; Stake and Easley
1978.; p. 4:4). Yet only 9 percent of the students in the CSSE survey of
"what's most-wrong with social studies" chose "courses were impractical"

. <
as their major criticism (compared to 7 percent for science and 12 per-
cent for mathematics) (Stake and Easley 1978, p. 18:27)., Educators'ACI.

claims,of the neediJor "relevance" may well be lost on students:
practicality is less important, aptiarentlY, than interest in assessing
the quality 'f courses in social studies, `Mthemacq, and science (Stake
and Easley 1

For year

dislike social

memorization o names; dates, events" (Wiley 1977, p. 203)- InAthe CSSE
survey., 27 perce t of the-students-believed

social studies courses were
"boring" and 40 p- cent agreed that they "overemphasize facts and memori-,
zation" (Stal and; sley 1978, p. 18:27). Yet when asked what is,MOst

r3:27).

ial studies educators have believed that students'

.es, condemning its "dullness, Oselessness,,e5ccessive

"right" with-socials udies4 50 percent of the students agreed/that
social studiesstudies courses are interesting, and 27 percent toted /that social
studies stressed basic facts (Stake and Easley 1978, p. 18:27). '")

fr-

,

Evaluations of Social Studie6 Programs.
-!

---:.-
I

.
_

-..---'

,
.-

Studentsjwere a ked the "What'e
----
mos1-. right and "What's most wrohg" -___-

i
1 questions forscienee ,and.mathe atics as well,aS- for social studies.

Comparisons of their reSPO- Se's are instructive:
,- i

reaponae to,the "What's most -right " qulstions,,

i

, ,

pircent.said social studies courses are."interesting."
percent said science courses are "interesting." ,.
per4ent said

. i
mathematics courses

.
are "Interesting."

'
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28 perce.nt said social studies "stressed basic facts."
22 percent made,the same claim-for science courses.
40 percent chose this response for mathematics.

(Stake and Easley 1978, p. 18f27).

In response to the "What's most wrong" questions,
O

27 percent said social studies,cour8ei were,"boring."

m.. 31 percent chose "boring" for mathematics.
..29- percent marked "boring" for science.

40 percent said there was "overemphasis of facts and
'memorization" in social studies.

24 percent applied this criticism to science.

t

\13 percent chose thisresponse for mathematics.

(Stake and Easley 1978, p. 18:27)

When asked to rate the gverall quality of science, math, and social

studies courses,,58 percent of high school seniors ranked the program in
-- .

.social studies as "excellent" or ",very'good." Nearly half gave the same

evaluation tb science, while 68 percent gave.thoseevaluations to the

mathematics program (Stake and Easley 197,, pp. 18:92-93). The ratings

of parents and teachers are displayed4n Table 1.

Table 1

. PARENT AND TEACHER RATINGS OF SOCIAL STU IES PROGRAMS

Percent Rating Program as "Ex ellent" or "Very Good"
Teachers Parents .

(n = x) (n = 120)

Science 72 32
Mathematics , 68 43
SocialStudies 52 43

.

(Stake and Easley 1978 pp: 113:92-93)

Interestingly, students' responses to this ques *Oh appease

nearly in agreement with their teachers' spo ses than with-those of

their parents.

In response t. question e,ove

education, responses of t -eir teat

were quite mixed, as dieplaye able 2.

I D I/ re

uality of \tneirz,../
4

and their parents

/
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Table 2

RATINGS OF OVERALL QUALITY OF EDUCATION TODAY

Teachers ch
(n = 168)

Students (%)
(n = 234)

Parents (%)
(n = 123)

Quite Satisfied 13 3 7Mixed Feelings 50 68 54
Quite Dissatisfied 33 28 39I Don't Know

2 0Other '0 0 0

(Stake and Easley 1978, p. 18:94)

Teachers and parents in this instance were apparently more nearly in
agreement with each other than witli"the students.'

Perceptions and beliefs about the quality of social studies programs
may be affected' by- attitudes toward "the basics." To illustrate;
teachers, parents, andstudents were asked to react to the following
statement:

The schools have been creating "new" courses and having
students work on tofics of their own choosing. As a
result of these and other circumstances, the schools
give too little emphasis to the basic knowledge and
skills that every youngster should learn.

able 3 showsAhe reactions of the three group's.e
f '.

Table 3

- R SPONSES TO STATEMENT ON BASICS

'Teachers (%) Students ( %) Parents (%
(n = 146) '(n = 214) (n = 129

\ .
4gree that there is
too little emphasis \\.,

on basics
\, .57

4
42 64..

Do not agree that
there is too little
emphasis on basics 23 35 30

(Stake and Easley 1978, p. 18:96)
9 -

T e three groups: reactions when asked if federal funds should be used
to create or disseminate controversial materials (Table 4) may be linked9.

to theit attitudes toward thpbasics.
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r

2 `\

t /
Table 4 x

./
4

(X)

147)

I°

.il.'

itt

ATTITUDES 10WARD USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS \

TO CREATE.OR.DISSEMINATE CONTROVERSIAL MATERIALS,

TeacherS?' (%) Students (%) Parents
. (-as'.= 40) (n ='354) (n =

Federal funds should
never be spent on
such development 9 21 33

It is all right to spend
federal funds this way .

if it will not cause ,
- 4

trouble 10 22 .

12

.'

° ,,It is important:to .

.
.

provide federal'
..-

, ..'support for such -

.

development 59. 46
0

' 29

Other 22 -11: . 27
.

,,,,,

Ir

'.(Stake-and Easley 1978, p. 18:79)
4 0

../ '
Perceptions of the falue'-,of social studies provam of their quality,

and-of what they are and should be doing may be mil Beliefs about

declining standards in schools gnerally are widespread. From this ,

confusing situation, what judgments can be made?'What.is the'reality?
.e

o

Conclaiont--

One reality is that evidenced insindardized 4nd national testing

programs such as the SAT and ITED tests, which focus an knowledge and

skills, or the more recent NAEP and state assessment Programs. Inter-

preting assessment results is difficult. because there is little trend
0

data of the sort producedoby such tests as SAT. Achievement test scores

declined markedly in the decade 1965-75;.-the detline was most marked in

the4rea of social studies.. ResultSof.assessment-type tests (such as

NAEP) were less marked (Wiley 1977, pp.:249-250).

Given the attitudes toward the value and quality of toelal studies

programs reported in the OSU, RTI, and CSSE studies, and the paucity of
/

evidence to support or refute those attitudes from NAEP and other testing

prograks, we are left with more questions than answersi'l.What social

studies knowledge do students have? -What skill operatio ': s chit they per-

40 x
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form?, We cannot answer with anything approaching, certainty. What do

they believe? Neither can we answer this question, thipugh recent NAM)

findings indicate that in^some areas (support for -the rights and freedoms

of individuals, for instance), general belief in a principle may not be

buttressed by support for specific, real-world applications of the

principle (Wiley 1977, p.'250).

So we are left with students sitting id classes", reading books,

listening mere or less willingly to teachers talk. Perhaps more could

be learned of students' characteristics by going outside rather than

inside schools, by hear/ing their talk, sharing their recreations, and

observing their de-institutionalized movements, for it is inside schools

that young people are governed by the same bureaucratic strictures that

set their teaCher apart,from the ordinary run of human bdings.
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THE PROFESSION, SCHOOL, AND COMMUNITY

By Fred M: Newmann

The NSF status studies and other literature analyzed in Project

SPAN\ t to, a variety of factors influencing social\etudies programs

in ation's schools. These studies, however, do nowt conclusively

to precisely how these factors affect the teaching aid learning

studies. This paper examines the effect's of three important

-the nature of the social studies profession, management an4

id the schools, and community and parental-valueS--on social

. The references cited indicate evidence of the influence (or

lack,ofinfluence) of each factor. The interpretations pf the effects

of these influences are those of the author.",

/
. /r

!

O

The Nature of the Social Studies Profession

4

The socialb studies piofesaion appears to be plagued by a crisis of

0.egiiimacy:- students, parents, and other educators place relatively,, low

value on social studies education, compared to other subjects (Weiss

1978, pp. 158-159; Wiley 1977, p. 204; Wright 1980; Gallup 1978,-p: 44).:

This low esteem results in social studies teachers' being less Liisfied '.

than other 'teachers (Wright 1980) and feeling they have a special/burden

to justify 'their work (Stake and Easley 1978, p. 15:25), in low student

interest and motivation 04ley 1977, pp.'203-204; Stake and Easley 1978,

pp. 13:26-27, 15:23;'Weiis 1978, p. BI30; Wright 1979, pP*77-.10; Shaver,

Davis, and Hepburn 1979, 0.-- 12-131, and in a relative lack of emphasis
. \,{n social studies. .

'

'l

_

Th estionable legitimacy can bo explained in at least three ways.

First, because so many discipl nes,-topics and approacheg tend to be
.

included in Social studies; here.is a lack of consensus about the

.ritical
elements of the field (Wiley 1977, p. 47; Morrissett 'and Wass1 . --, a

1

-1982.1., and thus it has no clear identity. Second, in comparison to
r ,

Subjects "like feeding, math, and science, social studies ha s littlee :
I

apparent utilitarian value. We can convincingly point to adverse

consequences in one's life if one can't read, write, or compute, but it.

As hatd to imagine clear adverse consequence for the individual who
,'

,

43
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fails to understand history or'governMen.t. Finally, the kind of knowl2

edge transmitted in social studies is readily available through many

sources besides the trained social studies Archer.- Almost anyone is

considered qualified to teach social studes; frequently, coaches and

teachers of. other subjects are assigned to do so. ,Ore can learn social

information and ahalysis from television, radio, magazines, books,

family,. and friend The' popularization of social studies knowledge has

the effect of depr g the social studies teacher of special status

based on scarce exrke4tise. In this sense social studies,teadherS are

considered less processional than lawyers doc , or even science and

math teachers.

A defining.chaia teristic'of a profe ional is participation in

professional organisations. There-is little evidetc of this quality
- P

being exhibited by teachers of social studies. Few eachers read the

professional journals or Attend conferences regular y (Superka 1977,

pp.120-123): Only 2G-Rercent of high school social studies teachers

found meetings of professional organizations to be v ry useful sources

,,Of info mation. ,These'activities are, however, seen as more useful to
5, 0

te pervisors and' curriculum" coordinators (Weis _° 1978, p. 152).
"7

0 .

EVe'h nth 6 resnobSiblegor'social studies curriculu coordination *in
i-

scho d StrJ.ct o Rr, have little contact or in plvement with NCSS

Neiss.1,. 978,

Efforts by fo p rdvide profession
1 .

1 leadership have

not had widespread effects: , 'A recent repoxt by NC S, fpf insta
.. .

indicates that ft§ 1971 curr4uldn guidelines have n i t beell wi
...

as the basis, for de eloping social' studies philoso hies, go

toobjectives, curricul . content, or testing in the tates or

districts (Moore 1980).

The various academic professional'organizations such as AHA, APSA,

and ASA, have also attempted to influence the socia sstudies.curr cpla
.

in high schools., These o rganikations were particu atly-actiVe a' the
1

heightrof the new social 'studies era. Whi of that acti sty

involved direct Pork with teachers (e. , in works ps), most foc sed on
6 0.

developingenew curriculum maieriall with a social cience *orient tion

(Haas 1977; .Hertzberg OW. The level of activit in these org na-
tions dropped markedly -in the late 1970s, now fpc sing primaril on

developing -guidelines for dealing with their speci: lized content areas.
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Organizations interested in particular topic

engaged in/dAielopment of guidelines (for example,

education, Global Perspectives in Education for g

remains to be seen, however', whether any of these g

impact on social studies classrooms-,than thbse of N

Another defining characteristic of a professio

make autonomous; discretionary judgments in the co

Social studies teachers do enjoy considerable auton

room, especially the academic freedom to teach w

most significant (Stake and Easley 1978, p. 1

eve*,' is in-part responsible for the lac

organization of the social.studies curriculum (Sta

pp. 13:30-3f, 14:24, and 6:9). Because'each teat

authority on what to teal, there is relatively lit

nate and integrate teaching between grade levels. eachers valuditheir
autonomy but complain that other teachers have not dequately prepared
students fox subsequent.courses (Stake and Eisley 1 8, p. 14'!:,30; Alkar
f978, p. 141). The autonomy ethic also te'nds tO is late7te+ers from

.37).

f articu ation or sequential

eland Easley r978,

r is considered an

le effort to cobrdi-

have also recently

ABA for law-relat

obal issues).

idelines hav greayer

SS.
411,

al i freedom to

duc of one's work.

within the class-

they. consider to be

This autonomy, how -

one another (Stake and Easley 1976,'P. 16:27), pre ting barriers to
mutual/analysis of teaching style and cooperative'e forts in-curriculum
deelOpment.

The reward structure of public school Ataching i fers Dew Incentives
fo

/
achers to Strive to, improve the luaity of se vice (this applies

to teaching in generals not just'social studiag°e ching) . In other
oc cupations outstanding achievement is rewarded by ramqtic.financial
gain; collective recognition among peers' (through a ards and citations

of.merit); "and increased status arising thiough(1 increased demand of
.

clients for one's Services, (2) promotion td hig er position ,which

nvolves' greater responsibility for subord

lishing a highly specialized form:of expertise.'

These rewardg are not' available to teachers.

mined by standard schedules not based on merit, the

'mechanisms for peer recognition of outstanding teach

ing does not result in increased client demand (scho

virtually no student choice of teachers and little

siie nr teacher-load). In order to be promOtedgone

45

tes, and (3) estab-

o

alaries are deter-

e are-no effective

ng, and-good teach-

1 scheduling. aliows

ariation class

must leave teaching

A
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/
p N/

to become an administrator, supervisor, or college prbfessor. Beca ee
/

colmse work is,eather standardized, teachers rarely gain recogniti
/

social

,

/ developing highly specialized approaches to studies. All of this

performance (Lortie 19 5). The Illinois case studies have found, for

tends t
4a

o stifle ingenuity, effort, and pride in improving one',s lassroom

'example, /hat while teachers tend to take pride in their work (Stake and

N \

Edis7y 1p78, p. 12:23), there is little evidence of enthusiastic profes-

sional itmenti to-improve (Stake and Easley 1978, pp. 16:12, 12:19,

a 19:18) .

Management and Cpntrorin the Schools

Much of whdt occur

knowledge of discipline

Because teachers are us

,a class lasting about 5

often rather diverge with regard to academic interest and ability,
4

socioeconotlt-Mckground, physical capabilities, an motional maturity;
?

and because (for various. reasons) most student ar not highly motivated

to work hareat learnirg,' the typical highrsdho 1, teacher faces severe

management and control problems (Stake and E y 1978, pp. 14:10-14,

17:7; Weiss 1978, pP. 65-67).

wl A coMmon techniqUe for dealing wit this problem is to aVpid.cpm-

s in social studies classrooms derives no from

d thought in the.field, but from manages nt needs.

ually required to work with about 25 Atudents in

minutes; because studerits within at class are

pleXity, for complexity exaderbates problems of management. Complexity

is avoided'in three main ways:

J. Instruction is standardized in the sense'that all students

with4n a class study the same texts,. do the same assignments, and take

the same tests (Patrick with -Hawke 1982; Fancett and, Hawke 1982).

Individualizing Instruction is tp complicated, andolifficult to manage.

ft

/ .

2.' Instruction is conducte through a fewjeneral "techniques,, N,

confined to the classroom: lectures, worksheeti, class discussion -'°
w-c-

recitation, films, and occasional special events' -TiKe d ebates, reports,
c/C-F

'and simulations ( Fancett and Hawke 1982). 'Genetally.only one textbook
-,-

is used ,(Patrick with laWke 1182.; Weiss 1978; W.78.9). A more diverse
,,./

-4.:
set of strategies (multiple texts, trips, dommunifysurV,eys, small -group

,:J4

projects) incfeases'complexity and problems of management.'

46
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3. / j ntellectual activity is fonfined to relatively low -level

cognitive operations such as information retrieval, recall, and applica-
..

tion of concepts. Because certainty facilitates control, these opera-

tions are easier to manage than those involVing generalization, infer-
.

ence, synthesis, or evaluation. To the extent that the latter forms of

intellectual work offer the possibility of controversy or lack of

certainty, they are seen as more 'fficult to manage, (Stake and Easley

978, pp.-12:7, 16:68).

Parental and C unit /Values

Considerable evidence indicates that parental and community values

emphasize vocational preparation, including preparation for college, as

the major purpose of education,(Stake and Easley 1978, pp. 12:24, 17:21);

parents and community believe that within the school, the central task

of the teacher should,be'to prephrethe,Student for the next step'in the

ladder of preparatibh ('Stale and Easley 1978, pp. 12":16-17'),:

This emphasis probably has two kinds of effects on the teaching of

social Studies. Fiist, because social Studies is not-viewed as critical
1 /

to most occupations; students and parents' 91---See it as not particularly

for.thosg studenti :!horieed to succeed in it in order

admission (Gallup-19782p'. 44; Wright 1979, pp. 7-10).
-----

extent t he subject is viewed primarily° for its,

important,"excep

to gain. college

Second, to the

instrumental value, a a ticket to something in the future, but not as

having its own intrinsic integrity, it will be approached in a mechan-
,

ical, superficial manner, soon to be forgotten.

One NSF study called particular attention- to the lack of Study and

discussion of controversial issues in high school,social studies class-
.

rooms (Stake and Easley 1978, .pp. 132; 17:23). Teachers werd asked

whether they felt that pressure from parents and.community'norms,

'infringed on their freedom to study publiccontroversy. Generally,-

teachers.believe that pareiltal and community,values'do not stifle in any
ia

serious way attention to catroversial issues (Stake and Easley 1978,

pp. 12:28, 13:32). The study concluded that while teachers feel% high

deg ee of academic freedom,**they tend not to arouse community contro-.

very yi either because they subscribe to'domokkant community norms or,,if

47, 5.3
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they hold deviant norms,- because they know how to incorporate instruction.

on, issues raised into their programs' without gitating the commukE y

(Stake and EaSley .1978,,12:28-30). There is wide support among teachers,

students. and parents for discussion of value issues, 'in the classroom

and forthe teacher's revealing his or her personal opinions, providing

that alternative viewpoints also receive fair consideration (Stake and.

Easley 1978, pp. 12:36-40).
4
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MONEY , MANDATES, AND.MANAGERS

By Douglas P. Superka

. This paper focuSes on tree-important influences on social studies-- '

Money, mandates, and managers. While these topics were not the main
!focus. of the NSF studies, thettudies do provide some valuable data on

government funding, state and local laws, and super isors and adminis-

tr.ators. This paper reports the major-findings fro the NSF studies and
/ a few other studies.

Government Funding

.

, Significant federal funding has been used in ttempts to change and

improve social studies. Major funding was devoted to the development of

new social studies curriculum materials, especial y in the "neglected"

social sciences. Materials resulting 'from these fforts employed new

techniques - -for -example, sithulations--and a range of media and
-*'' student activities than traditional textbooks. Fe i eral fundinghas also

i

been used to develop and implement new approaches to'ihservice.teacher

education, particularly subject area institutes and' dissemination and

training workshops.

It is' generally agreed that these efforts--development

'training- -have, had some impact on the social studies curriculum. Several

studieshave concluded-thaturrent textbooks have. been-infilfienced.by

Athe social science orientation and other aspects of the new social
4studies (FetskO 479; FitzGeiald 1979, p. 190). The RTI survey found

that most superintendents agree that ,':federal supporC,for curriculum

'development and dissemination has improved the, quality offpurriculum
p

aliernatives available to the schools" andthat- the National,-8Cience
Foundation "should direct more attention toward disseminating the nevi

curricula" and:"should continue to sensor programs to help teachers

-learn to implement' NSF- funded curricula" :(Weiss 1978, p. 77).

The'newsocial studies'movement has had both direct and indirect

'impact. The direct impact is seen in changed behavior of teachers who

attended institutes or workshops or who are u sing materials developed by

'fedefally funded projects. This direct impact appears to be relatively

4
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minor. The survey of superintendents cited above showed that onlyv25

percent believe federally funded curriculum efforts have "greatly`

improved the quality of classroom instructN" (Weiss 1978, p. 77):

This may be true in part because very few social'itudies teachers have

attended NSF-sponsored institutes and workshops (Stake and Essig 1978,

pp: 9:22, 12:7; Weiss 1978, p..,69). In addition, the RTI survey found

that selected federally funded curriculum materials are used in only 18

percent of K-3 classes, 13 percent of 4-6 and 7-9 classes, and 23 percent

of 10-12 classes in schoors surveyed (Weiss 1978, p. 80). In

Fitzderald's words, "the qiew Social Studies did not sweep away the old,

as so many of its advocates confidently supposed that it would" (Fitz-

Gerald 1979, p. 189).

et there appears to have been considerableindirect impact of the

new social studies. Although a relatively small Tercentage of schools

currently use materials developed by federally funded project , social

studies textbooks in general now draw more heavily on the "neg cted"

social ,sciences,and many Incorporate at least some aspects of t

"inquiry approach."

Laws

State and local district guidelines often affect social studies

programs by setting certain course or time requirements, particularly at

the secondary level. More than two-thirds of the states require more

than one year of social 411dies instruction at the secondary level; only

21 percent of the states have more than a one-year requirement for math

or science. Moreover, unlike the other subject areas, 83 percent 6f the

states actually Mandate one or more spec.ific social studies course,

such as American history, American government, or state history (Weiss

1978, p. 23). Although dis'Ericts ,and teachers are still free in most

cases to determine what thosecourses enehil,_ the states are clearly

contented with influencing the social studies program, even while they

plan and mandate competency programs in reading, writing, and mathe-

matics'. Most states do not have or plan to have specific competency

-programs in social studies (Weiss 1978, p. 32; Moore 080, PP. 20-25).
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A similar pattern-of requiremen s an from chool districts.

Nearly three-ficurths of,the school, istricts require more than one year
of sociaf studies for graduation, while only one-third have similar math
and science requirements. Eighty-six percent of districts require
specific courses In social studies compared to 40 percent in math and 4
perceni in sci nce. Eighty -one percent require U.S. history (Weiss 19,8,
pp.125-26).

State,and district guidelines for elementary social st dies are not
very )revalent c, More 'than half of the states (with a lo rthtunknown)

and more than two-thirds of district& do not have guidel nes for time
spent on social studies at this level. Approximately 19 percent more
districts set required amounts of time for math than fo `social' studies
for their' K-4 programs. The amount _of_ tom- equired is als signifi-
cantly greater for mathrtha fair social studies gradek_r-4-2(Wel'ss
1978, pp. 21-22). This inf rmation confirms the popular ressioh that
social studies is not a majbr concern in grades K-3, while math, trig,

and writing are. The actual.time teachers spend on these subject a -eas.

supports this impression and is consistent with the, guidelines. In-f\ct,
the discrepancy in. actual time spent ortImath extends
through grade 6 (Weiss 1978 pp. 50-51).

The practice of state textbook adoption has been a powerful influ-\

ence on social studies programs. Thirty-three states, including such
large staters as California and. Texas, have state adoption_in social

studies at elementary or secondary levels. Thus, u(o)ver 40 percent of

the student's in the country 6 to school in 'adoption territory'"

(Sikorski 'et al. 1976, p. 23). This practice has the obvious effect of

either deteimining the specific materials to be used in social studie

classrooms or restricting the range of possible choices.' IN additi n,

big textbook adoption states have had an enormous impact on publi$ rs,

strongly influencing the content and format of texts (itzGerald 1979,

pp..33-34). woo.*

/States also have other laws that influence social studies in the

vs. social studies

,c.00ls. In some instances, particular topics have been mandated by

/'
state law. Free enterprise and citizenship are two topics a number of

states are Tandating. For many years, Florida mandated a course in
Allericanism vs. Communism. Disstricts'Ire usually allowed to determine

=how they will'comply with these mandates._
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Certain state and federal laws affect the schools generally and

thus indirectly affect social studies instruction, as the following

passages illustrate:
,.

Federal legislation, such as the sweeping new provisions
for eduCation of handicapped children (PL 94-142), and
state programs appeared to greatly increase the adminis-
trative burden in school districts. (We noted it par-
ticularly in VORTEX and WESTERN CITY.) Public/opposition
to school costs fixed sometimes on the total salary costs
for administrators (as. it did in FALL RIVER), but demands
created by new legislation pressed the district to .con-
tinue to expand its staff. High management skills were
needed for properly interpreting the regulations. The
demands not only added to the expense, they redirect
attention of almost all 'administrators from pedagogical
matters to management matters (Stake and Easley 1978,
p. 19:15).

The Far West Laboratory school change report describes the influ-

ence of federal laws on science education, including social studies:

Y

Some eder laws affect the needs or resources of dis-
t cts, hile others directly affect curriculum develop-
ment and dissemination.

i

By bringing students with diverse cultural and
educational backgrounds into formerly homogeneous
schools, desegregation has affected those schools' cur -
ftculum n ds. Some districts have desegregated in
respOnse o federal court orders, while others have
taken vol ntary action in the wake of, such decisions as
Brown v. Board of Education. In either case, a consti-
tutional issue hkshad indirect effects on the curric-
ulum. For example, the problems of teaching children'of
widely'ranging achievement levels in newly desegregated
classrooms have helped promote the reform of mathe atics
and curricula by increasing the tendency to use i di-
vidualized material's. And with an increased sen tivity
to the way minority groups are portrayed in'curriculum
materials,;many.districts are setting up new screening
procedures.

While the,federal judiciary has been altering the
clientele of some schools, the CongresS has provided new
resources for many schools. Title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, for instance, has added
considerably to the money districts can spend on "educa-
tionally deprived" students in low income areas. The

availability of Title I funds has stimulated something
of a boom in compensatbry-education materials. Other
programsof categorical funding have operated on a
smaller scale but have also contributed to various
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specialized markets foie educational materials. A prob...
lem that Sometimes arises in districts with special-
purpose federal money is that only certain personnel can
be trained with this money: thus a broad program of
staff development to accompany a new curriculum Might
have to be partly funded by the district itself (Sikorski
et al. 1976, pp. 26-27).

Another'problem is that districts, in order to maintain the extra
level of fudding obtained through categorical progtams,,have committed
themselves to those areas which provide the funding rather than
addressing other

is not common to

districts in the

studies programs

needs (Stake and Easley'1978, p. 19:15). This problem

most districts, however; only 19 percent of the school

RTI survey received ESEA Title I-VII funding for social
(Weiss 1978, p. 124).

Supervisors and Administrators

4

Various persons on the local and state

social studies programs within the schools. The building principal mdy
play a crucial, if subtle, role in the dev$lopment of/social studies in
his or her school. Several recent innovation studies point the prin-
cipal as a key to successful innovation (e.g., Superka 1977), By con-
trolling the building bud ets, the principal certainly affects all

instructional programs in the school.

4tS

level attempt to influence

More specifically clost principals feel qualified to supervise
social studies, and in about half of the districts and schools in the
RTI survey the principals were heavily inv9lved in the textbooksselec-

,

tion process. Often this involves seleCting and chairing the textbook

Distritt program respondents, however, indicated chat the
principal's heavy involvement in the social studied text selection,
process was more extensive on the elementary (50 Arcent) than the-)

secondary level (29. percent) (Weiss 1978, p. B54-55).1Moreover, it is
reasonable to assume that the principals role in

larger and more direct 4.n the 52 petcent of junior

percent of senior high schools With no.department

1978, p. 48).

While department, chairpersons may play a significant role

senior high schools, other persons within the district probably

social studies is

high schools and 20

chairperson (WeiSs

'55
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Most districts (63 percent in the
.

TI sample) do not have district-level

curriculum supervisors (Weiss 197 , p. 36). Where supervisors are in

place, their impact is mitigated by their heavy workloads and ,teacher's
, .

distrust of them as central office paper-pushers (Stake and Easley 1978,

pp. 16:40, 48; 18:16; 19:16). guperintendents and school boards do not

appear to.play a strong, direct role in the social studies program.

CertafaY, -they are not involved extensively in the textbook selection.

process (Weiss 1978, V. B48, B49, $54-55). School boards may, however,

- exercise veto power if one or more teachers stir a community crisis over

some controversial issue like homose4 alitY.

Outside the school district, itis the state social studies super-
.

visor who most frequently attempts to affect programs. More than half

of the states.(56 percent) have a supervisor who spends more than 75

percent time on social studies (Weiss 1978, p. 34). Most other states

have persons who share that coordination task with one or more other

curriculum areas. A significant regional' difference exists. 'While 80

percent of, the southern states have social studies speciallsrs, only 38

percent of the northeastern and 18 percent of the western states dd

(Weiss 1978, p. 34). More than two-thirds of the state supervisors

report that they spend a moderate or large amount of their time planning

and developffig curricula, working with districl.personnel, and providing

and coordinating inservice programs (Weis 1978, p. B1).

The impact of this activity is difficult to assess. Very feW

teachers, principals, and district program responded s in the RTI survey

felt that state supervisors were very useful sourc s of information

(Weiss 1978, pp. 150-153). The case study data supp itAnd extend this

negative impression 'of state supervisors by district personnel (Shaver,

Davis, and Helburn 1979, p. 16). While, our professional experience
4

indicates that some state supervisors have try activesand_positive

influences on district social studies programs, the NSF studies show

that this is the exception rather than the rule.

' Conclus

The, teacher, along with the curricuT mat rials he or she employs,
&

is the most powerful influence on a school's soc_al studies program.
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All the forces attempting to affect social studies must ultimately be
channele through the' social studies teacher - working alone in the
classroom relatively free to do what he or she wishes.. The.state or

0
district can develop all the general guidelines and syllabi it wants,
but the specifics of instruction are .up to the teachdr. Cuiriculuur
supervisors can establish' inservice training programs or even encourage
teachers to adopt a certain text. Even other teachers, who are the most
importanttsource'of educational information for soci

can urge a particular course of action. But the ind

. 0
studies teachers,

vidual teacher will
decide what actually occurs with his or her student in the classroom
(Stake and Easley 1978, p . 1 3 : 3 7 ; J6:47; Shaver, D v s, and Helburn
1979, R. 6).

As Stake concluded from the case studies:

What [social] science education All by
child for any one year'is most dependent
child's teacher believes, knows, and does-
believe, doesn't know, and doesn't do. For

I all of the [social] science learned in
teacher is the enabler, the inspirat\io
Constraint (Stake and,Easley 1978, p. 19:2).

/'
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EDUCATIONAL CHANGE 'PROCESSES IN SOCIAL STUDIES

' By Bruce Tipple

The process of changing educational programs is extfemely complex.
4r.Many have raised the issue of whether individuals or '11,tire social sys-

tems undergo change. Although a great deal of researokbas been done 6
innovation and change in'social institutions, the Illinois case studies
and other sources in the SPAN data base indicate that'indi!vidualoteachers'
are very crucial elements in the implementation of,curriculum change.

AThe degree to which the teacher is in control-of wriculumes it'is
I;

implemented in the classroom is illustrated in the 'fol)owing excerpt
-from one of the Illinois case studies:

.What takes place in' the classroom is the pOvinFe
indiyidual teacher. The building administrato6,
occasionally observe and evaluate, but teachers rarely
intrude,on one another. If a teacher chooses tdlecture,
run discussion groups, or confine hiffiself to showifig
'films, an unwritten rule 'seems to hold that otherg wi
say nothing about it. Curriculum--the coverage of
single course or the relationship amo4courses-=is'dis-,
cussed and agreed upon in informal department meetings.
Incursion into this system by central administrators or
committees is likely to be resented, sabotage , or
passively "waited-out" -(Stake and-Easley 97 p. 2:5). a:

UnfortUnately, few, if any; .of the processes emplo 'ed to change-the
.social 'studies have.stressed the central role of theteacher in 'imple-

mentingsuch-change.
. ., .

This paper addresses three major processes through 1:ieich'tocial.
(

. . .

.studies curriculum,change haa.been 'promoted: '.curriculum development,

information dissemination., and teacher training. .,

1/

The curriculuin development movement began in the late 1950s and

Curriculum Development
I/TN

early 1960s and was marked by the wideapread.use of federal funds. The
Far West Laboratory identified two common ' followed models employed in

curriculud development (Sikorski, et al.

The first model is the research- d issemination-ado tion
(RDDA) model shown in Figure 1. Thi was the m el most commonly
",
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!Students'

Ireachesl

f C flowed by the major social science curriculum evelopment projects.

It is also used now by many commercial puhlishe s in their textbook

development efforts. Its major drawback is the almost total lack of
.

attention to-implementation strategies. Later cu riculum project efforts

were, however, developed to promote successful im lementation, including

resource-personnel workshops and cooperative eff its between colleges
..,

and school districts. These efts are discus - -d more fully `in the

section on teacher training..

The centralized development projects were nit the only curriculum

development efforts undertaken with federal fu .s. g "seed -money"

approach was employed by such agencies as Title II (later IV-C), Title

IX Ethnic Heritage Studies, Environmental Educat on, Women's Educational
Equity, and Teacher Corps. This approach is described id Figure 2.

This approach tended to ignore implementat on strategies as well.

Furthermore, the emphasis on local invention, pr

growing trend toward fragmentation in social s

major advantage of the seed money approa ch is t

the local staff feels because of its participat

(Sikorski et al 1976, pp. 9-10).

'Another type of curriculum development des

vidial classroom teachers feel the need to dev

for 'use with -their classes. Such development

units, student contracts, learning packages, w

materials. It appears that such small-scale de

is impossible, however, to clearly describe th

'meat.

bably contributed to a

udies curricula.° One

e sense of involvement

n in development efforts

ryes mention. Many indi-

lop materials specially

y result in curriculum

ksheets, and many other

elopment, is common. It

impact of such develop-

How have materials developed by projects d publishers worked their

way into the schools? The proces's generally ollowed is outlined in
Figure 3.

4

No. Figure 3
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Committees and/or administrators most commonly make adoption deci-

sions. Teacher commit ees and individual teachers are the groups most
,

"heavily involved'" it the social studies textbook selection process.
.re

Based on the perceptio s of the district program respondents in the RTI

survey, these two gro ps are "heavily involved" in the text selection

process at the secondary level in two-thirds of the'districts. At the

elementary level, 83 p rcent of the districts had teacher committees who

were "heavily involved "; in 61 percent of the districts, individual

elementary teachers w re "heavily iholved" in choosing their social

studies text Principals appear to be "heavily involved" in text selec-

tion in be een one-t 'rd to one-half of districts and schools, with

elementary principal' most commonly involved -(W eiss 1978, pp. B48, B49,

A

B54 -55).

-Th community% h wever, also affects selection decisions, at least

passiV ly, in that decisions are based on how decision makers read com-

muni feelings. C .uunity members sometimes serve on adoption commit-

, and parents frdquently challenge the committee's selections._

The textbook adoption process ensures continual change in curriculum

tee

materials produced by commercial publishers. Adoption cycles dictate

textbook revision every four or five years. Although only about half of

the states have state adoption of elementary texts and slightly.fewerlik

have secondary adoption, publisherS pay close attention to the'ddilberler

dons of the adoption committees (Sikorski .et al.1976, p. 23). Prac-

tices and guidelines vary greatly from state to state. The syttem, in

FitzGerald's words, "is less than democratic, because it is biased toward

the .large adoption units- -the large adoption states and the big-city

school districts - -and particularly biased toward the ones that make a

narrow selection of books . . . Not only the largest styes but combina-

tions of smaller ones have often exerted an influence disproportionate

to the size of their school population" (FitzGerald 1979, pp. 33-34).

information Dissemination

Information dissemination is an Important element, in promoting .

curriOUlum change. rts'importance is Illustrated by the RTI survey's

finding that "obtaining information about instructional materials" is

62 u()
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one-.of the two areas in which half of 'the secondary social studies
teachers said they did not receive adeqbate assistance (Weiss 1978: pp.

B113, B116). .

Dissemination mechanisms range from informal conversations vith-..

colleagues to complex information systems su,dh as ERIC. Personal c ontact

with other teachers seems ta be the most widely used and preferred. mode

of information dissemination among teachers. The RTI survey found that

42 to 44'perceq; of social studies teachers in grades 4-12 think other
teachers are "very useful" sources of information about new development&

in education; 58 percent of K-3 teachers rated other teachers is "very

useful" sources of information (Weiss 1978, pp.-150-155)1 On the other
hand, secondary social studies teachers dia not'rate iiincipals, district-
personnel, ,state supervisors, publishers, or sales represeiktatives as

Vvery useful" sources of. information.

Other dissemination techniques include products- such as the SSEC
Data Book of Social Studies Materials and Resources, newsletters and

journals, and bibliographies. Journals and publishers' representatives
were seen as major sources of infdrmation on federally funded .curriculum

`tmateriale by state and distitct supervisors, but not by classroomo

teachers (Weiss,1978, mi. 72-73).

Supervisors, programs employing field agents, conferences, work-

shops, demobstration sites, textbook adoption panels, and teacher centers
4

also facilitate dissemination.

Teacher Training

Teacher-training programs seek to.Sffect the teacher's behavior
Agir.

directly; Such programs fall into the two,genera\categories-of pre-
sprvice and inservice training. The Far. West Lab report found that

"preservice education 'provides a broad training experiendc, but it, is

felt to have limited effectiveness for cur;iculum change" (Sikorski et

al. 1976, p. 75). This is true, in part, because new teachers entering

the educational system have only minor influence. Furtherthore, very

little is known about the- Quality of preservice teacher education. Just
\

as most soial studies teachers are not active membefs of NCgS, most
,

teacher educators are not either. What db we knob about how they 'view
:-
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social stu ies, how they "prepare" teachers, or what tlity consider to be

a good te cher? How;can we expect to see a change in Social studiee-in,

'the clas groom if, teachers are be'ig ainet-osee__i_t_as history, geog-
raphy,gaphy, nd civics? Do those trainers, indeed, see it that way?

Insegmice training appears to haveta greater impact on social

studi s curriculum change. Suchr.training may be general in nature or

cu,rr ium-specific. .General inservice programs include graduate-level

,coufses, inservice sessions focusing on techniques--for example,wNiameni-

caeiensskills, human relations, and community involvement--and subject

matter institutes. According,to e study by Perloff, "early' programs

(NDEA summer institutes) for updating or'expanding the achers' knowl-

edge base in a broad subject area (e.g., history, math, French, or

political science) have . . . produced minimal carry -over` intoo,th

classrooe (Sikorski et al. 1976, p. 73). 'Several questions may,

howeverbe raised about4how such Aarry-Over is measured; certainly,

application of general knowledge and techniques is much more difficult

to Measure than is the use of a particular settof curriculum materials.

Curriculum-specific training, on the other tend, appears to be

effective in lading to changes in classroom behavior. A Ooddeal of

evide Indic tes that practical, concrete training is most highly

valued by teac (Sikorski et al.; 1976, p. 73). Information from the

Illinois case studies shows that what teachers want in the way of help

is the chance to talk to other teachers to collect various "gimmicks" to

incorporate Oto their currenf.approaches (Stake and Easley'1,978,

p. 16:3).

Training designed to help teachers implement's particular curriculum

package fits into..this practical, concrete category. Such training may

()Fur in ichoOl district inservice programs,, cooperative prOgraps between

schools and colleges, Summer workshops, and resource personnel workshops.

A prime question regarding curriculum- specific training is whether its

long-term effects are as beneficipl as its immediate effects.

The impactaf, federally funded training efforts is very difficult

to judge. Studies of teachers who have attended NSF-sponsored workshops.
. ,

. r

seem to indicate that such workshops hale Olen effective in changing

teacher behavior (Sikorski et al. 1976, p. 73). The number of social
.

,

,studies teachers who i.avg atte ded such programs, however, is very small.
, L

. v

N44
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Only 5 percent. of 10412 social studies. teachers ha4'attended NSF-
sponsored,,, institutes 'O workshops, but store principals (25 'percent,

graaeS16.-:I2) and dist ict supervisors.(21 percent, grades 7-12) have
participated insuch programs. The majority of state social studies

AC,supervisors (60 percent) have attended at. least one such progr4m. Social
studies teacher's are much less likely to have participated in federally

''funded: prograths than are science or math teachers (Weiss 1978,
)pp. 69-70). ,\

^N.

Not only are social studi teachers unlikely to have participated
in fedetally.funded-trainingeprograms, they also tend to perceive inserv-'
ice programs negatively. Only one-fifth to one-third of social studies
teachers rated the following as-very useful: college court' es, insipice

programs,' federally sponsored workshops, and meetngs,pf professional

organizations (Weiss 1978, 015).

'A major reason for such negative attitudes may well be,that inserv-\-
ice programs do not focus on those problemswhich teaChers see as most
acute. Teacher's see the following problems'asmoitserious: student,

apathy, student -reading abilities, and lack of materials to individualize
rearning4Weiss 1978, p. 81"29-131): Yet social studies training programs

4 1 Ido not focus on, such problems as discipline or reading;t _

instea,-fhey tend to concentrate On inquiry strategies and structures'.

of the disciplines, Less than half of teachers see a,need fol. training

in these areas (Weiss 1978_, pp. B11.3, B146). furthermore, teachers are

generally-suspicious of inquiry and other. innovations (take and Easley-t

078, p.

s Conclusion
.

.

,,, Many people have 'Cc:Included that nothing really changed as a result

'of the curriculum efforts of the 1960s and 1970s. 'This.briefanalysis'..N. .
. :

, of change strategies, 'however, shows that some modegt-change and
t

improvement.s did occur. "Two new-curriculum development approaches were
. (developed and utilfzed-rRDDA and seed.mcfney-. 'These: approaches, espe-;, ..1F14

.
cially the first, in tdr'h,.had

,

some effect on commercial publishers and
')

. . , ,

the processes they use in producing textbook programi. Inservicetrain-.
, .,

.

ing specifically focused on new materials' and, strategies alto had some

z



d.' ,

modest effect on-social studies teachers. These efforts, however, were

fot extensive and their g4tionvicre impact was minimal. Finally, infor-

mation dissemination techniques such as journals.ana conferences have
. y. .

been impOrtant sources of. information for state and local supervisors,

even though they have not had a large impact on socifil studies teachers.
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1'! SECTION II:

ALTERNATIVE FOR SOCIAL STUDIES



O

A SOCIAL ROLES APPROACH TO,-SOCIAL STUDIES

' By Douglas P. Superka and 'Sharryl Hawke

project SPAN has outlined *x major problems that social studies
educators need to address in th 980s and a series of desired states
and recommenditions for improving° socialstudies in the next decade.
Since those statements are broad guidelines-for improving the field, a

e .

number of different approaches to,social studies could be advocated to

implement those recommendations and achieve those desired states.

This sectton offers one possible focus for socialistudies that wele, i.

believe Can solve the-six problems and move social studies toward the
.'desired states. This focus, called "social roles," is- described and

,

p

explained below. Also included is a brief justification for this focus
and n explanation of how it can help.alle4ate the six problem's and
achi ve the desired- states. In another volume, Re social-roles apprqach

_ .

has been elaborated further, with illustrativ,applicatioAs to; the lc-12

curriculum (Sup ?rka 'and Hawke 1982). Whihe our ultimate goal is the. .

improvement of social studies eddcation for students, our more immediate

objectiveiin ,presenting this!,apprOach is td stimulate professional
-

inquiryand debate.

41 0 0

Seven Social Roles

\,

. / \

knowledgeable and effeckive participants in our society? One way would
be to focus content and instruction more directly on how most people

,
-

.

0participate in that sodiety--how they spend their time and where they
, f

puttheir enetgy: Most people's socia lives canige described by seven
major roles:-' Fitizeii, worker, consumer., family member, friend, member.

of various soCia ,groups, and self. .r studies can help young people
,, undefstand, value, nd function creb ly and, competently in these

Hots can socialistudies contribute mote fully to the development of

social rolesL-thereby helping them becoMe

effective participants in our society.

The term "role" hai been defined by sociologists and psychologists

in various ways..:,There is. general agreement that the term refers to a

l
set of organized meanings aid values that direct a erson's actions in a

tive indiViduals and
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given situation or in the performance of a given function (Kitchens and

Muessig 1980, p. 11; Rose 1965, p. 45). Most anthropologists and sociol-

ogists add that these roles are usually ascribed to people by their

society or culture. Some emphasise the interactive nature of this

process, stressing that individuals still can exercise choice in defining

and implementing their roles Athin the society (e.g., Blumer 1970).

The term role is used here in roughly this manner. Particular attention

is directed to situations (especiallysets'of relationships)-and func-

tions implied- by a role.

Each of the seven roles defines an important area of social life in

which nearly all persons participate and implies a specific set of rela-

tionships and functions. While each role defines a distinct set of

relationships and functions, all seven roles are-interrelated. A method

of illustrating the interrelationships between and among the seven social

roles is.depicted in Figure 1. Social studies programs can highlight

both the,distinctiveness of and the interrelationships among the seven

social roles.

This :section exp illustrates the nature of these social

t. roles and= their interrelationships and,c ari ies-the,yaluable contribu-

tions that social studies can make to education for the social roles'.'

S

Figure 1

THE SEVEN SOCIAL ROLES
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These social roles can serve as a usefur fgamework for determining what
to teach in social studies and why. Social roles, in combination with
knQwledgefabout tudent development, can also provide a concrete basis
for organizing 41rriculunr content and leirnIng activities in social
studies.

The idea Of a social-roles focusisnot completely new in education,
although these seven roles are somewhat different fici.previous formula-/tiOns. A-similar Orme can be found in .the "seven cardinal%pfinciples"

of the 1918 National Education Association telport, which-included worthy
home membership, vocation, citizenship, worthy use/Of literature, andt

ethical character (Commission on the..Reorganization of Secondary,Educa-
-tion 191.8). More recently, two social studies educators have proposed.
an emphasis on "lifelong roles"--citizenship,

family membership, occupa-
tion, avocation, and personal efficacy--for elementary social studies
(JOyce and.Alleman-Brooks 1979, pp. 5-6).

Citizen

I

liF

Citizenship education has been considered the _centralloal of social
studies for at least the past century (Hertzberg 1981). Within the
context of therecent resurgence of interest in the topic, citizenship
has been called the "primary, overriding purpose" (Barr, Aarth, and
Shermis 1977, pp. 67-68), the "centering concept" (ShaVer 1977, p. 115),
and the "ultimate justif (Remy 1978, p. 41) of social studies.i

The'revised NCSS- curri'culu1 guidelines, state frameworks, district cur-A

ricurum guides, and textboo reflect this orientation.
.

Despite widesprea4 agreemeht about citizenship's centrality and

itpport4prsocIal studies, there is little agreement about the meaning
bf the term, the naNtre and scte Nhe citizen role, orthe major focus
of citizenship education efforts (MeArr 1979, pp. 11-19). While some
educators have stresi&I patriotism and loyalty, others have emphasized,
problem solving andSocial criticism Some definitions of citizenship

encompass---nearly all areas of socia *life, while others are restricted
to the political arena. Nearly ev ryone,howeve'r, agrees that the devel-
opment of responsible parti

improving our democratic_ sod

ng citizens' is a key to preserving and

fi

Ji j
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The citizen role as defined in this paper is focused on the rela-

tionships between individuals and political entities (for example, the

state, governmental agencies, and politicalorganizations) and organized
.

efforts to inf uenceoublic policy,. On the basis A this conception,

the citizen role ncludes a wide range of important activities: voting,

obeying just laws -C"bil-U:nging-unjust laws, paying taxes, serving in the
_--- %

armed forces, pakticipating in political parties, studying public issues

advocating posi ions on public, policy questron's (eith r individually or

Tin groups), wor ing for. volunteer organizations; and holding public

-office. Citize

and at several

state, regitn, at n, and world, with
/

zen's activitie differing at,the diff
I

ties petformed at the city, state, an

related to gov rnmental institutions,

region, and wo ldlevels are not.

In relati n to all levels of the

major and uniq e_contribution to make.

'engage in these, ctivities in a variety of settings

levels, including the neighborhood, community, city,

e specific nature of the citi-

ept levels. Many of theactivi-

national levels are directly

hile those at the neighborhood,

itizen role, social studies has a

Although other'subject areas and

aspects of sch ol share some responsi ility for citizenseOucation, social

studies is Pri arily responsible for rovidIng opportunities for students

to learn the 'asic knowledge, skills and values needed to understAd
ft

and participa e effectively in the U.§. political system and to analyze
--,-/a
atd help reso ve public issues.

Exactly hat is meant by edurat on for the citizen r9le? Within

4! history, pol ical science, economic ,,and' other subject disciplines,.

educators mu, not ory identify topi s or concepts related.to the citi-
, J

zen role tut also determine which of hese are mostdirectly relSted to

or essentialto\that role. Since his ory occupies a major place in the

social studies curriculum, the cantri utions of history to the role of

examined. At the classroll level,

for example, a high school teacher mai have to decide what aspects of

the "Civil War and R constructioP"ar most important for. senior-high

citizen as well as other roles must b

students to learn'in

level, administrators mi

der to be inf

ht need to d

best course for ten-Year-Olds.

rmed citizens. At the district

cide whether U.S. history is the
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Such questions do not-mean that history should be consider -d .

unimportant., It does mean that history and the other disciplines hou/d-
be examined to determine what knowledge and skills can contribute most
to education for citizenship. These kinds of dQcisions will have to be
made if room is to be found in the increasingly crowded social s udies
curriculum for teaching about the other important social roles. ' Young
people and adults spend more than 90..percent of their waking time in .

these other roles; social studies in the 1980s must make. a
bution to these aspects of their lives.

t contri-

Worker

The worker role, unlike the citizen role,is not generally perceived
by social studies educators as being central to their field. Although
some educators have supported the ';infusion" of career awareness into
social studies instruction (e.g., Taylor et al. 1977; National Council

'for the Social Studies 1975), many teachers have viewed career education
,as(an encroachment on the legitimate domain of social studies.i/,

Social studies educators cannot ignore the fact that productive
work is an important aspect of most people's lives. A consistent finding
of the various secondary

education commissions of the 1970s was that
education had failed to establish a meaningful relationship between
school and work in our society (National Task Force for High School
Reform 1975; National Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education
1973; Panel on Youth; President's Science Advisory Committee' 1974).
Work is an important part of many students' lives, even before they leave
high school; a recent study reported.that Pat some. given time during the
school year, about 50 percent of all high school juniors and seniors and
about 30 percent of all 9th- and 10th - graders are oemployed" (Cole 1980,
pp. 44-46). And, of clourse most studentd will spend tIlp 1-1.tority of
their adult lives as paid employees. Thds, the worker role has both

paid

immediate and future relevance to elementary and secondary students.
What can social studies' contribution be to this role? Social.

studies\has an auxiliary, not primSr

major responsibility must and should

ists, guidanZO\counselors, ,language

These'areas are proper ones to focus.
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, responsibility in this area. The .

rest with career education special-

arts, and mathematics teachers.

oft,,knowledge about careers and on



'occupation-related skills suchas

openings, preparing job ap

ing basic computatior), an

,reinforce these efforts.

. school and society some res

skills and constructive attit

In addition to these shared

dentifying information related to job

icjgs, interviewing for jobs, and perform-
....

un cation skills. Social studied can

tudies also shares with other areas of

ility for developing decision-making

toward work.

responsibilities, social studies has,

the following special functions: to provide students with awareness of

careers directly*reiated to the social sciences (for example, urban

planner, sociologist, governmebt administrator, and business economist);

to help students reflect on -Air worker=related experiences.(for

example, analyzing interpersonal relationships and conflicts on the job);

to provide students with knowledge -that will place in.historical and

social perspective the role af the worker in U.S. society and the world
.."

(for example, knowledge about labor unions, immigration and employment,

women in the labor force, and the impact of war on jobs); and to help

students analyze and discuss the interrelationships between the worker'

role and the other social roles (for example, the conflicts that often

arise between being a responsible member of the family and a conscien-

tious worker).

Drfwing on valid knowledge from economics; history, sociology, and

4er social sciences, social studies can make an important contribution

to education related to the role of the worker.

Consumer

.

While not all people are workers or active citizens, everyone in

our society is,; 4 consumer. The-role of consumer is to buy and use the

ggods and services, produced by workers.° 'Mese goods and services, include

atural resources (water,, wood, ail, and gas), manufactured productse . 0.

(food, drugs, bicycles; and cars), information (print and other media),

business services ,(banking, insurance, and real estate), and 'social

services (education,,medicine, recreation, and welfare). The consumer

role includes being a god planner, shopper, and protector of these goods

anc' services and an effective money manager. Being a wise and competent

society will continue- to be a majorchal-

lenge in the 1980s and beyond%

consumer in our modern complex

74
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The consumer role is sometimes perceived as'an economic activity in

which persons engage solely for their own individual benefit. The prob-
lems related to using'energy and other environmental resources have

' demonstrated that the consumer role also has significant collective and
societal dimensions. Buying a small car instead of a large one, for

.10
example,'may be a long-term money saver for an individual. It may also
be a More environmentally sound and socially responsible decision.

Social studies%major contribution to the role of consumer can be

to help students understand this role in the context of our national

economic, political, and social systems and to appreciate the global

interdependence of consumers. Meeting these goals for consumer-role

educion suggests such topics as consumer law, supply and demand, con-

sumer protectfOrf, inflation, money and credit, boycotts, energy, the

.environment,'multinat.ional corporations'; and international trade. It
ti

also calls for tea0ing about interrelationships between the,consumer

role and the nrher social roles.
-

Providing hisklorical, economic,, and political perspe tives forthe

consumer role is another unique function of social studies. The
I .

shtvg.d be on'supplying students'wirh the conceptual nools thpy,can use
to adapt future changes rather than on providing technitalskills

t -

emphasis

that ilaylibe obsolete in ten. years.

make a wise' decision aboup which tennis racquet

4 tennis° instructor can help students

to buy. 'A:driver's

car'.

Can teach students what to look for in buying a
car.. A home economics teacher can help students-become.aware'ofe the

advaniagps and disadvantages oageneric groceries. While socia studies
/ can make som contributions at that level, it should focus prima on

providing a ".4arger view. , ,

co
.

I Ak.,

-Social studiesshares with other subject areas responsibility for

4 ,some aspects Of. consumer education; Critical television viewing, for

.

exa le, is a topic bf interest inboth socialkudies and 'language arts.
- -As language arts concentrates on analyzing programs koir.literary qual4.ty

and program elements, social studies can help stu ents detect bias Ignd

stereotyping in both ritogramming and advertisemen s by ding on knowl-
.

edge and skills from psychology and social psychology: Similarly, social

studies and science share responsibility for/ ielping students function

effectively and int ligently as consumers of natural resources, espe,
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cially in regard to such science related issues as energy, acid rain,

(

%

:

and combinant DNA. The partnership between social studies and other
subje t areas in preparing students for the consumer role can be one of
the most vital developments of the 1980s.

. ^

Family Member

NMost demographers Predict that the 1980s will not be an easy, stAle
time for families in the United States. Divorce rates will probably'

,continue to rise, birth rates will remain low, more, women
r
will join the

paid"labor force, more children will live with only one parent, and more
'couples will decide not to have children.

Despite these, stresses,
strains, and changes, most experts believe that the American family will

',-

adapt and survive. Because of these stresses, strains, and changes,
young people will need all the help they can get to understipd and func-
tion in their roles as family me0ers.

Traditionally, the family has been defined as e group of people
related by birth, marriage, or adoption who live together for the prl'ffiary,

purposes of procreation and child rearing. It can also include alterna-
tive family styless---for example, a married.c.couple-living.-together

without
children- -and such extended-family relationships as those between eman-
cipatedadults and their elderly parents. Family roles include mother,
father7-"Wusband, wife, son, daughter, ,brother, and Sister; also grand-

grandparent, mother-in-law, and still others. Everyo4t. functions
in two or more family roles, often in two or more simultaneously.

The,
°Inature'of eaetrot these roles changes dramatically over the course of a

. person's life., Societal, trends add another element of change.
'Social studies programs can and should make an important contribu-

tion to helping young people understand and function in their presents

and future roles as family members. Obviously, social studies cannot
and should not be totally responsible for producing "good family mem-'

jers"; a young person's own family will certainly be the major influence.
*I However, by drawing on knowledge from sociology, psychology, anthro-

' pology, and history, social studies can help students better understand.
d deal with parent-child relationships, sibling relationships, the

%rights and're sponsibilities of-farents and children, family.
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toles, the family as an institution, the future of the family, the

diverse typesof families-in the United States and throughout the world,
and marriageand courtship,

At present, the family is a specific focus of social studies only
itn the primary grades (especially grade 1) and. in the 12th grade, as
part of a sociology or faMily life elective; in other grades it isOr, .

virtually-ignored, despite the importance of family to the lives of early
adolescents. The role of family meml;e; should have a more prominent
place in K-12 social 'studies programs.

L

Friend

No social studies teacher, especially At the junior and senior high
levels, has to be reminded that "friends" are and of the most important

,

dimension's of students', lives. A recen tudy of teenage sexuality con-
firmed the importance of friendships in lives of 15- to, 18-year-olds

(:'Sex Rated Below Friends, School, and Sorts" 1979). Younger students
also value friendship, but they think about it differently. According
to research conducted by Robert L. SelmanAnd Anne P. Selman, children' -s

sthinking about friendship develops in stages.in much t e same way as
their reasoning about moral- issues and other interpersota1 relationships
(Selman and Serman'1979). The Selmans Also found that many youngsters
need help in making and keeping friends and in dealing with friendship-

,:

related conflicts,

The importance of friends does not appear to diminish as one grows.

into Adulthood, although the nature, forms, and bases of-friendship

change dramatically. While we lack extensive research data on friend-
ship, such popular-culture indices as television shows ("Laverne and

Shirley") and singles-dlnb *memberships suggest thed.mportance Of'friend-
t

sKip-in our society. The few studies whichdo exist (e.g.., Block 1980 ,1
and-Parlee 1979) confirm that the experience of friendship is crucial to

the healthy, social and emotional development of children and adults.

o Strained family relationships and alienation from the community underline
the importance of friends as a source of trust, understanding, affection,'-1,
and acceptance.

as to the centrality of friendship in people's lives, the

topic is virtually nonexistent in social studies. A few, primary -level

a
4
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textbooks tou h on the subject, and some Supplementary materials contain
,. -

activities related to friendship._ Of all .the social roles, however,

that of fr end ,receives by far the let emphasis in social studies.

. §oc 1 studies (along with language arts and counsling) has-an
. .

importa t and legitimate contribution to make in this area.° While a new
,...- -

educa 'oval movement (suchaas "Education for Responsible Friendship"or
--....

"F d Education") is not
.
being suggested here, some vital aspects of

f endship can be a part of schooling and social studies. Many students
t.

..- - :7-) b

at all levels will respond to opportunities to examine arid discuss ques-

tions related to friendship, andthe social, sciences have important

knowledge and skills to offer in educating students foi the role of
1

.friend. Appropriate topics include forms.,of friendship, rangfng from

casual to intimate, responsibilities and expectations associtted.with
0

friendship, qualities of good. friends, processes4of making friends,

social mobility, same- sex /opposite -sex friendships, conflicts between

family And friends, peer,groups., cross-cultural friendships, and wartime

friendships.

Member of Social Groups

Every person is-a member of various social groups. BrOadly defined,

these include (1) groups whose membership is determined at birth (being

male or female, a member of- a racial group, and member of an age cofigrt

group), (2) stch categories as religious groups, ethnic groups, and

socioeconomic classes, into which peaang..are born but from which they

may move, and (3) groups to which people choose to belongp such as bridge

clubs., baseball teams, and women's consciousness - raising. groups..

Participation and membership in all. these groups can,take-pkace

various levels of involvement; however, certain socially prescribed -

expectations and norms are associated with membership in'each group.

Social studies efiortk in regard to membership in the first two kinds of

groups,should be focused on teaching students to be aware of the exist-
,

ence and nature of different kinds of groups, to analyze their particular

")affiliations with groups; to make conscious individual decisions about

the extent of their participation in various groups,. and to understand

the nature and origins of group expectations--emphasizing that one does

78°
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noto necessarily haVeto limit his or her choices because of traditional

group expectations. This has indeed been a majtit,thrO't Of gany multi-
cultural education, ethnic studi)es, and womenelnity of forts.

At the most intimate level, a person can choose to hello g to-abmg11
. -

face-to-face group whose primary goal is social Or philosop ical rather'
than political or whose organizing principle may be ethni identity; P
rAligion,age,...or sex. Some examples,of groups in this c tegory are a
social. club based mainly on ethnic affiliation, a youth at letic club, .:"."8
bridge club, and a lodal church or temple. A major contribution

social studies at this level can be to help students examine the n ture,
' Purpose, and dynamics of such) groups--who belongs to the e group , where'
they exist, why they form, and how they are run - -asp Abell as',group

( "

responsibilities, rules, and norms.
0

At still another level, a social group may be a large-scale
(national or global) organization whose purpose is to help maintain and4; /improve the social condit.ions of a particular group -for example, the

National Organization o.r WOMen-(NOW) and the Natio al Association'for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). he ro -of social..studies
in regard to such a group is to teach about its na ure, purpose, func-

tion: and impact and to help students 'make reflective decision.rabout
L------possible participation.

Still another type of group is.a'social aggregate lacking du kind

of-formal organization--males th the-United States, children in the

4,
and Jews, for eltample. Thia'category also includes members of

geographically defined aggredtes: people who live in the same river'

valley, mountain range, et desert, who have no political organization

bUt share certain v ues 'and -behavior because of their interaction with
a common environment. Hele the major role of social studies./is to teach

abbut the impact and contributions of Such groups in the United States
and the world - -with atteSion to the groups' cultUral traditions,

customs, and history and the effects of major. historical or contemporary.

forces on their social welfare. Examples of historical topics are the

impact of the Civil War on blacks and the effect of economic recession:A,.
and inflation

topic related

States of C

on the rates of women in the United" States. A very curr7ht
as,

toftnbse ,issues is the recent immigration to .the United
.

odian refugees, Cubans, and other groups, resulting from

79
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. international political events. The impact of this immigration on the

United States and on these people is a very significant topic that social

studies can examine.

Finally; social.studies-,can contribute to 'students' understanding
y

of the group7member role by focusing on the interrelationships between--

this role and the other,social rolbs. Family roles, fOr example, are

Closely related to membership' in ethnic groups. Another crucial topic

is the potential conflict between the citizen/role and membeiship in*

social groups. Recent multicultural education effoits have helped to

emphasize the pluralistic nature of our society and therefore of citizen-

ship in theAnited States. Some, however`, view this as fragmentation of

the society_and subordination of national civic values toethnic and
A

cultural values. Tht.possible interrelAtionships between the citizen

role and religious group member roi have been dramatized bythe direct

involvemebt of some religious grou s in kecent political campaigns,

Teaching directly and honestly; about these kinds of conflicts!and inter-'
,

,...,, relationships today, and in-the past is a'significant responsibility of,
.. .

, social studies. = : 1

'Self

As indicated in the" previous discussion of social roles, IJ,S.
z

society expects a person to- be egood'citizen, worker, consumerfvtAM,ily

member, :and t a lesser extent a good friend. ',In addition, our .society

often conveys certain expected ways a person should act based on the sex

cohort role, ethnic group, and social class to,which he, or She belongS.

Our society places still another expectation on people because Of.the

h h value it puts odpthe individual:- people are:also encouraged to be
. .

emsetves--to express their own uniqueness and to develop their full
1. ,;

wen.kialities. =This striving for fulfillment, and realization as a
.

unisue:and cpmpttent person occu8rs both,*ithin the six social roles

,(e.g., by being a unique teadher or.tHe best father you can possibly-Te)

. !and\outside those roles (e.g., by reading history to expand one's intel-

lectp horizons (tr.running ten micles'a.,day,* deiielop and maint4in
:';

1

I ,

f

:
:

.;

S
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healthy body).. lele have defined this function and the sets of selation-
.ships, meanings, and values associated with it as the role of self.*

The importance of including a focus on self has'been reoognized by
many educators within and outside the social studies field, Goals of
increasing self-awareness and enhancing self-esteem have been a central
aspect of humanistic education and values clarification (e.g., Canfield
and Wells 1976; laths, Harmin, and Simon 1978). Many social studies
educators also include these goals (e.g Fenton 1977).

As do' the other ,roles, the role of self involves the person in
certain kinds of activities. In addition to acting competently in the
other roles, these

self-development-oriented activities include develop-
ing a positive and realistic

self-concVpt, increasing 'one's-self-
fawareness, expanding one's intellectual

capacities, developing and main-,

taining a healthy emotional and physical being, and clarifying and livIng
by a set of personal values that leads to individual and societal wellmy
being,

All aspects of school and society share some responsibility for
.education and development related to'the role of self. What is the
=ague contribution of social studies to this goal? Primarily providing.. ,

learning experiences thdt will help students understand how the other
social roles, including membership in social groups, influence identity ..

and self-development, as well as hOwthe latter can influence ancLchange
social roles. Tp accomplish this goal social studies can draw 13n the

tsocial-sciences-=from psycho1ogy,s5Wciology, social psychology, istory,
anthropology, and CultUral geograp*ay--as well as on .-.,ources su h as

multiculturaleducation, sex-role awareness, literature, and hilosophy.
A final contribution of social studies and other subje areas to

the goal of education for the role of self is to help each student expand
and develop his or her intellecbalcapacity. !This goal has two impor-

*While it may not be common to use the rorm "self." as a "role," as
is.used here; we believe this is convenient terminology for our

'preSent-purpo'se, emphasizing the important relationship of the self to
the "Other" six social roles.. This usage is $imilarto that of some

I. sociologists and philosophers who Rave focused.,,An an interactionist.
.'401spectiveon self andgocietyje.g.,4 Bigger1971; Blumer 1970)t A./= $ 1pr view of the self role has also hein taken by some social Studies

educators Haas.19§1).
.t .

4 =1; /I
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tant aspeCts. One involves teaching content from social studies that

students should know,simply'in order to be informed persons--even if

such knowledge does not lead to-immediate payoffs in terms of success in

other social roles.: The other is helping students develop a sense ofi

the joy of learning and knowing. While much social studies knowledge
. _

can be justified on th4 basis that an informed person should know it,

social studies teachers should,_ emphasize demonstrating to students thdt-

learning can be satisfying- -even joyful--for its own sake. This aspect

of studentsintellectual development should be strengthened.

Why Social Roles?

The goal of refocusing social studies on social roles cannot be

easily attained, nor will it be a magical panacea for the problems of

social studies. The social-roles focusis recommended in the belief

that it will help, more than some exi ting approaches, to alleviate the

si x problems described by Proje ct S and move social studies toward

the desired states.recommended by SPAN. The basis foemaking this state-
_

ment explained below in relation to each_problem area and dtgired

state.

Student Learning

The most important problem to be addressed in the 100s, and by

implication the ultimate desiredstate-to be achieved is related to

student learning and valuing of social'studies. Since social role% focus

on how children and adults spend time and at in the social world; this
-.-

orientation should help students appreciate the importance of social
0

studies, increase student motivation to learn social gtukes, and, ulti-
/

mately, iiprove students' learning of sienificant knowledge and skills

in social [studies.

While this hypothesis has not been tested empirically, one study

that did relate to this.idea-is- supportive. A study of 772 high school
4

students` perceptions of the relationship of studies t'olwork,

family, and community concluded that: '"By developing the linkages of

their subject matter to future personal development, (social studies)0

teachers could increa se the likelihood that students would con§ider the

$,

J

0.-400".
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subject important, and would work harder to learn it" (Farman,'Natriello,

and Dornbusch 1978, p. 38).

The social-roles focus ,can help students see the value of social.
'studies. Can it also lea to increased learning of important social
studies knowledge and ski ls? A case can be made for social roles haling
more potential to do tha than some other aploach First, the social
roles prkvide a fram &wor 'for asking what knowledge a skills are most

.important for living in the social world. If helping.studentS- become
effective participan ts q the social world is the ultimate goal of social
studies, the social-ro es focus might lead to a clarification of. knowl-
edge and skills that' re more directly related to that. goal and not
entirely different fr the knowledge and skills no4obeing taught.

t Second, social roles is more likely than ather approaches to improve
. .student learning because it has a greater potential for stimulating Stu-- o

i

, sodent interest and mOtivation:. A reGent meta-entlysis of'educational
.

research has_ ddmons 1 rated a consisten t and. positive relationship between
student motivation nd attitudescnd etudilelearnibg\Nalbergt

Schiller,
and Haertel 1979). Common sense also suggests that students learn more
when they are interested and'Involved in a subjet and when they believe
it is,importtnt_4fifi-useitIl-to them.

L.

. Third, a iocialtrales,tramework,has
a grew, potential to incorporjte

tand use the Ipowlpdge about
student cognitive, -moral, and social.detglop-

ment that has ben gained in the past degade or two. Unlike approaches
.. )- , that focus on or aspect of social studies (such as influencing pUblic

policy, learnin thet;basic -facts and generalizations of the disapline,.. .
1

.:...---ar being a fesOonbible cifizen);_zhe
social-roles appioach with its,. . 0

. ,

balanced emphaSis on personal;7.interpersonal, and societal-issues will
lend itself readily to integrating the implications of a, wide range of

..s. _

.child development research. _. .

,
\

," ,.. .
,

. .6-Suggesting the potential for social roles to use knolvledge'of. . / .. .
.student reeds; and interest is not to advocate a total focus on student /_A._

e

interest. SOMe:gkiucture, such as that Of the social roles, is needd,"
. .

to provide'a stable focus within which studen< concerns can be consider
i

L
without cr.pajting a` curriculum

whi4.4...isrepetitious'or undulyconcentraped

.
..-

i

11
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Teaching Eractices

The central problem related to instruction that 'Project SPAN has

.identified is that mostteacheri do not use a variety of instriictionai-

practices iu social studies, despite the fact that'dost'educators b?1 1e

that this shouldol;e. done. Previous reform efforts have attempted to

change this situation by focusing on single 'instructional strategies

,(e.g., inquiry learning, student participation). A social-roles focus,

does not rely on arty S'ingle instructional strategy; but calls for recogr

nition of the value of different instructional practices and recommends

that they all be jntegrated into a_coherent'social studies program.

A recent study indicates that social studies teachers support inte-

grative approaches and Materials that relate knowledge to their students'

lives (Fontana 1980,,pp. 70 -73). The social -roles apprOach places a

major emphasis on this factor, an additional advantage that many other

reform efforts hakte not had.

Curriculum

The major problem with the social studies curriculum today, as

identified
by Project SPAN, is that it is not organized around or focused

.
/

on p rsonal and s cietal goals that help students become effective par-

eg//9tiei Cats in e social world. The social-roleS focus is designed to

elle iate this problem by emphasizing the wide range of roles in which

peoplle engage--from mainly personal ones, such as friend and family member

to srocietal ones such as.consumer and cf zen. The social-roles frame-
.

wor , moreover, provides an excellent way to integrate the many diverse

tope areas such as legal education, multicultural studies, consumer-

eduicAti , and career education,' The roles also provide an understand-
i

..ableffamework for integratilliJmowledge from history and the Social

science disciplines and for explicating the major knowledge, skill,

valUe, and Participation goals of social studies.

These four types of goals can be considerecLin relation to the

so c ial roles.,,The following que4tions, for example, can be'asked when

pl1nning a social.studies'program: What knowledgJ and skills are most

useful for helping students understand and function in their roles as
)

' me hers of the finally? What values and participation goals are particu-
,\

-
. -

la irrelevant to the\ consumer and worker roles?

. L
?
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Simi4 estions can be asked in relation o the socia scienee

disc lin4 an

,rela t th

psychA

roles an

relation

cepts and

special topics related to social Studies. Sox question
disciplines are: What 'knowledge from sociology and

especially important to help students understand family

ndship? What knowledge from economics is most useful in

e worker and consumer roles? What political science con, .

nieralizations are most vital to helping students become

The focug can also be..eurned'around to question tradi-
ss of social studies programs:

ry Courses most contribute?

sociology courses?

inds of questions can .be asked., of the various .special
trlegal education, environmental education, global educe-.

ural education, consumer education, career education,

ie , ancyuture studies. Most advocates of these special
topics pusilf their inclusiOn in all courses. iThua,,for example,

better citiz

tional elem

American hilt

Psychology d

The se
$4.

topics, su

tion, mu-
,

women's s

Via

To what role Or roles do

World history courses?

proponents tf lobaL perspectives say they should be stressed in a4
courses--U. h story, world history, civics, government, etc. Multi-
cultural pii on nts want the same thing, as'd6 the other groups. But
teachers cantor do everything,in every course. Some topics are more
appropriate to certain goals than others. 'The roles can help social

studies ed'ucae.rs make these curriculum decisions.

The-rolet,1 then, have strong potential for developing a comprehen-
sive social dies curriculum based on personal and sacietal issues.

Moreover, the.roles provide a curriculum focus that can in tegrate three

previously competing.perspectives of social studieS2-sublect, learner,
and society.

Actual'i'mplemrtation of,th-e curriculum approach described here in

a-Sch061-:-.4-istrict,or state will, of course, depend upon many other

factors, .including the availability of materials, the ability to'demon-,
strate that the intellectual integrity of tile diliciplines can be.:main-

tained, and the ability to convince the public that such a curriculum is
I

needed, The potential for_orossiing-thEgElharriers with thes6C-ial-roles

focus has great promise.,

,b
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Profession'

One of the primary needs identified by Project SPAN for improving

the profession is to develop a greater4unity of .purpose and-direction
A

for social,studies instruction. In the past .20 years a number of

approaches and rationales for Jial studies have been posited, including

reflective inquiry, social science disciplines, citizenship transmission,

and student-centered (Morrissett and Has 1982). The &iti'Cal need now

is tO develop approaches to social studies'that synthesize the best, ele-

ments of each of t ese various perspectives and.point toward .helping

students understand and act effectively in their social lives.

One suctt appt ach,is the roles focus, which calls for providing
,

learning experienc s and for teaching knowledge, skills,..and values that

will help\ptudents understand and act effectively in the major roles in

which they engage 'n the-social world. This will require students to

learn facts,Nconce ts, and generaliiations from history and the social

science disci ine ; it will involve developing reflective thinking and

rational decisiOn making skills; and it will include daVeloping,some

basic it- uet and iscpssing value issues. Instead of advocating these

thing's for their n sake and instead of competing for attention, pro-
, .

. .

ponents of these - pproaches can see where and how each of their views

fits into the over'll purpose of social studies. The roles, therefore,

can be an effectiv= way to provi,de-a greater sense of inxity and direction

to the profession.

Efforts to est blish a social roles focus On a K 12 basis can also

encourage interactionilamongalementary, junior high, and senior hip-

social studies teache s. This would, of course, he,true,for any attempt

to provide a K-12 f .us for social studies, but the social rolds, more

than other approach- to social Studies also provide a stro6 basis for

fostering communiCa on between social studies educators and ott)er'sub-
,-,

ject area.teachers.

the. les focusican con!
Y--

satisfaction by prodding teachers with a comprehensive and understand-
.

)to alleviating >aeacher dis-

able -statement ofl e central purpo's6-4-Sticial studies--a purpose whidh

c n alSci be unde ood and supported 1* students. In addition, the

;
so alroles appro Ch Iroviaes a'framework whereby teachers of.alL grade

leve and of va ing 'perspectives can Contril;pte,to achieving the-
,-

centra ipurpose.

I .86
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Culture of..the School

A major problem which inhibited most of the social Studies refoym

efforts in the past two decades was ignorance of the dominant school

culture (Anderson 1982),. The social-roles framework takes this very

powerful influence into account,by providin40 structure which'recognizes

and uses the fact that schools and society have these.complex cUltures
. t

with often- conflicting value orientatio"s. Most schools will probably

never be laboratories for democracy.' ome aspects of schools may be
appropria te for_learning about democracy, while other aspects may'more

,appropDiatelr-be settings to prepare students for their roles as-workers,

consumers, and friends. Thus, the,ro es framework, instead Of clashing
with the school culture, can use it t enhance social studies learning.

Public Awareness

The sixth problem identified b Project SPAN points to the need for

more public awareness of, support f r, and involveme- nt in social studies

in the 1980s. This not be easily attaintd. The adult public,

according to a recent Gallup 1111 shares students' belief that their

soLal stales classes are not ve y useful and relevant to their lives

(Gallup 1978). Paradoxically, t -y still rate U.S. history and,govern=7

mtw as essential subjects (Gal up 1979). Both views, however4, are

probably tied to the realities they experienced as stddents--those

courses `'were -required for them butt were not perceived as being very
relevant. Personal and societ relevancy is one important aspect of

the social=roles approach. social stucLes'educators can nemonstrae
\,this to the public, aeajor p toward public understanding and support

can be achieved.

-Thus, efforts to educate the.public must occur when we try to gain

involvement and support. T social roles, have an important advahtage

over 'other social studies re o m approaches in these efforts. The rolese\
1,, c4n'be explained in simple understandab/e terms--citiijen, consumer,

i ' >
1 i' 'worker, friend; parept, chi d, and so onto which the public can relate..

I . ..
.Previous reform ,approaches i ad'tcLcivercobe jargonistic terms such as

"inter,disciplinaryl Social cience concepts'l.and "reflective inquiry

processes" when coMmunica g with laypeoplet
.,

. i
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It is also important tojecognize that the public (despite,our use

of this term) is not a -monolithic, homogenedu$ group. The public really

consists of any different groups of adults who are very pluralistic in

backgrounds, experiences, and values. While public opinion poll reveal

some majority opinions, they also reveal many differences. A repent

Gallup poll, for instance, indicates that . "the public" is'roughl split

in half over' whether high schools should offer fewer courses or a,wider

variety,of courses (Gallup 1979). If more differences such as this do
\

exigt,'some segments of the public may be very receptive to the social -

roles focts. Some. of this support\ould probably come 'from people who

have libera ;views on education. The roles foCus, however, also has

some potential for appealing to oplevith conservative views: Those
. ..

who believe that productive work an a strong family are the b\edrocks'of

American society, for example, may respond-to the emphasis pladed on the_,

worker and family member roles.

moo

Some Questions'About Social Roles

Some of the questions that might be raised about the foctis on social

roles,suggested here, and possible answers to these questions,'are given

here

Would adoption of social roles as an organizing focus mean virtual

abandonment -of the present social studies curriculum? No; much of the

.present content could be kept. Many existing courses, current activi-
.

A
ties, and available materiels contain valuable elements for teaching -'

sOcial"roles. Historical tterspectives and concepts; for example, are

valuable sources of knowledge to -help people understand and function.

.,-,..

.
.

.

well as citizens, consumers, and family members in our rapidly changing
1 .

society. \
Would adoption of social roles as a fodus of social studies relegate

.

. -.

citizenship to a minor role in the curriculum? , No; citizenship could,

and prOlmbly should, remain the single moist important role in social

studies. Citizenship would, howevek, give way to greater emphasis on -

1 a. \

the other roles,. The shift -in empha might be illustrated as 1m Figure

2. (The "current emphasis" in F

stud' es rather than the°reality.

ure 2 represents the rhetoric of Social

ile citizenship is widely proclaimed

-t.
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BEST er4.''''t 'hit*

7as th otminant goal of social studies, the reality is that much
of social studies is.unrelated to citizenship or to any other discernible
goal. \Social roles can furnish a focus that is now missing in much of
social

t

studies teaching.)

E41E-2_
-

SUGGESTED CHANGE IN EMPHASIS ON. \t

'1,..

Current Enthasis

ARIOUS.SOCIAL ROLES

Desired Emphasis

4

In a curricu'Am based on. social role , is there an place' for topics, A

based on social co cerns which hive come into the curri ulum recently--
1

such as multicultil al studies., wOitienls studies, futur .studies, and '

global issues? YeS; social toles can provide a usefu framework for .

selectirT and organizing' subject matter related to t ese ,concerns.

Studying families of diffeeent ethnic groups or in different cultures,
for exatpple, will not only enhance multicultural awaren' ss but will help

'student place their own family roles and mempership in ,ettinid.groups'in
1.'persA tive. Focusing,on the possible roles of consumers and workers in1

the 21 t century can add, additional releVance to future tudies programs.
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Doesn't a focus on social roles imply that students are to be

indoctrinated into passive acceptance of the roles assigned to them by

society? No; using the roles as a focus and organizer for social studies

instruction does not necessarily imply indoctrination. Like any other

focut, the roles provide a setting within which students can and should,/

deal with the interplay between individual goals and societal goals,

social maintknance and social change, and self-actualization and social-

ization. Most of these social roles have changed dramatically in the

past 20 years; more changes in the. future are inevitable. Preparing ,

students for these and other.emergingroles in the future will mean much

'more thah instilling a set of proper norms and behaviors.

Doesn't a-gbtial-roles-emphasis suggest a low-level ofrintellectual

endavor--a "Mickey Mouse type of curriculum? As with any other goal or

focus, it would-te easy to reduce social roles to triviality--with

courses such as "Your, Friends in History" and "One Hundred Ways to

Enhance Your Self - Concept, Through Geography." This need not.happen.

The examples given in the aeceding pages should indicate that it is

possible to focus on social roles while maintaining the intellectual

integrity of history and the social sciences

Doesn't an emphasis on socral_rolcs in social:'studies imply that
. --

social tudies will bear solt responsibility for developing inforied,

coipet nt, and committed citizens, \workers, consumers', and so on? No;

other subje:t areas and aspects of school life have important contribu-

tio s to those roles. Science teachers, foreNample, share at least an

e0a1 zesponsibility with social studies teachets for helping students

become wise consumers of energy and other environmental resources.

Beyond the sc400l, other social. institutions (e.g., family, media, busi-
.

_noss_and-chuTch) havNi_powerful influence in social roles development.

L

1

A young person's own family, for instance, has an enormous impact on the

kind of parent or spouse he orshe will be. Social studies does, hOw-

ever, have a valuat,le contribution to make to education related to the ,

social roles--within the school, probably the greatest contribution.

Conclusion
f

We have attempted to demonstrate tow a social-roles focus is con-

sistent with Project SPAN's analysis of major problems29d,statemants of

1
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desi....0 states fof social studies in the 1980s and may be more effective
a ,-than some existing approaches in helpiiig to achieve those desired States.

We are not implying, however, that this focus is the only way or thae`.,t
is a proven way to alleviate those problems and move toward those degired,
states. We welcome other viewpoints on hoyito accomplish,those impove-
ents. Meanwhile, we have submitted "social roles" as one 'specific sug-
gestion for helping to make social studies more,fusoful and,worthwhile,-,

' .for elementary and skcondary students in the 1980s'and beyond.

4
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CONCEPTS AND SKILLS:. SOCIAL STUDIES IN 2002

By James G.. Lengel

Prologue

00
.

This essay predicts Whet estudy"of the "current state of social
c %'studies" might report .if a 'new.. framework for social studies education

were to be, developed and implemented in the next two decades. The frame-

work suggeSted in the essay uses a core of concepts and Skins as tbe

organizing focus of social studies lea"rning. The idea ol focusing social

studies around major concepts and skillsf s. not new, yet it is one whiA

has not gained widesprea'd unde standing o use in this country.

r
To examine-What, might happe if a concept/skills apprOach to apLial

studies were implemented, the,essay has been written as ifit were a

report submitted to. the 4lational Science Foundation'iA,20024-a report

:requested by the education directorateof the foundation (which was

revived in 1985) as a research update of the 1982 SPAN study. As such, ,

4 ii o

the

4

"fiAdinif !-1 the "2002 SPAN Report" provide a brief analysis"- of the
\

potene$41 strengths this approach.off4s social studies curr4culum today.
,. .

.

.0 The vision presented in the, e4 fsay -not

.

Project SPAN's recOinmenda=
.1._

tion for what nclai. studies should be. ..It doeS not represent a conSen-

'sus of SPAN staMmeinbers or consultant's, nor is it, based' onsextenstve .

.

'opinion or experimental rdsearch among social studies professionals. It

is designed to provoke discus5ion.aml,to show how a more dnified and
.

reasoned approach to social Studies might strengthen the fi4rd.

. So, let's move to 2002, and--as .,they say in law-relaggd educatio

circles--res ipse'loquit6r, let the thing speak.for itself.

.

,
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IN THE SCHOOLS OF T4 UNITED STATES OF. AMERICA
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(

Introduction

This section of the 2002 SPAN'repot summarizes the recent.NS

esearch on social studies education'in elementary and secondary schools.'

In writing this report, the authors have giatliered and synthesized infor

mation from several surveys and research reports conducted from 1998
4

through 2000: These include ethnographic reports- of classloms, schoOls,,

and communities in a'representative sample of American social studies

classrOoms; questionnaires to the profession and so the public; and a

review of ell significant literature in the figld over.the past 20 years.'

This section describes the curTt'state,of social studies education as

reflected in these dat sources. It is the 'first such study done since

the 1982 SPAN report.

The past 20 years have seen a'resurience of interest,.concern, and

research in tlip field of education. Most people, including the general

public as well as,the education profession, agree that the desired state

for social tudies education sugge'Sted in the 1982 SPAN eport has been1
reached. Serious professional work, coupled with enlightened publit

concern and

training, in

state, an' cal government requirements, and in financial suppordt for .

social studie

Purposes- and Goals
f

There is:general acceptances of the present boundaries and central

features of the social-stddies field, albeit with recognition of the

continuing nett for modification as changes occur in the real world and

as research progresses in the social sciences. e The current boundaries

and, central fe4tures of.ehe social,studies'have been made explicit

'port, has resulted in .qualitative changes in ,teacher

school operation, in.the publishing industry, in federal,

97, 00
emu,

,
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through a variety of medig'presentationa,,conferences, and institutes

over -the past 20 yearS. 1.eitarchers, preifessors of education and social

l Ix: 1 .,
7

scienqe, supervisors, teachers,. state boards and, legislature'g,
,,-

,,

and even students have a.fremarkably common idqaof social stud
. , . .

.,

third-grade teacher,in Minneapolis said to our interviewer:
,

'(''

0 It's clear to Me what My kids are suppoSed to learnt

Not that.iCs'iled. to &ome specific objective or tee

rather it's that the board, the parents,141d I seem

agree what thOideas and skills are, that the kidd a
...,-.

.\

- , ,s (

tome away with". i
. .

ents.,

As a

.
The

-0`

purpose of .social studies.pround the country ;ESL

, gtadens; learn commonly --agreedimoh, set of -concepts,:

, ^"

. htimans and ,their environments and a. set, of skills, or.
.

ve the

about

q
A

, for

ortantunderseanding,and° dealing with .iOcietal"dita..1,The conc

ideas,which help explain 6ocialvtelvitYL-4ere agree4u
jo

several longitudinal, studies of.childreOS cognitive-'de
,

studies of the,,Ittructure of the sOcial stiences and h These

.

'became'thd c4e concepts of-the social studies field.'

bY ma

elopment

tory,

ching
- .

with -

I

.

i'

...- 'A few examples, of the concepts\which are now Lbhal red "core'

identity, values, culture, grbups, laA, man, ins

. ;,,- . ... _

social studies learning -are Troduction, ,Market, I. st4ce, 'authorit

6.11'Ol,ns', populati n,c

ecology, government?. rules and law,', interdependent

tic

change, conflict, emotions,.and continuity. Once,i'co

O

?frog,

4ause/effect,
...

epAS'yereiderit

.,fied, educators and scientists worked together t (14.:,& literatur

,* ,:

which defineethe -developmental stages of each .,:,'and made these
,

,, V

available ?to teachers, authors,`, the P# li"..,through a now-
. As' 4; 0 -",4, . \ pIii ,.t",

famous, five -year series of NCSS-sponsored inst t'tes iand,educational

. .

.0
:...

campaigns.
,,,

: . - \ '
The skills--actions, that g Student can p

t .-

experience--were decidedupon by the social st48.
,..

'

matching the.cognitive7developmentaytudy discnr,
.

.

study 'of 6,000 compet nt Americans. The ."comOete

examined what skills hese phopleused in de
. ,

making 'decisions.. The. study identified a set o

tent to-people in all walks of life, from neurb

law professor to k4ypunch operator and which t
,

. y

.7 Among the skills included in social studies ins
. ,

4th :data. and

pfesionn after

ve with another

erican" study

the world and

that are impor-

,to mechanic to

usedregularly.'

are identifying:

0
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. : problems, organizing data, distinguishing fact from opinion, draping

i \ conclusions, using 'research
.

resarch resources, reading map symbols, making maps
. '

and creating solutions. The study also offered various schemes fv k
4 ..

organizing skills in deelopmentallylSoun and instructionally practice
. .

ti

ways. From this,study and its many repl cations, along with studies JAI'

the naturalistic development of these sk Ils by children, the profession

communicated this set of skills to'tjhe public anCteechers through'the,

Nas program described. above.
,

4

-
.:

..

c
.

This definition of the-heid has' limited it. 'Fop s-ere-.included_
1 '

.. e
-.

in-the curriculum onlyAfthey help to teaC11 these concepts And skills.

Such a limitatiorViS not,dverly restrictive, since ehte.' cones and
- ,

- . ..
skills can. be 'used- to explain and' predidt in almoskany. topic or content

' .:

area; selectivity as. Go topics and is sti necessary, lending
A

variety b the 'curriculum. Also, dew ways of.te hing the concepts and
,,

, skills are constantly being explo ed.

Throughout the country in 4 02 most social studies curricula are
d
4/-
pbuilt on the concepts/skills: proach. This apptoaCh.seryes as a

. ...

mutually understandable, and ac eptable'sCandard,tO.Sudge whI does and
.

does not belong
.

in-social stuies
iesinstructions Cluf surveys"found that

...

t

" when parents and teachers we e asked,' "cThat'is social studies ?" mote
/

than 5 percent answered in terms of the-Concepes'and skills discus§ed
. i

above. In more than 93 pg ent of the local earriculum guides sampled
*

-in another study, some fo of these concepts was evident as the main
Ok. .

A coMthon report irOMthe ethnographers was:

i?

focus of the curriculum."
..

The social studies lessons all seemed to,be oriented
toward getting the pupil to see relationships in social
phenomena, and toward having them learn and apply certain
skills. In virtually-every case, it was clear to us
which concept the teacher faas trying to delielOp.

4 .

Curriculum

In describing the status of the 'curriculum in 190, the Original.
. .

. .'.SPAN report gave particular atteniion to
*

three dimensions of curriculum:4.
< .

organizational patterns, spetial tqpics, and curriculum materials. This.,

assessing
..

' report analyzes the saMe AimensiOris in assessing vie, current 'state of
-, .

,

the curriculum inthe early part of the-21st century.,

°

,

)

:.'
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3 Orgahiz imal Patterni
\

-. ' . .

A though concepts and skilf are generally accepted as the.curric- ,

(

'

.

,

ieulum core, there is great variety n the way .concepts and skill§,.are
-

.

learned and in: the patterns of courses and topics used to teach them.
,

Since curriculum decisions are mate by a variety of state and local

educational units and since teachers are allowed considerable la titude

o'
in selecting and presenting material, there is`a healthy diversity in

.......

social studies curricula across the nation. The strength of the cpncep-

,

.tua foundation has made educators Comfortable inexperimenting ith new

and.differgntrw to .build upon it. Because all .contents and 1opicS
.,

,considered for inclusion in a curriculum Can he judged against a 1Common

set of criteria, educators hale little fear of "doing the wrong thing"
i

or "missing some important topic."

As of 2002, almost all of the statss have defined their social
. ,

studies curriculum laws and'regnlations.in terms OTTeiTain concepts and

skills to be learned by students. States allow local schools 'the

authority to design the coUr'ses,and topics they will use to teach the

required items. Over the past 20 years, using federal block-grant funds

to support summer teacher work, more than 85 percAn of school districts

in the country haye developed a loll 'curriculum plan for social studies.

Based solidly on the common concepts and skills, each of these plans

sets out the topics,, units, and courses' to be taken by the students in

the district. Because funding has been contingent oniinvolving Parents*

and social scientists in summer work programs, most of theSe local plans

exhibit a healthy blend of scholarly findings, traditional commonsense,

and community values.

4
A random-sample survey of-these plans conducted in*2000found, thal

- 97 pefcent of them had community study'as a required topic, 98'Percent

had American history, 83 percent required iri-depth study of a non-Western

culture, 93 percent used topics from_the 19th century or earlier; and 76--
percent included ;content from- the, 1960 to 2000= .period': Within these

general topic areas, specific topics were selected and reated in 4.wide°

variety of ways. 0 P

,50
.0

'. d

Realizing that_teachers need considerable prOf4s4onal leeway.to )'

, - .

effectively teach, concepts and skills to students, most plans do not '

require that specific books br materials be-used. Although post progtams
U0
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oy

require each teacher to ehlain,hOw topics contribute to learilingCore
.

6 concepts, they usuallyaIliov,the teachers to select what they think is

the best content. Ihree-lUttils of the plans allow, and many'requi.re,
' .each teacher to intludech year an "experimental" topic, one not

included in the districOS';guide. Bec'ause.modt (80 per.cent) of the
;teachers participated in:Iihe five-year NCSS campaign and becauSe many

11
state and locar certification Systems require teachers to demonstrate

familiarity.with both.:thel:concdptual framework and the 'Currently avail-

able materials, this freedom has 'resulted in some excellent individually
.taiaored curricula. _ ---

As a result\,of thg;shared conception-of social studies and the
°

strength p# recent repearch, social studies enjoys a premier place in
4rI Ithe'schools of Arneric While it is not alwaya easy to distinguish

social studies time ;alotments from ongoing .social .learning in self-

contained eleIeniarr pehool classrooms where much "unified curriculum"

--exists, our survey ;show that about 60 minutes per day' are spent in

social study, K- 3, *minutes in 4-6, and 75 minutes in '7-12. Virtually

.C7

ti

4

P

1

1' ,t,..- .
. all students take 1;;u11year of social studies in'each year of elemen-

tary school (throdghlthe eighth grade) as well as in grades 9, 10, and

;11,-, Eighty perce41,Pf them take a full year in grade 12. As teachers
.. - 4,: 4

in othgr'cilrriculuid,fields have become aware of social studies' strength,:
.

they have begun toi'Orient their teaching toward the same set of concepts.. - , ti-z-
k .

-

This is .especialWtue of English literature teachers in secondary
't ,,,,i '1 .,

schools. If-we w te to count all of the social study which is being

don'eby English peAchers, the average, time allotthents for social studies
, .1.1.-.

--would be even higher. A'similar trend is evident for science ceachers
,

--.,
(.,

in the environment:a studies area. "..1

.1,4,

Because sops., studieOis 'now-so widely understood, supervision of44 ., .

:ihe.curriculumAlas bedothe easier and ,more serious. Supervisors know /,

"5,.

.what to look.f or-when they supervise, and teachers know what supervisors/
41. :.. , %

S
area -looking: fog'-in their!visits. The curriculum plans so carefully

stated
, '

=*';'- '- , , . . .

ed in guid: are easy io implement and observe.- Our observational/ °.
.:

..
.studies confir 0 that district curricula= guidelines were being folloWed,..,

4..1°.1 ,ofin 9.-6 percent the classrooms -visited.
\f'4'

,,
"Articula ion') between.grade-levels and schools, :which was a majo

P., 0

problem inn the-,'19O0s.* 1970s, Is no longer an issue. The agreed-Upon

1,1

4 , "\%, i)---
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concepts .and skills orm a thread that runs through the grades and

courses, keeping everyone focused on the same -.goals. Content is'not

-considered'as critical as concepts, gut most teachers accept the topics

outlined in curriculum guides because they helped select them. Most

districts have worked out a regular curriculum-update system for teachers

in the district-to share new *ideas and review the essential core.

To ensure continuity, diatricts.commonly select two or three non-
. ..

American cultures and bap or three Periods in American history for empha-
.

sis in their curricula ...Studenta study these cultures and eras periodic-
.

ally, during theirschool careers, -along with a wide variety of other

topics. For example, a student iight.study the work performed by each

member of a Chinese farm family in grade 2, the geography of that same

farm area in grade 4, its history in grade 7,0 the rites-of-passage Of
r 7

the rural Chinese adolescent in grade 9, and the government and economic

structure, of he area in grade 12. The same aspects.of a South American

Andes-idountain village might also be studied in the same grades, along

with similar aspects of Americans in the years 1760-1770 and 1920-1930.

Both the treatment of the topics and the level of. conceptualization are,

carefully matched to students'developmental abilities.

Interspersed in the K-12 program of each student, along with the

cultures and 'storical period studies, are s0(eral surveys of tradi-

tional content -a eas which trace developments of American, European,

African, and Asian cultures. These surveys usually come at-the 9-'12
, .

grade levels, after many examples of the cultures belie already been

studied by the students since kindergarten. The surveyi are generally

one semester'or less in length, serving to-tie'togethef bits of content

students have already learned, rather than pressntinglarge amounts .of

new material. Like all -either social studies expefiences, these survigys

are designed mainly to teach the core concepts and skills-
.

. -

Special Topics ,. . 1
1

. .

Although the set of re Concepts and skills'includes most,of the

4
. . .

learnings.society feels a most important, topi.cs
..4.

that seem to need

-special attention occasionally arise. These.tppics4leincluded-ti-ther
. ,

curri6UlumAis-nee {and often. public pressure) demands, but they are
1

. .,

always used to teach the core concepts-..- A good'example is the new empha-

sis on kivoting skills."
,

ik
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The 1992 national election, an uninspiring race between colorless

candidates, roduced a voter turnout of only 42 percent, including an

ahysthal 23 percent of the 18 to 25 age cohort. The social studies pro-

fession took upon itself the task of working on this problem; today most

schools include voting and elections as a major topic in 11th and 2th

grades. The study of this topic'is carefully designed to teach core

concepts such as "political power" and "social class" and to develop

student skills in surveying, interviewing, and decision making. In this

way, this topic and others of current social concern are easily.fit into

the social studies curriculum.

Considering that only a few states still specify social studies in,

terms of content, there is a surprising commonality among the topics
. .,..

\c1)being

studied lopally. However, our surveys of materials used and ur

observations,of sample classrooms showed that the treatment of these

topics is in no way uniform. Depending on the school district and the

teacher, a student could study a topic like "Civil War" in a variety of.

-..

ways. It is fair to say, as a result of our research, that while almost
\

.

every.American student ends up learning a core of concepts and skills,
\

few students in the county study the same sequence of topics and activi-

ties. As a result, the gr duates of.our schools `ri 2002 share a common
\facility for, understanding ocisl phenomena, but reflect a,wide diversity

1 °
of soda studies experiences. _

\

Curriculum Natefials

In the 1982 SPAN'report, an article by John Patrick'and Sharry1

Hire analyied how the social studies 'textbook developed froM Market_

forces- -the texts reflected what the buyers demanded-and how the market

changed in the 1950-1980 period. Today, Patrick's thesis still holds

true. Publishing houses develop printed teaching materials that suit

the'mainstream of the social'sebiliescurriculuM. In the 1960s and 1970s,

that'mainstream was judged by many as inadequate, tradition-bound and

unstudied. Sos,ial_studies- professionals, especially those in colleges .

Tana universities, criticized and tried to reform.it. Today's (2002)

-mainstream, however,'enjoys'almost universal support-among theprofes-

sion. Its tenets, its'prganizational scheme, and its purposes-,are seen

by most as being,based on.sound, scientific principles that are "expli-



1

citly stated. There is no discrepancy between the most p

materials and the Stated goals of the social studies curri

Published materials, in .book or booklet form, remain the mo

pule

ulum

shed

ulai teaching tool in the social studies curriculum.

p-

Within each of

these texts are readings and activities that are appropriate for a wide,

variety of teaching strategies. Othermaterials used toddy are video

(about 10\percent.of class time), games and kits (about 12 percent--these

contain artifacts and other items that cannot be published in book form),

and teacher-developed units' (about 17 percent). This iversity of teach- .

ing materials has been greatly facilitated by the growth of pudget.

support--from less than ope percent of the typical school budget in 1982

to about three percent today.

An analysis.of the most popular' published xts reveals some, very
\

interesting findings. Texts are specialized; ach,focuses on a rather

narrow topic and *s,it to teach the core concepts and skills. Few of

the texts are "survey" texts that try to,,cover a wide range of content.

Authors and publishers have come up, with many creative ways .to "use"

content to- "get at" concepts and skills; very seldom do two texts teak

the same concept with the same topic in the same way.

Because of the unifying power of the concepta1skills framework, it

is easier for-school systems and individual teachers to use a variety of

) textbooks for a single program ngle course. It is no longer common-

place fora district to "adopt" a single publisher's "series" for all of

its social studies prOgram. Districts tend tdcpurchase enthuse a Variety

of publishers' works--those that best fit their custom-designed programs.

Teachers' opinions of the materials they use tend to be*puitive;

73 percent reported that they were "satisfied" with the materials in

their classrooms. But few. are complacent or "fully satisfied" (18 per-
-

cent); teachers are always looking lor a better way bo teach a certain

concept using a favorite topic. Their ratings of currictliUm,materials

seem to be based mostly on the materials' ability to teach the concepts

and Tkills4hey are emphasizing. Seldom is their selectiowor rating

based on cosmetic fac ors.

Examination of t ese three curriculum dimensions--organizational

patterns, specialtopics, and curriculum materials -- clearly indicates

that the focus of concepts and skills has been successful in bringing

11)7-
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k

about a'curriculum with an effective mix of uniformity and diversity.,

By basing curriculum decisions on the concepts/skills framework,' schools

across- the country show remarkable similarity in basic purposes, yet.

each school's program is personalized by the range of'togics offered and

by the'wpy Jai Which topics are taught. Speciaa topics are' now considered.

powerful vehicles for teaching core concepts and skills, bather than

add-ons to an overcrowded curriculum. Very importantly, publishers have

been willing to offer a wide variety, of upterials to support the hew

concept/skill curriculum focus. These-factors have combined to produce

both commitment to and enthusiasm for social studies- curriculum among

teachers, students, administrators; and citizens.

-----.---Instructional Practices

The 1982 SPAN reports indicated that most social.studies classrooms

exhibited only a few dif rent teaching styles, centered around a losose

lecture-discussion format. In 2002, we still find ,the lecture-discussion,

being used, but only, about 15'percent of the time. The past 20 years

3 have-seen anincrease in the diversity of instructional practices used

by teache.rs of social studies.

A typical student, over a two-week period of social studies classes,

---"spends about two hours in lecture-discussion, one hour watching a media

presentation, one hour participating in a simulation game, two hour

doing field work and writing it up, an hour studying for .and takipg tests

and;quizzes, an hour in a small-group decision-making activity, an hour

listening to other. students' reports, and an hour working in the library

with'original sources.

A typical teacher uses, in the same two-weekpericid, a variety,of

teaching strategies, with no two dolls' instruction being exactly the

same. Teacher training and supervision in social studies today prepares

and encourages teaokers to'develop an extensive repertoire of techniques.

This is a major change from 1980: when teacher4 were commonly allowed to

practice their favorite-technique day id and day out.

Table 1 shows the percentage of classroom time spent on \each of

several instructional practices. These percentages are averaged from'

the4keports of 15,000 teachers and Irom ethnographic studies of 400

classrooms. '

P -
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Table 1 .

INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICIN. SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSROOMS

- Percent of Class .Time 2

ELEMENTARY -SECONDARY
7i112

-..'

Lecture-discussion
. 10% 15%

at

Audiovisual. 12% 12%

Field work 8% 15%

o Siinlations and games ...8*-` , i
) 12% s '

-,.

Drama/art
4'

15% 6%

Reading/study. 11% .
- . 14%

Smal-group work 15% 12%'

-Test/quiz 5% . 8%

i Other 16%/ 6%
, .

It is evident from the table that no single strategy dominates in the.

social studies classroom, and that elementary teachers use a different

"mix" than secondary teachers.

Why this remarkable change in instructional practice in the past 20

years? The authors A-ttis report believe that it results from two

factdisi.

\,

1. Vle'research.on learning styles that was done along with the

research on concept development in-children. This was disseminated atin: children.

the NCSS institutes along with the conceptual framework and 15ecalme part

of most teacher-training programs. \

2,. The_change_in published-Materials. Avteachers' styles changed-

and older, "single,method" teachers retired; ,publishers 'found anew

market in Social. studies. Buyers began looking for books that included

a variety ".f teaching strategies within the student apd teachei materi-

als. .As 'ublishers adapted to this market, the instructional potential

Of the p oducts changed radically.
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Whenipsychologists studied how children learn sociaf-conqepts, they
.

found that few children, learn in one narrow style: They found that chl-

dren learned concepts best, 'and were able tb,apply concepts better, when 4

the ideas were presented in a variety of. ways. No one, single strategy

resulted in greater concept learning than any ocher single strategy; for
. IF-

.example, simulation-gamesalone were no better in teaching the concept,

of "political power" han,was lecture- discussion alone. However,when a

child, was presented with-fOur or five different mays of learning the
.

same concept, the results were positive. This was foUnd to be true forc

very young children as wellas for high school students.'
*

The' results of this research were explained to the profession and

to the pUblric in the five-year NCSS calnp,signto improve social studies

that tookilact in the mid-1980s. The campNign must have been success-

tful, especially inwfreservice teacher eddcation, because it has had the

desired effect infterican classrooms. As one veterac.social studies
. .

teacher told the SPAN interviewer:
.

, N 3 .

\-'
. 4.4"1 You know, we sed to 61k about whether A/V was abetter

teaching tool t lecture/discussion, or which teaching

e style was best: T t just gat us to 'qrgliing,..and tended
to divide teachers. When the multiple-strategy researcli
came out it Was convincing; at the sametime, we all.
found soietting we ,liked.in it. Now weAargue about what
is the,proper "mix" 'of ,teaehing strategies for a partic-

.

ular class or group of 'students.

\ 1
. ..

The multiple-strategy research,also helped forge a strongerlink

between instructional praOtic.es andjurriculum organization. 41 the '

research, each lesson was aimed- at teaching one or two concept; the
4.

tb
. . .

strategy used .to teach them was chosen to fitthe multiple strategy.,
,. i f

theory. The research findifigs demonstrated hole,different concepts are
... _

more effectively, taught with some techniques than 'with others. Teachers'
. , t

now use these findings when deciding how to teach, a
0
'particular concept

. N .,,
or skill. When SPAN observers'satin on social-,studies lessons,,itogas
usually quite clear which concept or skill was being taUghtand which

.:.../Zmethod was being ueed.

Teachers, trained to use a wide and, variedrepertoire, supported by

multi - strategy texts, and encouraged by research illustrating the
"s>
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st'reng# of multiple strategies, now use a Careful mix of instructional

practices in social studies. Strategies are chosen not for their own..

sake but to most effectively teach the concepts and skills that form the

core of social, studies.

Problems and Issues

Although .the social studies curriculum of 2002 is strong, unified,

and successful, it is not without its problems. The diversity of topics

selected to illustrate the basic cencepta, and skills may result in repe-

.'Eition of topics for students who molie from one school or'district to

another. Pressures of special- interest groups to add topics or special

.pleadings,that are incompatible with the structure and goals of social.

studies continue. Some teachers are restive under the structure of

continually teaching "those damned concepts and skills." Some legis-

iatorS and members of the. public complain that the behavior of bigip

school graduatesad citizens, while much improved during recent years,

,still: leaves much, to be desired. Social scientists, while generally
,

pleased with the scientific soundirss of social studies,_are_nevert -

less concerned'about the lag in applying newsocial science findings t

social studies instruction

. These and other problens:are the subjects of continuing-dialogue

within the profession. Curriculum revision is the continuing task of

,standing committees within schools and districts. Numerous channels of

communication exist among t achers, school and district administrators,

state department Orsonnel, university teacher educators and social

scientists, and the public.

Suffice it ,to say that: in 2002, social studies is aliVe'ana well,:

thriving after 40 years of r, birth and' reorganization. The concepts and.

skills frimework-suggested in-the 1980s is now'fully in place and-seems

to be functioning well. It Yjas brought the profession together, limited

its boundaries, and unified its" methods. Let us hope that the next 20

years will 'show as much progr ess
.14r
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'Epilogue

So much for the future. The preceding glimpse f a 2002 report
. .

.

shows how 'concepts and skills can be used to structure the Whole field

of'sociel studies'--to,uriify it and to limit Sits goals. It shows how the
. ,

concepts and skills focug can,solve many of the. six prOtlems outlined by
r

SPAN. This focus; was chosen because it has, n the author's opinion,
s:-the best chance of taking' social studies out of the doldrums it,is,in.

It is neither revolutionary nor backward - looking. It does not require
5'

.
that we give up outi,central "cixizenship- . purpose, And it can incorpot-

ate most of the special interests that clutter the field today.

Here are some of the featurei of a concept/skills focus that make

it worthy of consideration'
0 .2=.'/' '

. . .

1. It limits the boundaries pf.social studies.. Social studies
.

needs to make its promises and dopes realistic. Today we promise the
4.. '

public everything: good citizens,.intelligent voters, skilled social

scientists, and respecters of tradition. We cannot deliver on such
e

promises; these outcomes are beyond out control and, we shouldnot guaran-

tee. to produce them. We should list these goilgmmong the tfiingg we

will hope for) things we aim toward, things we would like to see happen.

We should promise to deliver a small subset of these hopes--a few out-

comes that we know we can produce. This is not to gA'y that we should -^

promise and deliver trivial things`,, those most easily measured, those at
'..

the loweit levels of knowledge. It is important' to select as our

promises those understandings that are the most usc!-ful and powerful.

At this juncture, our best.pet is to state out promises in terms of .

the concepts and skills described in the 2002 report. We are presently
.

equipped toteach these things; they can be taught, and we can be held

accountable for them. Byliiiting ourselves-, we can concentrate our

energies', unify our profession, and not worry so much about the vague-

ness of our purpose. A clear set of concepts and skills is a limit that
,

.

is neither trivial nor out of step With our mission.

2. Tt lends itself to cumulative research. 'Because of social
.

.

studies' vagueness, research has been disparate and inconclusive. It is

not clear which methods work t teachwhich ideas 'to which students,

109 ,A.
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mostly because nobody agrees on what we are trying to.teachin the first

place. If the profession focusedson the teaching and learning of a

1 .
. .1*

finite sert--6I-conceptb andskillst'research in'social studies would have

,
.

.

,t, v
a natural aim and purpose, one that would be shared among all of us. It

.

could also make the researchm5re useftil to classroom teachers, since
. :

they would-be conceptualizing their work in the same terms as the

researchers. A'cumulative body esearcfi could be built to show how
a

various strategies can be used to teach each of the.core concepts and

skills. ,'.,
..,

.
.

3. It ,could be implemented gradually. Implementing a conctpt/skill

approach wouldlbe an evolutionary changelin the field; rather than a'

revolution. In the first,phase, the current pattern of topics would be
r

kept. Instead ofbeing taught for their own sake, topics would be used

to teach the agreed -upon set of conceptg,andskills. In fact, most of

-us are teaching many .of these concept$ and skills right now, using this

"old" content; we are just not aware of it. The second phase,would see

a change in topics, las a'few old ones are dropped or reorderedand'new

ones added each year. The third phase would happen as each school dis-

trict settled on a coordinated, K-12 series of topics.

In fact, the concepts/skills focus is best thought of asanother-
.

way to explain )what we are already doing in social studies. The essen-

tial change is that we would all explain.it in the same way, using the

same .terms.

4. It is inclusive and unifying. Social studies today/is influ-
f

.enced by special interests and pressure groups that tend to. divide the.

profession. ,Economie, law-related, global, community, moral, and other

"educations" vie simultaneously for social studies curriculum space.
---

Each in a sense, feels___ included In the mainstream of the
-

social studies curriculum.

A conc pts/skills framework would provide a natural ,avenue for

including ese kinds of concerns. Among the core concepts would be

economic o es like "productivity" and "market"; law-related ones like

"justice" and "authority"; global ones like "Interdependence" and _

",:power";_alitd moral ones like "identity" and "values." Folks interested

in:eath of these could concentrate on how the teaching of their favorite

concepts could be improved, rather than on fighting'to get a foothold in

110 -111.
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the classroom. Each would find something in the list of core concepts

and 4ills that represents
a,

Specidl-interest advocates

mandated.Courses. Under the concept/skill

his aK

would

her particular

also be

unit

figldof

less

framework,

interest.

inclined

each

to focus on

course or

in the social studies curriculum would' be.expected to teach alror

most of the tort list. So a course on "Ninetednth Century America" would

have to focus on the teaching of prodixtiVity, justice, interdependence,

values, and so on; a course on "African Cultures" would also teach those

concepts.- There would be an economic, a law-related, a global, and a

moral dimension to every course in the' curriculum.

5. It is understandable. The public, the proftssion, our studen'ts,

and fellow eatcatora are not always sure what we are talking about when

we say social studies. Everyone of us seems to explain the field' differ-

ently. A comthon,set of terms 'Would improve understanding, not only among

ourselves but emo4ng the public.

6. It is adaptable. The core .concepts and skills would chosen

to stand the test of time. They would' be ideas that can be used to

explain .the events of the past, deal with the pxesent, and predict the

future. To be chosen, a concept would have to gq b nd a particular

timg and place. A curriculum centered on these.ide4s could be easily

adaptedtopics could be added or deleted to fit the imes or currento.

concerns without

'a /few at

fouling up the central core. And concepts and skills,,

a time, could,eaSily be added to and dropped from the list.

Local specialty topics,' regional concerns; special events, even

holidays, could be tailored into the concept/skill fabric. Rather than

watering it doWn or, thinning it out, they would at' to strengthen

Individual teachers' interests or special-school projects would be easier

to fit in, as they would be forced to focus on the teaching of the core

ideas,

"The.basic goal of social studies education," say the NCSS curric-

ulum guidelines, "is to prepare young people to be humane, rational,

°participating citizens . . ." Learning within a concepts/skills frame-

work: these citi *ns would master a, set of concepts that represent the'

best of humane thought and a set of skills that allows them to approach

the world rationally and participate in it effectively. The basic pur-

pose defined by the'NCSS guidelines would remain the same; as concept/

skills framework would provide a common approach to accomplish this pur-

pose.
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THREE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HIGH .S.CHOOL AL STUDIES
%

By.Fred M. Newmann

Nigh school social studies can be improvedionly through attention

.

r.
to at least three levels. The first and most ciWous is the curriculum:

what-should- be taught.' The, second is the teac r: how to enhance pro-

fessional integrity and excitement on the job; The third is schodl

climate: .the sense of mission or purpose and character of human

relationShips iv the institution. The recommend presented in this

paper derive from\dur conclusion that-the, cent.i', problem for social

studies education is an.attitudinal one: most-

enough about learning 'social.studies to put ser $
3,
effort into it.

(Their attitude is not unique to social studiesi t plagues ,other

ts'do not care

aspects of schooling in varying'clegrees.)

Curriculum

The social studies curriculum should involveIStUOnis in problematic

inquiry -- empirical, analytical, and ethicalwhich'etald-be-community-

based.
--:' t -.

- One reason that soMe students care little for soli 1 studies is the
.,, .

feeling that much.of the material covered does not repre nt "resin-prob-
.

lems itich they might use their intelligence to solve. The student is

placed largely in the passive role of mastering information or concepts

which the teacher claims will be "needed" or "used" at some later-time

in life. This is pedagogically disastrous.

We have chosen deliberately not to recommend a list of particular

= courses- -two years of, U.S. history, one year of.non-Western culture, a

year of government--nor a menu of knowledge--the Bill of Rights, the

Depression, or the concepts of culture, power, and Nuality. The field

oE social-studies does not have a structure defined well enough tb indi-

cate what all persons shotild know in order to be competent as social

studies thinkers or to be considered effective citizens. Many movementt

within the field have attempted to.define its most important knowledge;

some.have emphasized the structure of disciplines as taught in universi-

ties while others have focused more directly on problems of contemporary

1 1 9
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significance-global education,'law-relted education, cultural plural-
.,

sm, etc. None of the efforts. to specify curriculum are necessarily

appropriate for all students in all places at all.timeS; because one can

persuasively argue for the value Of almost eny form of generalizable

social, knowledge.

Because of the difficulty of justifying any body'Of Universal. con-

tent'and because of the pedagogic danger that curriculum seen as content

usually evolves to place studenti in passive learning roles, the curric-

ulum:must be grounded in something other than a body of content. A more

justifiable basis for the curriculum is problematic inquiry into social

questions. Problematic inquiry requires students to delve into ques-

tions, the answers to which are either unknown or surrounded by contro-

versy: Why did Lincoln advocate war to save the Union? What effecthas

the labor movement had on wages and prices? Why should people be pro-

tected against self-incrimination? What does "equal protection of the

law" mean? Should people be free to say anything they wish in a public'

speech? In what sease_aramallne---" nterdependent"?

To explore such questions students need to,learr specific facts and
. .

pieces of information, but the exacMicatalog cannot be specified in

\adVance.% Students.also need to learn how to interpret data; how to

understand "probabiligtic," tentative, and relative claims, inotontrast

to absolute, definitive, true - false claims. They need to be stimulated

by thediscovery of ambiguity and by working toward reasonable, rather

than "certain".resolutions. Inquiry must venture beyond factual dt-'

.empiiicaltruth; that 1.6, knOwledge .of what happened or predictions of

what is likely to occur.

Inquiry\mUet also probe the meaning of language used to describe

the world: 'What is racism, imperialism, social class, progress,.commu-

nity, a value, an opinion? Issues of definition must also be, handled in

a problematic wa3\ .DictiOnaries do not solve then problem of ultimate

meaning or utility f words; they only summarize conventional_usage%

Students should be assisted insmaking the distinction betweenTdonven-

.tional usage and "helpful" definitions assisted in discerning how con-'

cepts shape our perceptions of reality itself.

Finally, inquiry mus extend to ethical questions and questions of

value: Should mercy killln be permitted by the state? Should the

Or
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government nationalize the energy industry? Should young peo be

required to attend school? Rational inquiiy into problems of this sort
.

is as significaht as inquiry in other areas. wince defensible solutions

to ethical and value questions require empi ical and analytic knowledge,

alb -three areas of -inquiry can, in a sense, be related.

Our'emphasis on problematic inquiry is ptompted in part by a glaring

finding in ,the "current states" portion of the SPAN reports; namely:-

that much of what occurs in classrooms is not seen as problematic, but

as truth-telling from teacher to student,.from textbook to student: For

students to show their competence, they must in turn tell the '!truths"

back to the teacher. We know that. such one-way transmissive, of informa-

tion is rarely used in nonschool life and is' quickly forgotten. It is

taught primarily because it is easier and more manageable for teachers

(and students) than problematic inquiry, in spite of the fact that many

students and parents claim they would prefer to learn-to "think for them-
.

se ves."

An important way to breathe life into social studies in uiry is to

71it in issues yelev4L to ;the Immediate community out ke of
4

Students should be'encouraged to venture into the community to

ground

school.

conduct research, to perform volunteer community service, and to partici-

pate in advocacy roles, -prying to affect local institutions. There are

some logistical problems associated with community-based progra and

some problems in persuading teachers of their educational, value; but an

impressive array of experience over the past ten years indicates that

almost without exceptioncommunity-based learning inspires student inter-

est and commitment and is highly valued by them.

Teachers

Teachers

shoUld have periods
It

of in-school time to devote

,own professionalresearch.J

One factor .contributing to teachers' attitudinal malaise is the
N-

questionable legitimacy of the social studies field itself. Students

perceive .social studies teachers as havineno special expertise of

dembilptrhble value. We have no certain remedies for this problem, but

providing teachers with the formal opportunity to practice the craft

to their
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they Ipresume to teach would help enhance their legitimacy. Such oppor-

tunities would permit teachers - td cipate products of ,social inquiry ,so

that,'like artists, -musicians, craftsmen, and athletes,, social studies

teachers would be seen as competent in a field independent of teaching.

BY showing students that they can ",do" something interesting besides

teach,-teachers' research could increase student motivation. The

teachers' excitement in carrying out_their-own research would 'help vital-

ize teaching by introducing questions which they could seriously pursue

in their classes.

Carrying out meaningful research will,, for most teachers, requi-re

the opportunity to withdraw from the constant pressure of preparing for

the next class. There should be designated periods of time, perhaps

Our to six flours per wgek, reserved exclusively for professional

research, broadly construed.

During this time teachers should be expectedto engage in planned'

research that would ideally involve t e -ind-nf-social -researcb for which

students are presumably being educated; for example, a, study of the

advantages and disadvantages of a proposed public policy, a journalistic

r

account of a local social problem); historical research on local individ-
.

Uals and institutions, social science research to clarify school or

community issues and literature reviews of an issueithin

In carrying out such research, teachers Mould read, conduct surveys and

interviews, discuss their work with one.anoLer, and prodUce written

documents summarizing the work. Eventually, the work, might, be incorpor-

ated into curriculum or specific lesson plans,.but initially'it should

be undertaken mainly for a teacher's own edification about a social
A

studies topic. The results shOuld not remain -.private, but be shared

within the. school and local community. This research time should not be

used primarily'for taking university' courses, nor for district-organized

inservice programs, nor for cadhventional efforts in curriculum develop-.

tent (a new unit' on "inflatiop"). .Rather, the point is.to establish
.

, .

independen$ and structured. research as an'important.part of the social

gtudies4teacher's role.

Teachers might work elope or-organize themselves into seminars and

task, forces.. The latter' seem& particula rly appropriate, given the
. 011K,

general isolation of teachers from interaction with adults on "adult"

I
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_issues ana teachers' r port that they. find their peetiv the most helpful

. soyces of professional advice:

How to allocate teacher time and how to assess and distribute the

products of the research mOt.beconsidered in relation to local needs.

Some'structure(t) must he devised to avoid the impression that this is
_ - ,
simply "free time." PerhapS a social studies department could develop a

three-year plan for needed researCh in its on mission. A department

might even sponsor a competition amongresearch projects, using other.

teachers and students as judges of quality. Perhaps teachers could

becoMe assqiated with local developm , research centers, public

interest organizations, or scholarly secieties'and carry out projects

useful to those' organizations as well as the schools. A variety of
,

-formats is possible,.

4
.

School Climate

The size of high schools should be reduced to fewer than 1,000

students.
\ A

. allure to 'cart a'b'out social;stlidies is related in part to far ur

0,/are about schoolwork in'generall thatitallure can, in turn, be37

traced to .alienating featuresof,largt'instj.tufions.. While eduiti may

be able t4 learn'in'massiVe,institutions.such as%universities'ana

,corporations, it is less likely' for youth. Youth -of high school age .

still require a degree of adult nurturance that is 'not possible in large
,

corporate organizations. This nurturance can tie provided Only trough
. . . . . . . ,

reasonably sustained relationships, in communitieS;where it is possible'
. ,

to know almost everyone by name, and where people relate in generalized

rather than highly specialized toles. -If a teacher interacts with a
. , .

.

stuaent_ohly to. teach a subject SO minutes pei (Lai for one year', but
. .

. does not meet the student in athletics, drama, 'warship,, social occasions,
-...

community service; or spontaneous gossip andPlaT, nurturance cannot, ,

developrrat is, the teacher-will not feel ageneral commitment to-the

itudentlagrowth and the'student will not perceive. the teacher ;as some-
.

one ecrqdepend updn. Large.schools make interactions between students and

teachers on more than the single dimension ofOrfrituition increasingly
.

'Jo': 4.--difficult.
.

t
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As indicated Mt/el cid]. studies educarrOn should focus primarily
I

e

upon critical'thinkih *tritical.inquiry% This.requirw studying a
.

11
h

problem to expose aibigully 'and' move toward resolution, often on
4 .

issues that do not have Athorititive, derinitive answers but only more
. . . . . .. .

or less justifiable. positioni.. Students C°.h.j.earnto'handle such_prob-
. .-

lems 'intelligently only 111:5ituatiods'in which they offer 4deas and
`t t ;, . .

opinions to others orally and recgivekcritical feedback? Such dialogue
.

involves risks to sellf-esteemam Ite:44:ifficultchallenge of listening

..
. 1

0'
to dnd helping others. Critical inq4sey cannot Abe taught if -a student

i is isolated from cons,tructive disCission, ho matter how hard-one might

study with books or think by oneself. Such dialogue is most productive

when participants trust each other enough-to be honest and when they,

have enough respect for One anbtherto:communicate mutual personal

support in the midst of itoughlMindee, ''cism.' Such Conditions are

virtually impoksible in- large soh° 8 ki wiii0 teachers and students
..

.

,
A.t

know, one another only briefly .and for-highly speeialized tasks.
:.:. .

This is not the place f-ori--the full debate,on small vs. large
''

pcfioOis: Familiar criticisms contend that' smalaischools cannot proiiide
;

..
0

the variety of course offerings or, the. social diversity of largeSchools
,

at people can be just as "inhumane" to ohe'another in ,small

, -schools as in large on the-Other 'hand, large schools haVe proven
,

.

. to be less efficient economically the& many o assumed; their,
0..,

. .

.

size has been cited as-a major factor contributing to vandalism,
1 ..

quency, and drug abuse. Teachers and administrators alike complain,of

the' problems of managing instructien
,
in large institutions. There is no

, 4

body of evidence to show that size alone differentiates good and poor
*

...
-71--e--:,-7--

social studies teaching, but impre§sfVe sociological and psychological

argumedts on the nature of human4iftteractitfavor smaller institutions
... . , 1

as a necessary, albeit insufficient, - ,condition for attacking the "don't
0

care" attitude. .

A sense of belonging in a' school group can probably bda achieved

'without constructing new buildings or tearing down existi plants.'

With declining enrollments; some high schools will-"natu ally".become

much smaller. Remaining students dud surviving staf hould notTbe

dispersed to centralized large school's.. Farts'of 'the building can b

used for the school, with the excess*spadbconverted to alternative uses.

f r
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Or perhaps seudtnts and staff could-move to a vac ant elementary school.'

Schools of 2,000 or more might even divide their student body and staff,

into two separate units, sharing abuilding and/or using a d ouble sched-

ule. Some p'ropose maintaining large schools but creating special sup-

port groups for studentswithinthen3, but this strategy provides first
. -

aid to the stress inherent in large institutions rathert an 'preventing

such stress in the first place.

These recommendations'should be seen as necessarybut'not sufficient

steps. Even if they were implemented, there is no guarantee that atti-
,

tudes toward socill studies would change; attitudes are affected by many ,

other iactors that the recommendations do not addre'Ss, including pres-.

sureon students_to succeed just for the purp.ose of advancing to a higher

status, general alienation, from work in the society at large, 'and psycho-,

logical difficulties in handling ambiguity. Unless steps such as those

suggested here are taken, however, progress in vitalizing the field is

unlikely, n

0
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...... DESIRAWCRAFadERISTICS OF

SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL .SCIENCE EDUCATION
0

, By John U. Michaelis .

e
What are the desirable characterigtics (dekired states) of social

studies/sodial science education? The answer Ito -this question may be

.given .a variety of ways. One way is to set forth the characteristics

of approaches based on.different points of departure lor-program design

and developmer.it. For example, -chars teristics of a program'b.ased on

social studies as transmission of th cultural heritage-or the social

studies as social. science may be not d, emphasizing knowledgeas the

point of 'd4arture. Or, characteristics of a program based on reflective

thinking and deCisijon-making or participation in 'action designed to

improlie society may be given, emphasizing Social neec\s as the point of

departure. Or, characteristics of a'program designed to nurture the
.

developMent of individual students may be noted, emphasizing personal

needs as the point of departure.

The answer may be given in other ways. For example,` one may take a

competency-based' approach and identify degired capabilities of teachers,

desired behaviors of-Ifudelits, and the characteristics of a proiram that

will develop them. Or, one may:Identify major dimensions of the program

such as perso l, social, and knowledge; or cultural, spatial, 'An

temporal. Ano her way is to list characteristics under such headings as

goals, organization, materials, -methods, and evaluation. .

The approach taken in this paper- brings together the above elements,

plus others, and includes characteristics related to the main compo94ts

of as m odel for designing, analyzing, and evaluating a program of instruc-

tion. The main elements selected for consideration are presented in the

-checklist that follows.

paper written for Project SPAN appeared-An article similar to this
'in Social Studies Review 18 (Winter 1979), pp. 35-41.
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DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS.OF
. ... SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION

:4.

/
t Jtational.f

ko design, improvegn, explain,. justify, and improve the program of instruction
----Point of view, beliefs, and'assUmptiops: ,

Social reality ' Knowledge, a _Learning -Development
_Core values Other' ;

Analysis of foundations: , s:

Social Psychological Disciplinary' Historical
Philosophical . v

Focus

Human reAtionships Social interaction _Social institutions
'Relationships between people and their social and physical environments
Social, economic,and political systems in thepast,'present, and future
Personal; social, and knowledge dimenstems
Cultural spatial, and temporal dilensions

Goals and Objectives

Contributions to purposes -'f education:
Self- realization Human relationships Civic responsibility
Economic competence Thinking ability ---Learning how to learn
Other:

0

Needs assessment and identification of contributions of subjects to
the meeting of needs - , -

Contributions to purposes and needs noted for each subject: fl.

Understandings Attitudes and `values . Thinking, processes.
-Learning skills Patticipation skills. Nt;,"

°Objectives stated, for: - Courses = .Units Lessons,
'4,-, ;------ ,,

.

\ :

'',A K-12 Program -

Gener01 education.for all students'and specialized offerings to meet N

differing needs i

Units and courses in a developmentar'sequence
l---

Content and processes drawn from: - . /
.

Social sciences Other disciplines as needed Current afflars
New developments :7iiTsocial concerks (such as career, multicultural,
law-focused, global, and environmental educatiOn)

.
.

... Critical seleRtion of:\
_Learning Inateria/s Learning activities Teaching strategies

Continuing evaluation of:
1/4.

Learning Teaching The program of ilvtruptIon
_Relationships to other subjects indicated 111,-.444,i,"-

_Supervision and coordination of instruction .

1/8upporting Elements ,

, ,--

'A learqing environment anitconditiOns tat aid teaching d learning . .

A staff development program that promotes continuing g wth
,:...------4n accountabiAty system that interprets performance constructively

4
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a

A Functional Rationale

1

A working rationale or frame of.reference is used to make curricular.

and instructional decisions and to interpret. the social studies program.

Included within al:rationale is'tir point of view on such matters as the.

central goals of education in -gene+ and the social studies in partic

ular;'the nature of learning, knowledge, ,and knowing; the nature of
, .. .=,

. social reality, the good life, and the ideal person; the roles of educe
,

tors, laypersons, and students in curriculum development; relationships,
. .

.between,sc ools and other institutions with educational functions; and
.

.
. .. 1:k

e
II

cmocratit i als and.valuesthat underlie our way of life. Also impor7
.

.

.tant .,ire bell, and assumptions about various models of teaching,' .

approaches to
..e

Glue education, models of evaluation, the
.

impact of the
ii --.... -.

hidden curriculuM, ways of dealing with diversity in our multiethnic

"1-1:aDe--

J

society, and involvement iq,activities designed to improvd human rela°

tionships. Rationale bipildAng is a neverending task; essential fo thee'.

continuing impradmok Of the social studies and to staff development.

A.
From4:Ioundations'of tHZ--durriculum are drawwconient, processes,.

and leclications that are useful' in program` planning,, development, and
' Y s.'_ .

--

evaluation. The social foundations are sources of values, beliefs,
t

changes, demands, and lege ements that must be 'considered in ..

...
.

designing programs to devel emodratic citizenship. The psychological

foundations are source; of nfolmat/on used to derive idplications for

learning. fihe social

content and methods .of

instruction related to hutiian deVelopment and
-*

sciences and other disciplines are sources of

inquiry fle.,44 levelsif instruction. The historical foundations are
.r..

: .
, .

SOUPOrgrinfo4 rtaatiOn!t on goals, pettern's.of organization, content,

procedures,,and other featu0res that have been most effective in the'past.
,

. " .
.

The Philogoiltsal foundations are sources of the point of view, values,
,

.
/ .'.

goals, objectives; and logical processes that guide 'teachers and others

in planning, developini,.and evaluating the pro1gram.
.6

alga.

s.

:

Focus

Interaction of people with theiehuman.and physical environment,is
t

pluralistic
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society and in other societies.: Social, economic, and political activi-

ties of people in our society and in other societies are examined.

Legal, governmental, value, and other syStems are,investigated.- Human

interaction is viewed from various perspectives, including multicultural

and multiethnic; local, state, national, and global; and past, present,

and future. The richest possible content is selected from the social

sciences and other sources as needed to study topics'and issues and 'to

participate in individual and group action designed to improve the human.

condition.

Personal, Social, and Knowledge Dimension's

.
These dimensions are kept in balance even though one may be empha-

sized at a particular_time. The personal dimension includes the needs,

questions, concern's, conceptions, learning styles; and backgrounds of

students in our multicultural society. The soci41.dimension includes

societal values, conditions dhd changes,, processes of human interaction,

interaction among students,. and participation in school and commgnity

activities. The knowledge dimension includes the concepts, themes, and

generalizations that are structured in various ways, and used as tools of

thinking.

Cultural., Spatial, and Temporal Dimensions

These dimensions may be entwined in holistic'studies or singled out

at tiles for...emphesis in dhalytic studies. The, cultural dimension

includes the diverse wayof living and key aspects wzif $,he cultural

heritage needed for the general education Of students,. The temporal

dimension includes,the historical, ContempOtary, and-,&ernativ future

aspects of human relationships believed to be of importance in human

affairs. The spatial dimension includes the spatial distributions, areal

associations, and interactions of people J.4 1he place with those in

another. that are helpful in understanding human affairs. Distinctions

are made between widely applicable generalization's and those that ate

* 'culture-bound, time-bound, and space-bound.

- N
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Goals and Objectives

Goals and objectives of social studies/social science education are

/ , viewed in the context of the educational enterprise. Contributions, to

the central purposes of education are recognized. For example, self-

realization is nurtured and human relationships are clarified through

learning experiences at all levels of instruction. Thinking.abilIty and

learning how'to learn are developed.as students apply processes and

skills to topics; issues, and problems. Civic responsibility and eco-

nomic competence are given speqial attention throughout the program of

instruction. '

t.)

'Needsbassessment is conducted to sharpen goals and objectives and

to identify-aspects of the program to be improved. Assessment may be

done hy identifying the discrepancy between goals and attainments or by

identifying needs and problems directly as expressed by school personnel,

laypersons, and students. Needs assessment may be done in the context '

of the overall educational program, folloWed by implications for various
Yr

'subjects, or'it may be focused on social studies/social science education

alone.

_ zwik

Goalsof Social Studies/Social Science Education

Goal statements serve as overarching. guides to planning, develop-

ment, and evaluation; they typically include knowledge, attitudes and

values, and skills. Some statements give special attention to selected

concepts, values, and skills. . The following list ofifive basic social 4

studies/social science education goals singles out thinking processes
.

and participation skills, which may be included under skills, because of

their importance 'in program planning and development:

1. To develop the knowledge needed to function effectively An a

d'eMocratic society and in an increasingly interdependent global society.

2. To develop the basic skills needed for life-longlearning about
A

human relationships.

3.T6develop and use models of thinking and decision making and
AZ

the intellectual processes essential to their use.

4. To develop thewattitndes, values, valuing processes, and behav-

lqor patterns that are essential to responsible citizenship,

1
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5. To develop the skills needed to participate in activities

designed to improve the human condition.

Objectives

Goals are translated into objectives for instruction provided in

lessons, units, 1pd courses at various levels. Care is taken tostate

objectives that are consistent with gookS and appropriate,in terms of

such factors as educational. needs of students;-local conditions, and
C.

state and local requirements. It is recognized that objectives are

interrelated'and that multiple outcomes floe, from learning activities

-even though a particular objective may be emphasized.

A K-12 Curriculum

General educatioa_for all students and _specialized offerings are

included. Units and courses are arranged in a developmental' sequence.

Interdisciplinary, "multidisciplinary, and disciplinary patterns of

organization are used as appropriate in terms of objectives, backgrounds

of students, and nature of the topic or issue. Instruction is provided

on state-mandated topics and vn'othertopics specified'hy local boards

df education. Those aspects of multicultural, multiethnic, career, law-

focused, and environmental/energy education, and other special programs

related to sodial concerns are incorporated into instruction after

'critical' appraisal of their contribution to the attainment of goals.

Relationships to other subjects are analyzed to provide for mutually

reinforcing and enriching instruction. .Supervision and coordination of

instruction are provided at all levels.

Learning Materials. '- ti
The proper study of human relationshiRs; att iniinent of

vidual differences among students, and diversity within and

"'nities call for the use of a variety of learning'materials.

indi-

among commu-

Printed and

other media are cYitically selected 'from the folldking aild included in

. instruction:

'--Printed materials such

materials i

as .Iextboois, references,. and' source

126
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--Audiovisual materials such as sound and film media, ETV, .and

:graphic

-- Community`_ resources such as study trips, resource pefsons, and

events
1

. .

. .

Teaching Strategies and Learning Activities

Strategies are selected and orchestrated in terms of objectives,

teaching and learning styles, available learning materials, and condi-

tions of instruction. Conceptual, inquiry, and topidal "approaches are

unified in order-to obtain the advantages of each and to aid students in

using concepts as tools, for applying interpretation, analysis, and other.

processes'to topics under study. Models of teaching are used to_ inquire

into topics and issues in an investigative or scientific mode, to develop

main ideas'in a generalizing mode, to bring particulars about selected

settings together in a holistic mode, and to make judgments'and decisions

ina decision - making or evaluative mode. Learning activities are

Selected and sequended to accommodate learning kyles, with attention to

' initiating, intake, organizing, demonstrative, and expressive activities.

Continuing Evaluation

Beginning with needs assessment and diagnosis of students' back-
.

'grounds and achieyement, ongoing formative evaluation and periodic sum-

mative evaluation are ',conducted as an integral part,. of -instruction.

Teacher observation, examination of samples of work, and other informal
gt4.

assessment procedures are used along with tests, inventdr'es, and other

formal .asseasraent devices. Information obtained from evaluation is used

to improve teaching and learning, make curricular changes, and service

the accountability .syst m,

Supporting Elements

Environment for Teadhin and Learnin

The hcime, school, a d community, ,environments are conducive to effec-

tive teachifig and: learn g. Cooperative.home/school relationships are.,

maintained. Both the f rmal and hidden' curricula --are supported by

administrative poncies a d practices that place top priority on effec-
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tive teaching and learning. The community environment is analyzed to
4

capitalize-on supporting-elements andato remedy conditions that w

against effective teaching and learning. Students' repponsibilities for
4

creating and maintaining a productive environment are larified, estab-

lished, and evaluated.

The classroom environment is marked by mutual trust and respect,

individualized and personalized learning, and high regard for the impor-

tance of social'studies/social science education. Extensions of:teaching

and learning beyond the classroom, the school day, and the schoOl year

are viewed as part of the teaching and learning_enVironment.

Patterns of organization 'such as graded and nongrAded, self-

contained classroom and departmehtal, early.childhobd, middle and seconl.

dary levels, and team teaching and - differentiated staffing are weighed

in light of such -criteria as contributions to attainment of goals,

improvement of teaching and_learning, concerns of teachers, and 'available

facilities and support services.

Instructional support services art provided; these include library

and- instructional media services, supe vision, evaluation, guidance and

counselling, and special education ser ices-to facilitate mainstreaming.

a

Staff Development
- 1

A dynamic program of-staff development is provided to sharpen the

competencies that are essential to high- uality instruction. Both pre-

service and inservice education include attention to such competencies

\as th following:

Goals d_ob ectives/rt
1-0

i--Interpreting Ipals and breakng.them down into -objectives

, --Preparing .instructional objectives for lessOns, units, and courses
o

Organization:
,

--Using- interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and disciplinary

patterns of organization as appropriate

--Incorporating new materials s-from the.0clistiplings, current affairs;

and special prgrams:, after criticalaelection of those eleiTAts that

belong in the.sqpial studies
a
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\ .

nstructional media:

--Wecting, and using a variety of Media to
N

achieve stated objec-
..tiVes

\

\._

--Identifying bias and other deficiencies in instructional media

--Obtaining -and creating media for 'students mainstreamed

regular-classes and to meet indiVidual needs.

Teaching strategies:

into

- -Using a variety of critically selected strategies to achieve

knowledge, thinking process;, skill, and affective objective

-- Providing group-centered, individual-Centered, and teacher-

centered instruction as appropriate to improve learning.

- -Providing intake, organizing, applicative, and expressive activi-

ties that lift thinking from first-level processes such as interpreting

and classifying to higher-level processes, such as analyzing and evaluat-

ing

Evaluation:

- -Using a variety of informal and formal techniques to ,a seLs le, n-

ing

--Conducting needs assessment and diagnostiZ', formati

mative evaluation

--Using data from evaluation to improvelteachingand learning,

' report students' prOgress, improve accountability, and\revise the program

Professional growth: \

--LUsing current spurces of information, 'inservice ctivities, and

professional meetings' for continuing growth \\

-7:Revising one's rationale for the social
\
studies and using it to,:,

make instructional.decisions

--Working with others for continuing improvement social studies

education

L-Keepng abreast of new developments in the foundations of the

.social studies and drawing mplicat ons for program improvement

No

Accountability System

The' accountability system is operatively designed and operated

constructively- to interpret the performance of. students, teachers, and

other salon]. personne All objectives, arevassessed and a critical

a ,4
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selection is made of both formal and informal techniques of assessment.

.s Care is taken to avoid such pitfalls as limiting assessment to easily
.

measured objectives, making unwarranted comparisons between classes and

between schools, failing to take account.of students' backgrounds when

interpreting data, .scapegoating of teachers, and neglecting individual

differences by emphasizing instruction designed.to show improvement on

the average achievement of classes.

e e

o

1
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